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Dear NF Conference Attendees:
 
Welcome back to beautiful Monterey and to the 2015 NF Conference!  We’re delighted to be with you again for what promises to be 
an exciting, stimulating and provocative 3-1/2 days! 

So much has happened since we last convened here in 2013, and even in the past year since our meeting in in Washington, DC.  
Neurofibromatosis is receiving a great deal more attention from outside the NF world.  NF mutations have been identified as playing 
a key role in many other diseases such as breast cancer, drug-resistant melanoma,  mesothelioma and GBM, resulting in other 
disease groups engaging with the NF research community in search of better treatments and cures.

And this is exactly what we want – expand the NF community – it will make us smarter, and get results faster!  It’s very exciting that 
there are many new additions to the NF field, from clinicians to scientists to industry.   In this regard, I am very proud to announce 
that this year Dr. Anna Barker, not only agreed to open the NF2015 Conference, but she is convinced that NF needs biomarkers, 
and CTF has established a partnership with the National Biomarker Development Alliance (NBDA), that is led By Dr. Barker.  The 
partnership is aimed at leveraging and expanding the CTF investments including Biobank, Registry and clinic network towards the 
stratification of patients for clinical trials, the accurate diagnosis and prognosis of NF1 symptoms, and treatments.

In fact, the Children’s Tumor Foundation continues to invest to drive change, to be the game changer.  NF research is undergoing a 
revolution, and you all are part of it!

The Biobank which was established just 2 years ago, is filled with dermal neurofibromas, and today we have collected enough 
tumors to perform the full characterization of these tumors.  And as we speak the characterization is ongoing. All ‘omics’ data 
generated from this will be freely available to the world (just as the NCI did with the TCGA data) so we can generate the knowledge 
that will lead to the identification of specific drug targets for dermal neurofibromas.  CTF in collaboration with NDRI also has the 
ability today to accept NF1 tumors through body donations. 

The current IRB protocol can be amended to receive more dermal neurofibromas and in the future we are working to be able to 
accept other types of NF tumors. We invite courageous individuals from the entire NF clinical community to help us develop the 
protocols so that the Biobank will be able to accept ALL NF tumors.

There are NF researchers and clinicians who have shown incredible courage: when we launched Synodos for NF2 in 2013, we asked 
the participants to share their data in real time. We realized that it is a scary thing to do in a time of difficult funding. But an incredible 
group of scientists and clinicians believed in the need to gather the best team possible.  Thanks to Synodos for NF2 team! You have 
been awesome and have impressively accelerated the NF2 field.  

The NF1 Synodos teams that will be assembled this year will have the hard task to be as collaborative as the NF2 team! 

During this conference, I am looking forward to some stunning news: A compound that was identified by the CTF-sponsored NFPC 
labs is in the clinic and shows efficacy.  A reason to celebrate for me!

I’d like to thank Jaishri Blakeley  and Anat Stemmer-Rachamaminov , who with amazing energy and creativity, have put together the 
best Conference ever, and one to be proud of. Thank you, ladies!!

Enjoy the Conference, and I hope you go home enlightened – inspired – transformed ,and with your suitcase full of new ideas and 
connections.  Let me invite you to talk to at least 2 people you have never spoken with before and see what happens.  

Together we will continue on “the path forward”. 

Cheers,

ANNETTE BAKKER
President and Chief Scientific Officer
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The Friedrich von Recklinghausen Award: Neurofibromatosis 
Tradition and Progress

The Children’s Tumor Foundation’s Friedrich von Recklinghausen Award is given to individuals 

in the professional neurofibromatosis community who have made significant contributions to 

neurofibromatosis research or clinical care. Named after Friedrich Daniel von Recklinghausen (1833-

1910), the German physician who first described ‘von Recklinghausen’s disease’ – what we now 

know as neurofibromatosis type 1.

2015 Friedrich von Recklinghausen Award Recipient

It is with great pleasure to announce the recipient of the  2015 Friedrich von Recklinghausen Award, 

Dr. Eric Legius. Dr. Legius is currently the head of the Human Genetics Department of the University 

of Leuven, Belgium, as well as clinical director of the Center for Human Genetics of the University of 

Leuven. For over 20 years, Dr. Legius has dedicated himself to the understanding of NF1 and to the 

advancement of patient care. Considered by many as the most influential NF1 clinician/scientist in 

Europe, Dr. Legius also lends a strong spirit of collaboration to the NF clinical and research community, 

organizing stimulating NF workshops and sharing his broad insights from genetics, cancer, pediatrics, 

psychology and basic cell biology.  

In 2007, Dr. Legius and his team discovered the genetic basis of the NF1-like disease, now known as 

Legius Syndrome.  

Dr. Legius was nominated for the Award by his colleagues in the NF clinical and scientific community and will be presented with the 

Award at the June 6th Welcome Dinner and Reception. Please join us in congratulating Dr. Eric Legius, a most worthy recipient of this 

year’s Friedrich von Recklinghausen Award. 

 

The following are the most recent recipients of the Award:

2008  
Vincent ‘Vic’ Riccardi, MD,  
The Neurofibromatosis 
Institute

2009 
Luis Parada, PhD, 
University of Texas 
Southwestern

2010  
Nancy Ratner, PhD,  
Cincinnati Children’s 
Hospital  
Medical Center

2012  
David Gutmann, MD PhD,  
Washington University

2013  
Brigitte Widemann, MD 
National Cancer Institute

2014  
Gareth Evans, MD 
St. Mary’s Hospital,  
U. of Manchester, UK
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NF Walk Program (www.nfwalk.org)
The Children’s Tumor Foundation NF Walk Program was established in 2009 as a national 

fundraising effort to support neurofibromatosis research, raise awareness, and provide 

support for individuals with NF and their families. A key feature of the Walk program is that 

it is a community-based event organized by local volunteers, which offers the opportunity 

for individuals, their families, friends, neighbors, and organizations to join together, through 

a truly enjoyable event, in the fight against NF. Every Step Makes a Difference.

NF Endurance Program (www.nfendurance.org)
NF Endurance offers the opportunity for individuals to participate in marathons, triathlons, 

bike races, and other high endurance sporting events to raise money for research, 

promote awareness, and provide a network of caring support for those living with NF and 

their families. NF Endurance: iNFinite possibilities.

Racing4Research (www.racing4research.org)
Racing4Research (R4R) utilizes competitive, professional auto racing as a vehicle to 

increase awareness of neurofibromatosis and raise funds for research through corporate 

sponsorship, personal donations, and individual fundraising by NF Heroes: children and 

adults from around the country who live with neurofibromatosis. The program offers 

children and families living with the disorder a uniquely empowering weekend, and has 

raised over $2 million dollars since its inception five years ago. Fuel the Cure.

Community Relations (www.ctf.org/communityrelations)
The Community Relations (CR) team is comprised of five Regional Representatives who 

will work personally with you to answer any questions you may have and guide you 

towards the NF resources we have available. The CR team’s work also includes developing 

a local presence through our State chapters and assisting community members with event 

planning. The CR team works with the NF Clinic Network and assists in the planning of NF 

Symposia. In addition, the CR team works to raise NF awareness and drive participation 

in the NF Registry. Please see below for a breakdown of the CR team and the regions they 

represent.

NATIONAL PROGRAMS
Children’s Tumor Foundation National Programs
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Schedule At-A-Glance

7:00 AM 5:00 PM Registration DeAnza Foyer

8:00 AM  12:00 PM Educational Symposium (Satellite Meeting) Bonsai Ballroom

12:00 PM  12:45 PM Box Lunch Served Lower Atrium

12:45 PM   1:00 PM CONFERENCE BEGINS DeAnza Ballroom

1:00 PM    2:00 PM
KEYNOTE 1: Anna D. Barker, PhD, Co-Director, Complex Adaptive 
Systems,Director, National Biomarker Development Alliance (NBDA), 
Professor, School of Life Sciences, Arizona State University

DeAnza Ballroom

2:00 PM   4:40 PM SESSION 1: Diagnosing NF: Imaging, Pathology and Cognitive Testing DeAnza Ballroom

6:30 PM 10:00 PM
Cocktails, Welcome Dinner and Von Reclinghausen  
Award Presentation (walk to venue)

Monterey Beach Party 
at Delmonte Beach House

TIME EVENT LOCATION

FR
ID

AY
 

JU
NE

 5

7:00 AM  9:00 AM Breakfast + (Coffee in Serra I) Lower Atrium

7:00 AM  9:00 AM SATELLITE SESSIONS: REiNS Meeting Bonsai Ballroom

8:00 AM 9:00 AM OPTIONAL SUNRISE SESSIONS: Mentoring - Basic Science Portola Room

8:00 AM 9:00 AM Clinic Coordinators’ “Meet and Greet” Lower Atrium

9:00 AM 10:00 AM
KEYNOTE 2: Barbara Slusher, PhD, Brain Science Institute, Neuro-
translational Drug Discovery Program, Johns Hopkins University

DeAnza Ballroom

10:00 AM 12:20 PM SESSION 2: Optimizing Tools for Discovery DeAnza Ballroom

12:20 PM 1:30 PM Box Lunch and Unchaired Small Group Sessions Lower Atrium

1:30 PM 2:50 PM SESSION 3: Biology and Discovery DeAnza Ballroom

3:00 PM    4:00 PM Break and Basic Science Poster Session Serra Ballroom I

4:00 PM   5:30 PM SESSION 4: Along the Pathway DeAnza Ballroom

6:00 PM 7:00 PM POSTERS OF THE DAY (BASIC) - Oral presentations DeAnza Ballroom

7:00 PM Dinner On Your Own

7:00 PM 10:00 PM Clinics Dinner (by invitation only)

SU
N

D
AY
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SA
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JU

NE
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4:00 PM 6:00 PM Registration DeAnza Foyer

7:00 AM 9:00 AM Breakfast + (Coffee in Serra I) Lower Atrium

8:00 AM 9:00 AM OPTIONAL SUNRISE SESSIONS: Mentoring - Clinical Science Portola Room 

9:00 AM 10:00 AM KEYNOTE 3: Michael Dyer, PhD, St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital DeAnza Ballroom

10:00 AM 11:45 AM SESSION 5: Therapeutics:  From Target to Clinic DeAnza Ballroom

11:45 AM 1:30 PM Box Lunch and Unchaired Small Group Sessions Lower Atrium

1:30 PM 2:30 PM KEYNOTE 4: David Bennett, MD, Oxford University, UK DeAnza Ballroom

2:30 PM 4:00 PM SESSION 6: Clinical Therapeutics DeAnza Ballroom

4:00 PM   5:00 PM Break/Clinical Poster Session Serra Ballroom I

5:00 PM 6:30 PM SESSION 7: Pathway to Approval DeAnza Ballroom

6:30 PM 7:30 PM POSTERS OF THE DAY (CLINICAL) - Oral presentations DeAnza Ballroom

7:30 PM Dinner On Your Own

8:00 PM   10:00 PM International Schwannomatosis Database Dinner (by invitation only)

7:00 AM 9:30 AM Breakfast Lower Atrium

7:00 AM 9:30 AM SATELLITE SESSIONS: Austism Spectrum Disorder in NF Bonsai Ballroom

8:30 AM 9:30 AM OPTIONAL SUNRISE SESSIONS: Academic vs. Industry Drug 
Discovery Portola Room 

9:30 AM 11:00 AM SESSION 8: The Path Forward DeAnza Ballroom

11:00 AM 1:45 PM SESSION 9: Report Card: Drinks, Data and Lunch DeAnza Ballroom

12:15 PM 1:00 PM  Lunch Lower Atrium

1:45 PM 2:00 PM Meeting Wrap-Up

SCHEDULE
M

O
N

D
AY

 
JU

NE
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TU
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IMPORTANT NOTES
Important Notes to Chairs, Speakers & Poster Presenters

Important Notes to Speakers, Chairs & Poster Presenters

NOTE TO SPEAKERS

• Bring your slides to the meeting on a flash drive. DO NOT bring your own laptop. You will be notified by Foundation staff at registration as to when to 
bring your slides to the audiovisual staff.

• Be available by the podium 30 minutes before the start of the session in which you are speaking to understand audiovisual setup and make sure your 
slideshow is running smoothly.

• Check your time allotment on the agenda. Be prepared to complete your talk in the time-frame given on the agenda.
• If you run over time, you may be ‘cut off.’ Briefly summarize what you see as the key ‘take home’ points of the session.

NOTE TO SESSION CHAIRS

• Please stand by the podium 30 minutes before start of session you are chairing to ensure speakers have arrived, go through audiovisual setup, etc.
• It is your responsibility to convene your session PROMPTLY per the schedule.
• Introduce speakers by name and affiliation, and whether they are keynotes, invited speakers or selected abstract speakers. If they are CTF awardees 

(indicated on the agenda), please mention so in the introduction.
• Introduce the keynote speaker in more detail, by current affiliation, career, etc. (Their biosketch can be found on their abstract page.)
• It is your responsibility to keep your speakers ON TIME. Visual prompts (clock, lights) will be given; you are also encouraged to give a 3-minute 

warning.
• When fielding questions from the audience, have the audience member identify him/herself, and ensure they speak into a microphone.
• At the close of the session, please briefly summarize what you see as the key ‘take home’ points of the session.

PREPARING A SUMMARY OF YOUR SESSION

The meeting co-chairs will be assembling a report from the Conference that can translate into a publication after the meeting. Session co-chair(s) are requested 
to collaborate on providing a one to two page summary of your session. This should be succinct but sufficiently comprehensive to be meaningful. You are 
encouraged to liaise with your session speakers in putting this together. If there are critical references you want to mention please include the citation for the 
reference. 

NOTE TO POSTER PRESENTERS

• Posters will be on display throughout the Conference, June 6th to June 9th, in the Serra Ballroom and in the DeAnza Foyer.
• Posters can be set up starting Friday, June 5th after 3pm; your poster should be on display for the duration of the Conference.
• Pushpins will be provided.
• The Basic Science (odd numbers) poster session will be held on Sunday, June 8th from 3 to 4pm.  Poster presenters are asked to be present at their 

posters during this time.  The top 3 winners will be selected during this session, and the Basic Science “Posters of the Day” session will be held later 
that day from 6 to 7pm, where the winners will present their work in a 3-4 minute “speedtalk.”

• The Clinical Science (even numbers) poster session will be held on Monday, June 9th from 4 to 5pm.  The top 3 winners will be selected during this 
session, and the Clinical Science “Posters of the Day” session wll be held from 6:30 to 7:30pm, where the winners will present their work in a 3-4 
minute “speedtalk.”  

• The Serra Ballroom will be open at 8am each morning; coffee will be available in addition to the breakfast served in the Lower Atrium.  We encourage 
everyone to use part of their 2-hour breakfast time to review the posters on display.  Poster presenters should spend some time at their posters 
during this morning hour.

Questions?
Please contact a Foundation staff member!
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AGENDA
Friday · June 5, 2015

Saturday · June 6, 2015

4:00 PM 6:00 PM Registration

7:00 AM 5:00 PM Registration DeAnza Foyer

8:00 AM 12:15 PM SATELLITE EDUCATIONAL SYMPOSIUM (Satellite Meeting) Bonsai Ballroom

(breakfast provided for symposium attendees)

8:00 AM 8:20 AM Clinicl Importance of Diagnosing NF1 – Genetic Mimickers,  
Dusica Babovic-Vuksanovic, MD, Mayo Clinic

8:20 AM 8:40 AM Controversies in MPNST Management,  
Rosalie Ferner, MD, Guy’s Hospital, London, UK

8:40 AM 9:00 AM Practical Pain Management Approaches in NF and Schwannomatosis, Kaleb Yohay, 
MD, New York Weill-Cornell Hospital

Break

Tumor Board 

9:30 AM 10:00 AM
Paraspinal Tumor (Schwannoma and Plexiform Neurofibroma) Management, Allan 
Belzberg, MD, Johns Hopkins University; Robert Listernick, MD, Ann and Robert H. Lurie 
Children’s Hospital

10:00 AM 10:30 AM Symptomatic or Progressive Cranial Neuropathies in NF2, D. Bradley Welling, MD, 
PhD, Harvard University; Matthias Karajannis, MD, NYU Langone Medical Center

10:30 AM 11:00 AM Abdominal Mass in NF1, John Slopis, MD, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center; Scott 
Plotkin, MD, PhD, Harvard/MGH

11:00 AM 11:30 AM Sarcoma: in NF1, NF2 and Schwannomatosis, Aerang Kim, MD, PhD, Children’s 
National Medical Center; Gareth Evans, MD, University of Manchester, UK

11:30 AM 12:00 PM Low Grade Glioma and Cognition in NF1, Maria Acosta, MD, Children’s National 
Medical Center; Michael Fisher, MD, Children’s Hospital, Philadelphia

12:00 PM 12:45 PM Box Lunch served Lower Atrium

12:45 PM 1:00 PM 2015 NF CONFERENCE BEGINS DeAnza Ballroom

WELCOME REMARKS 

CTF President and CSO Annette Bakker, PhD

Conference Co-chairs: Jaishri Blakeley, MD, Johns Hopkins University Medical Center;  
Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov, MD, Harvard University

1:00 PM 2:00 PM KEYNOTE 1: Biomarkers:  The Best of Times and the Worst of Times DeAnza Ballroom

Anna D. Barker, PhD, Co-Director, Complex Adaptive Systems, Director, National 
Biomarker Development Alliance (NBDA), Professor, School of Life Sciences, Arizona 
State University, Former Deputy Director, National Cancer Institute

2:00 PM 4:40 PM SESSION 1: Diagnosing NF: Imaging, Pathology and Cognitive 
Testing

DeAnza Ballroom

Chairs: David Gutmann, MD, PhD, Washington University, St. Louis;  
Nicole Ullrich, MD, PhD, Harvard University

2:00 PM 2:20 PM Genetics:  Approaches to the Diagnosis of the Neurofibromatoses, Bruce Korf, MD, 
PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham

2:20 PM 2:35 PM Platform #1 - Clinical and Molecular Predictors of Mortality in Neurofibromatosis 
Type 2, D. Gareth Evans, MD, St. Mary’s Hospital, University of Manchester, UK

2:35 PM 2:55 PM Imaging Across NF1, NF2 and Schwannomatosis, Miriam Bredella, MD, Harvard 
University/Massachusetts General Hospital
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AGENDA
Saturday · June 6, 2015

2:55 PM 3:10 PM Platform  #2  - Comparison of NCI and MGH Volumetric MRI Analysis Methods 
When Applied to Complex Plexiform Neurofibromas, Eva Dombi, MD, NIH

3:10 PM 3:30 PM Pathology Tools of Diagnosis in NF,  Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov, MD, Harvard 
University

3:30 PM 3:45 PM
Platform #3 - Contact-Dependent Inhibition of EGFR Mobility and Internalization at 
the Cortical Cytoskeleton by Nf2/Merlin, Christine Chiasson MacKenzie, PhD, Harvard 
University and Young Investigator Awardee

3:45 PM 4:05 PM Approaches to Diagnosing Cognitive Deficits,  Karin Walsh, PsyD, Children’s National 
Medical Center

4:05 PM 4:20 PM
Platform #4 - STARS:  A Randomized Placebo-Controlled Trial of Lovastatin in 
Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1, Kathryn North, MD, Murdoch Children’s 
Research Institute, Australia

4:20 PM 4:40 PM Liquid Diagnostics: Biomarkers for the Neurofibromatoses, Chetan Bettagowda, MD, 
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

6:30 PM 10:00 PM COCKTAILS, WELCOME DINNER AND VON RECKLINGHAUSEN 
AWARD PRESENTATION

Monterey Beach Party 
at Delmonte Beach House

(walk to venue) 

7:00 AM 9:00 AM Breakfast (Coffee available in Serra I) Lower Atrium

Sunday · June 7, 2015
7:00 AM 9:00 AM SATELLITE SESSION - REiNS Meeting Bonsai Ballroom

Scott Plotkin, MD, PhD, Harvard University; Brigitte Widemann, MD, National Cancer 
Institute

8:00 AM 9:00 AM Clinic Coordinators’ “Meet and Greet” (Gathering over breakfast) Lower Atrium

8:00 AM 9:00 AM Optional Sunrise Session: Mentoring – Basic Science Portola Room

Chair: D. Wade Clapp, MD, Indiana University

This session will highlight the experience of experts within the NF community who run 
basic science laboratories. Topics will include : how to operate a productive laboratory, 
successfully managing resources, patents, etc.

9:00 AM 10:00 AM KEYNOTE 2: Academic - Industry Partnership in Drug Discovery for 
Neurological Diseases

DeAnza Ballroom

Barbara Slusher, PhD, Brain Science Institute, Neuro-Translational Drug Discovery 
Program, Johns Hopkins University

10:00 AM 12:20 PM SESSION 2: Optimizing Tools for Discovery DeAnza Ballroom

Chairs: Marco Giovannini, MD, PhD, UCLA; D. Wade Clapp, MD, Indiana University

10:00 AM 10:20 AM Genetic Manipulation of Stem Cells, Evan Snyder, MD, PhD, Sanford-Burnham Medical 
Research Institute, UC San Diego

10:20 AM 10:35 AM Using Human iPSC’s to Model Neurofibromatosis, David Gutmann, MD, PhD, 
Washington University, St. Louis

10:35 AM 10:55 AM Murine Models in Therapeutic Discovery:  The Relative Strengths and Weaknesses, 
Robert Kesterson, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham

10:55 AM 11:10 AM

Platform #5 - Generation of patient-specific NF1(+/-) and NF1(-/-) induced 
pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) derived from plexiform neurofibromas. Genomic 
characterization and differentiation capacity, Eduard Serra, PhD, Institute of Predictive 
and Personalized Medicine of Cancer (IMPPC), Barcelona, ESP
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11:10 AM 11:30 AM

Biomarkers:  They Key to Precision (Personalized) Medicine, Anna D. Barker, PhD, 
Co-Director, Complex Adaptive Systems, Director, National Biomarker Development 
Alliance (NBDA), Professor, School of Life Sciences, Arizona State University, Former 
Deputy Director, National Cancer Institute

11:30 AM 11:45 AM

Platform #6 - In-Vivo Analysis of the Consequences of Loss of the NF1 Tumor 
Suppressor in High-Grade Glioma, Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor 
(MPNST) and Neurofibroma, Shuning He, PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute; Young 
Investigator Awardee

11:45 AM 12:05 PM The Power of Multiplatform Analysis, Joshua Stewart, PhD, University of California at 
Santa Cruz

12:05 PM 12:20 PM
Platform #7 - A Genetic Mouse Model of MET-Driven MPNST and GEMM-Derived 
Tumorgrafts for Targeted Therapeutic Studies, Jacqueline Peacock, PhD, an Andel 
Research Institute, Grand Rapids, MI

12:20 PM 1:30 PM Lunch and Unchaired Small Group Sessions Lower Atrium

1:30 PM 2:50 PM SESSION 3: Biology and Discovery DeAnza Ballroom

Chairs: Alison Lloyd, PhD, University College, London, UK; Vincent Riccardi, MD,  
The Neurofibromatosis Institute

1:30 PM 1:50 PM Uncovering Cellular Programs through Chromatin Landscape Analysis and Single-
Cell RNA Sequencing, Mario Suva, MD, PhD, Harvard University

1:50 PM 2:10 PM Chinks in the Armor:  Harnessing Tumor Vulnerabilities for Therapeutic 
Development, Karen Cichowski, PhD, Brigham and Women’s Hospital

2:10 PM 2:30 PM Healing and Tumor Formation, Helen Morrison, PhD, Leibniz Research Institute

2:30 PM 2:50 PM Metabolism in Tumorigenisis, Luis Parada, PhD, University of Texas, Southwestern

3:00 PM 4:00 PM BREAK & BASIC SCIENCE POSTER SESSION Serra Ballroom I

4:00 PM 5:30 PM SESSION 4: Along the Pathway DeAnza Ballroom

Chairs: Eric Legius, MD, University of Leuwen, Belgium; Meena Upadhyaya, PhD, Cardiff 
University, UK

4:00 PM 4:20 PM Mechanisms Governing NF2 Loss-Driven Tumorigenesis, Filippo Giancotti, MD, PhD, 
Memorial Sloan Kettering

4:20 PM 4:35 PM
Platform #8 - FGFR1 Signaling in Hypertrophic Chondrocytes is Attenuated by the 
Ras-GAP Neurofibromin During Endochondral Bone Formation, Matthew Karolak, BS, 
Vanderbilt University Medical Center; Young Investigator Awardee

4:35 PM 4:55 PM The Brain in Rasopathies:  Notch and Nitric Oxide as Therapeutic Targets,  
Nancy Ratner, PhD, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital

4:55 PM 5:10 PM
Platform #9 - Insertional Mutagenesis Identifies a STAT3/Arid1b/beta-catenin 
Pathway Driving Neurofibroma Initiation, Jianqiang Wu, MD, MSc, Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital, University of Cincinnati

5:10 PM 5:30 PM Genetic Influence on Pathway Activation, Thomas DeRaedt, PhD, Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital

6:00 PM 7:00 PM POSTERS OF THE DAY (BASIC SCIENCE) DeAnza Ballroom

Oral presentations of the top 4 basic science posters - wine, beer and cheese served.

7:00 PM Dinner on your own

7:00 PM 10:00 PM SATELLITE SESSION: CLINICS DINNER (By Invitation Only)

AGENDA
Sunday · June 7, 2015
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AGENDA
Monday · June 8, 2015
7:00 AM 9:00 AM Breakfast (Coffee available in Serra I) Lower Atrium

8:00 AM 9:00 AM Optional Sunrise Session: Mentoring – Clinical Science Portola Room 

Chair: Brigitte Widemann, MD, National Cancer Institute

This session will highlight the experience of experts within the NF community who run 
clinical science laboratories. Topics to include establishing a clinical research program, 
managing clinical data across multiple sites security, integrating patient care efficiently, etc.

9:00 AM 10:00 AM KEYNOTE 3: EXPLOITING CELLULAR PLIANCY TO IDENTIFY TUMOR 
VULNERABILITY IN CHILDHOOD CANCER DeAnza Ballroom

Michael Dyer, PhD, St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital

10:00 AM 11:45 AM SESSION 5: Therapeutics: From Target to Clinic DeAnza Ballroom

Chairs: Joseph Kissil, PhD, Scripps Institute;  Vijaya Ramesh, PhD, Harvard University

10:00 AM 10:20 AM Genomic Driven Therapeutics, Douglas Stewart, MD, National Cancer Institute

10:20 AM 10:35 AM
Platform #10 - Anti-VEGF Treatment Augments Tumor Radiation Response and  
Improves Neurological Function in a NF2 Schwannoma, Lei Xu, MD, PhD,  
Harvard University

10:35 AM 10:55 AM Proteomic Evaluation of Signaling Pathways in Human Schwannomas,  
Dominique Lallemand, MD, Institut Curie, Paris

10:55 AM 11:10 AM Platform #11 - Measles Virus as  Novel Therapy for Malignant Peripheral Nerve  
Sheath Tumors, David Deyle, MD, Mayo Clinic

11:10 AM 11:30 AM Therapeutic Discovery through High Throughput Screening, Marc Ferrer, PhD, 
National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS)/NIH

11:30 AM 11:45 AM
Platform #12 - Small Molecule Inhibition of the Hippo-YAP Pathway as a  
Therapeutic Strategy in Neurofibromatosis Type 2, William Guerrant, PhD, 
The Scripps Research Institute; Young Investigator Awardee

11:45 AM 1:30 PM Lunch and Unchaired Small Group Sessions Lower Atrium

1:30 PM 2:30 PM KEYNOTE 4: Neuropathic Pain and Peripheral Nerve Repair DeAnza Ballroom

David Bennett, MD, Oxford University, UK

2:30 PM 4:00 PM SESSION 6: Clinical Therapeutics DeAnza Ballroom

Chairs: Rosalie Ferner, Guy’s Hospital, London, UK; Michael Fisher, MD, Children’s 
Hospital of Philadelphia

2:30 PM 2:50 PM Therapeutics for NF1:  The Promise of MEK, Brigitte Widemann, MD, National Cancer 
Institute

2:50 PM 3:05 PM
Platform #13 - The Impact of Vision Loss Among Survivors of Childhood Central 
Nervous System Astroglial Tumors,Peter de Blank, MD, Rainbow Babies and Children’s 
Hospital, Case Western Reserve University

3:05 PM 3:25 PM Therapeutics of NF2:  The Promise of BEV, Scott Plotkin, MD, PhD, Harvard University/
MGH

3:25 PM 3:40 PM
Platform #14 - Longitudinal Measures of Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer Thickness Detect 
New Onset Vision Loss in Children with Optic Pathway Gliomas, Robert Avery, DO, 
MSCE, The Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute/Children’s National Medical Center

3:40 PM 4:00 PM Advances in Clinical Research in NF1, Juha Peltonen, MD, PhD, University of Turku, 
Finland

4:00 PM 5:00 PM COFFEE BREAK & CLINICAL POSTER SESSION Serra Ballroom I
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AGENDA
Monday · June 8, 2015
5:00 PM 6:30 PM SESSION 7: Pathway to Approval DeAnza Ballroom

Chairs: Matthias Karajannis, MD, NYU Langone Medical Center; Roger Packer, MD, 
Children’s National Medical Center

5:00 PM 5:20 PM The Risks and Benefits of Investing in Therapeutic Development for Rare Disease, 
Aileen Healy, PhD, Vice President, Preclinical Development, Cydan Development, Inc.

5:20 PM 5:35 PM Platform #15 - NF1 Nonsense Allele Mouse Model:  Developing New Therapeutic 
Interventions, Kairong Li, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham

5:35 PM 5:55 PM

Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Medications are Cytostastic against Human 
Vestibular Schwannomas:  from Target to Clinic and Back, Konstantina Stankovic, 
MD, PhD, FACS, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary/Harvard Medical School  
Pfizer, Inc.

5:55 PM 6:10 PM
Platform #16 - RNASeq Identification of Potential Mediators of Neurofibroma 
Growth and Resistance to Therapy, Mitchell Springer, PhD, Cincinnati Children’s 
Hospital, University of Cincinnati

6:10 PM 6:30 PM
Developing Therapies for Pediatric and Rare Diseases, Stephen Simko, MD, 
Associate Medical Director, Innovative Pediatric Oncology Drug Development, 
Genentech, Inc., member of the Roche Group

6:30 PM 7:30 PM POSTERS OF THE DAY (CLINICAL SCIENCE) DeAnza Ballroom

Oral presentations of the top 3 clinical science posters - wine, beer and cheese served.

7:30 PM Dinner on your own

8:00 PM 10:00 PM SATELLITE SESSION: INTERNATIONAL SCHWANNOMATOSIS 
DATABASE DINNER (By Invitation Only)

Tuesday · June 9, 2015

7:00 AM 9:30 AM SATELLITE SESSION: AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER IN 
NEUROFIBROMATOSIS

Bonsai Ballroom

Chair: Maria Acosta, MD, Children’s National Medical Center

7:30 AM 9:30 AM Breakfast Lower Atrium

8:30 AM 9:30 AM Optional Sunrise Session: Academic vs. Industry Drug Discovery Portola Room 

Chair: Joseph Kissil, PhD, Scripps Research Institute

Panelists: Steven Simko, MD, Genentech, Inc., Aileen Healy, PhD, Cydan Development, Inc., 
Annette Bakker, PhD, Children’s Tumor Foundation

9:30 AM 11:00 AM SESSION 8: The Path Forward DeAnza Ballroom

Panel Discussion - A Reflection and Synthesis of Successes and Limitations in 
Neurofibromatosis Research, Moderators: Jaishri Blakeley, MD, Johns Hopkins 
University; David Stevenson, MD, Stanford University

 9:30 AM 10:00 AM Schwannomatosis, Alan Belzberg, MD, Johns Hopkins University; Larry Sherman, PhD, 
Oregon Health and Science University

10:00 AM 10:30 AM NF1, Elizabeth Schorry, MD, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital; David Gutmann, MD, PhD, 
Washington University, St. Louis

10:30 AM 11:00 AM NF2, James Gusella, PhD, Harvard University; Gareth Evans, MD, St. Mary’s Hospital, 
University of Manchester, UK
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AGENDA
Tuesday · June 9, 2015
11:00 AM 1:45 PM SESSION 9: Report Card: Drinks, Data and Lunch DeAnza Ballroom  

and Lower Atrium

11:00 AM 11:15 AM Department of Defense Clinical Trials Consortium, Roger Packer, MD, Children’s 
National Medical Center

11:15 AM 11:30 AM
Response Evaluation in Neurofibromatosis and Schwannomatosis (REiNS),  
Scott Plotkin, MD, PhD, Harvard University/MGH; Brigitte Widemann, MD, National 
Cancer Institute

11:30 AM 11:45 AM Activities and Accomplishments of the Neurofibromatosis Therapeutic Consortium, 
Ophelia Maertens, PhD, Harvard/Brigham and Women’s Hospital

11:45 AM 12:00 PM Biobank Initiative and NF Patient Registry, Oliver Hanemann, MD, PhD, University of 
Plymouth, UK; Pamela Knight, MS, Children’s Tumor Foundation

12:00 PM 12:15 PM Optic Pathway Glioma Consortium, Michael Fisher, MD, Children’s Hospital 
Philadelphia

12:15 PM 1:00 PM Lunch Lower Atrium

1:00 PM 1:15 PM Synodos for NF2, Wade Clapp, MD, Indiana University

1:15 PM 1:30 PM International Schwannomatosis Database, Allan Belzberg, MD, Johns Hopkins 
University

1:30 PM 1:45 PM Neurofibromatosis Therapeutic Acceleration Program (NTAP), Jaishri Blakeley, MD, 
Johns Hopkins University

1:45 PM 2:00 PM MEETING WRAP-UP
Conference Co-Chairs: Jaishri Blakeley, MD, and Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov, MD
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BIOS
2015 NF Conference Co-Chairs

Jaishri Blakeley, MD, Johns Hopkins University Medical Center

Dr. Jaishri Blakeley is an Associate Professor in Neurology, Oncology and Neurosurgery (Neuro-oncology).  She is Director 
of the Johns Hopkins Comprehensive Neurofibromatosis Center (JHCNC), co-director of the United Counsel of Neurolgic 
Subspecialties Neuro-Oncology Fellowship and a member of the Adult Brain Tumor Consortium and the Department of 
Defense Neurofibromatosis Clinical Trials Consortium.  Dr. Blakeley’s research interests are in the development of clinical 
trials for nervous system tumors and specifically, in early clinical translational studies including tumor pharmacokinetic and 
pharmacodynamic investigations.  She is currently the national chairperson for two clinical trials for patients with malignant 
gliomas and 2 clinical trials for patients with neurofibromatosis type 2 associated vestibular schwannomas.  Her research 

is supported by the National Cancer Institute: Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program, foundation awards such as the Career Development Award from 
the American Society for Clinical Oncology, the Children’s Tumor Foundation clinical trial award and industry research collaborations.  Most recently 
Dr. Blakeley launched a new research program focused on developing therapeutics for the peripheral nerve sheath tumors afflicting patients with NF1 
called the Neurofibromatosis Therapeutic Acceleration Program.  She focuses her clinical efforts on the diagnosis and management of primary brain 
tumors in adults and in the care of patients with neurofibromatosis types 1 and 2 and schwannomatosis.  She has been awarded both the Thomas 
Preziosi Award for Clinical Excellence in Neurology, the Frank Ford Memorial Neurology Teaching Award and the NF Mid-Atlantic “Make a difference 
award”. 

 
Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov, MD, Harvard University

                                       
Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov is an associate professor in Harvard medical school and an associate neuropathologist in MGH. 
She is the co-director of the Dana Farber Harvard Cancer Center (DFHCC) special Histology Core and the co-director of the 
neuro oncology tumor bank in MGH. For the past 19 years, Anat has been worked closely with the MGH Neurofibromatosis 
clinicians and researchers in numerous collaborative studies. She is an expert in interpretation and analysis of NF associated 
tumors, in NF patients and in animal models. Her research interests are in translational research focused on molecular 
pathology of NF lesions, in particular schwannomas. Anat has over 100 publications, most in the NF field. 
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Anna D. Barker, PhD, Arizona State University
                                              
Dr. Barker recently joined Arizona State University to plan and direct efforts in transformative knowledge networks – specifically 
directed toward addressing major problems in healthcare. The Transformative Healthcare Networks initiative (THN) will serve as a 
foundation for the development of new research models that leverage convergent knowledge, innovative teams and novel funding 
approaches to better prevent and treat acute and chronic diseases. She also serves as Co-Director of a major ASU initiative in 
complex adaptive systems research. The Complex Adaptive System Initiative (CASI) serves as an organizing construct to approach 
understanding and solving multi-dimensional problems in the biological and social sciences. Prior to joining ASU, Dr. Barker served 
as the Deputy Director of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and as Deputy Director for Strategic Scientific Initiatives for eight 

years – retiring in 2010. While Deputy, she developed and implemented multi/trans-disciplinary programs in strategic areas of cancer research and advanced 
technologies including: the Nanotechnology Alliance for Cancer; The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) – in collaboration with the National Human Genome 
Research Institute; and the Clinical Proteomics Technologies Initiative for Cancer. Dr. Barker also led the development of a network of trans-disciplinary centers 
(Physical Sciences-Oncology Centers – PS-OCs) that integrate the physical and biological sciences to better understand cancer across scales. All of these 
programs emphasize innovation, transdisciplinary teams and convergence of scientific disciplines to enable progress against cancer. They also stress the 
synergy of large scale and individual initiated research, precompetitive research, public databases and clinical to more effectively detect prevent and treat 
cancer. Dr. Barker also led and collaborated on NCI’s development efforts in biospecimens and bioinformatics (the Cancer Human Biobank (caHUB) and 
the Cancer Bioinformatics Grid (caBIG, respectively) to support molecularly based personalized medicine. She was the founding co-chair of the NCI-FDA 
Interagency Task Force; founding co-chair of the Cancer Steering Committee of the FNIH Biomarker Consortium; and oversaw the NCI’s international cancer 
research programs, including pilot programs in Latin America and China. Dr. Barker has a long history in research and the leadership and management of 
research and development in the academic, non-profit and private sectors. She served as a senior scientist and subsequently as a senior executive at Battelle 
Memorial Institute for 18 years; and cofounded and served as the CEO of a public biotechnology drug development company. She has received a number 
of awards for her work in support of cancer research, cancer patients, professional and advocacy organizations and the ongoing national effort to prevent 
and cure cancer. Most recently she received the 2009 AACR Margaret Foti Award for Leadership and Extraordinary Achievements in Cancer Research, AACR 
100th Anniversay Meeting; and in 2009 Dr. Barker was named to the list of “The 100 People Changing America” by Rolling Stone Magazine.

Barbara Slusher, PhD, Johns Hopkins University
                                       
Barbara Slusher is Professor of Neurology and Neuroscience, with a Joint appointment in the Department of Psychiatry, and the Director 
of the Brain Science Institute Drug Discovery Program.

Before joining Johns Hopkins in 2010, Dr. Slusher spent 18 years in the pharmaceutical industry, including several years at the level of 
Senior Vice President of Research and Translational Development.  She has extensive experience in drug discovery through Phase I/IIa 
clinical development and was involved in the successful development, launch and/or post marketing support of 4 branded medicines 
including SeroquelTM, AloxiTM, DacogenTM, and LucedraTM.  

At Johns Hopkins, Dr. Slusher leads the largest integrated drug discovery program on campus with a veteran team of medicinal chemists, assay developers, 
pharmacologists, toxicologists, and pharmacokinetics/drug metabolism experts. The team is engaged in identifying novel drug targets arising from the faculty’s 
research and translating them into new drug therapies for clinical development.  Dr. Slusher is a member of the JHU NIMH Center for Novel Therapeutics of 
HIV-associated Cognitive Disorders, and serves as the Director for the Therapeutics Development Core.  It is through this center that novel therapies that evolve 
from JHU studies will be evaluated for neuroprotective activity in cell culture and animal models of neurodegeneration for HIV-associated cognitive disorders and 
dementia.  Promising compounds which possess in vivo efficacy with favorable pharmacokinetics and safety properties may ultimately be evaluated in clinical 
studies as adjunctive therapy for HIV patients with cognitive disorders.

Dr. Slusher has published over 160 scientific articles and is the inventor on 68 patents and applications. She has been an invited speaker at over 60 national and 
international scientific meetings and has served on the board or as a scientific consultant of multiple biotechnology companies.  She is a co-founder of Cerecor, a 
biopharma company in Baltimore (www.cerecor.com/), to commercialize JHU drug discovery inventions. She is leading the first-ever International Consortium of 
over 1000 Academic Drug Discovery scientists in an effort to coordinate and enhance university-led drug discovery efforts (www.addconsortium.org).
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Michael Dyer, PhD, St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital
                                       
Michael Dyer received his bachelor’s degree with honors from UCLA in Microbiology and Molecular Genetics.  For his doctoral 
training, Dr. Dyer went to Harvard University where he studied globin gene switching during hematopoiesis with Dr. Margaret 
Baron.  After completing his degree, he moved to Harvard Medical School for a postdoctoral fellowship with Dr. Connie Cepko.  
In Dr. Cepko’s lab, he became interested in the regulation of retinal progenitor cell proliferation during neurogenesis.  In 2002, 
Dr. Dyer was recruited to the department of Developmental Neurobiology at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital.  At St. 
Jude, he expanded his interest in neural progenitor cell proliferation to include cancer biology, evolutionary biology and stem 
cell biology.  In 2005, he was promoted to Associated Member and in 2008 he was promoted to Member at St. Jude.  He has 

received numerous awards since joining the faculty at St. Jude including being named a Pew Scholar, the Cogan Award Recipient and a Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute Early Career Scientist.  In 2009, Dr. Dyer was named co-leader of the Solid Tumor Program in the NCI-designated comprehensive cancer 
center at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, and in 2011 he was named head of the Division of Developmental Biology.  In 2013 he became an 
investigator of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and in 2014, he was named the Richard C. Shadyac Endowed Chair in Pediatric Cancer Research.

David Bennett, MD, University of Oxford, UK

David is Professor of neurology and neurobiology at the University of Oxford and honorary consultant neurologist. His sub-
specialty interest is peripheral neuropathy as well as neuropathic pain and he administers the neuropathy clinic at Oxford 
University Hospitals. He qualified from Guy’s and St Thomas’ medical school London and was subsequently appointed 
consultant neurologist at King’s College Hospital. He received an intermediate and then a senior Wellcome clinical scientist 
fellowship and moved to Nuffield Department of Clinical Neuroscience in 2012. He is a member of the London Pain Consortium 
and is vice-director of the ‘Europain’ Investigational Medicines Initiative. His current research interest is to understand the 
pathogenesis of nerve injury in order to promote nerve repair and prevent the development of neuropathic pain. He takes 

a broad experimental approach to this problem ranging from the study of transgenic mouse models to the investigation of patients with rare inherited 
neuropathies and painful channelopathies.

BIOS
2015 NF Conference Keynote Speakers
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SESSION 1: Diagnosing NF: Imaging, Pathology and Cognitive Testing

Genetic Approach to the Diagnosis of NF1, NF2, and Schwannomatosis 
Session 1:  Saturday, June 6, 2:00pm – 2:20pm

Bruce R. Korf, MD, PhD, Department of Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL

Diagnosis of the neurofibromatoses has been based on clinical criteria since the delineation of the three conditions, and predated the ability to perform molecular 
diagnostic testing.  For the most part the diagnostic criteria have stood the test of time, though there are some ambiguities, and the age-dependence of some 
signs may make diagnosis problematic in young children.  Molecular testing offers the possibility of diagnosis before the full emergence of clinical signs and can 
resolve an uncertain diagnosis, such as distinguishing NF1 from Legius syndrome.  It can also be used to establish the underlying mutation in cases of mosaicism, 
proving the diagnosis and providing a basis for genetic counseling. Genotype-phenotype correlations have been established, albeit to a limited extent, allowing, 
in some cases, prediction of specific manifestations.  Genetic testing also enables prenatal diagnosis, including the possibility of preimplantation diagnosis. Most 
applications of genetic testing begin with an affected individual, with the hope of establishing a diagnosis or providing genetic counseling. The recent emergence 
of genomic technologies for diagnosis of intellectual disability and predisposition to cancer has led to the finding of unexpected NF mutations in individuals not 
previously suspected to be affected, raising questions of whether the variants are pathogenic or benign.  It is possible that these findings will broaden our concept 
of the NF phenotype. Finally, there remain instances where molecular testing of patients thought to have NF are unrevealing, suggesting that there may be additional 
genes or genetic mechanisms that remain to be discovered.   

Platform #1 - Clinical and Molecular Predictors of Mortality in Neurofibromatosis 2: A United Kingdom 
National Analysis of 1192 Patients

Session 1:  Saturday, June 6, 2:20pm – 2:35pm

D. Gareth Evans, MD, University of Manchester

Previous studies have shown a number of predictors of early mortality in NF2. These have been limited by small size, but have predicted that constitutional 
truncating mutations, presence of meningioma and young age at onset are independent predictors of early death. We have now assessed mortality in 1192 
NF2 patients in the UK NF2 registry. Vital status was confirmed from last NHS contact and date of death from death certification or the NHS tracing system for 
06/30/2014. Kaplan-Meier analysis with Jack knife to allow for confounding factors such as family effect was performed on the era analysis. 1176 patients had 
undergone family or personal NF2 mutation testing; 625 had full constitutional mutation (257 truncating, 125 large deletions, 178 splice-site, 48 missense) and 
157 were mosaic for an NF2 mutation with 400 having no identified mutation. Constitutional missense mutations (OR 0.297;p=0.004) and splice site mutations 
(OR 0.495;p=0.04) had better survival than truncating mutations. Individuals with exon 1 (OR 0.2:p=0.0014) or exons 14-15 truncating mutations showed better 
survival than exons 2-13 truncating mutations. Mosaic mutations had substantially better survival than constitutional mutations (OR 0.088; p<10-7). As before 
age <20 at diagnosis (OR 11.36; p<10-7), presence of meningioma (OR 1.65:p=0.0002) predicted poor survival but gender was not predictive. We also saw a 
clear evidence of better survival with each era (1980-89;1990-1999;2000-2009;2010-14) 2.22 x 10-16. The latest era has benefited from the use of bevacizumab 
treatment. The current study has shown new genotype phenotype correlations including an effect of milder disease with exon 1 truncating mutations which are 
before the NF2 dimerisation zone, implying that absence of dimerisation of truncated protein may not cause the dominant negative effect that appears to account 
for severe disease with most truncating mutations.

Full Author List: D Gareth Evans, MD, FRCP, Adam Hexter, MBBS, Miriam J Smith, PhD, Jill E Urquhart, PhD, Naomi L Bowers, BSc, Carolyn Gokhale, PhD, Andrew J Wallace, PhD, SRCS, 
FRCPath, Jan Friedman MD, PhD

All from the Manchester Centre for Genomic Medicine, St Mary’s Hospital, Manchester Academic Health Sciences Centre (MAHSC), University of Manchester, Manchester, UK 

ABSTRACTS
Invited Speaker Abstracts
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Imaging Across NF1, NF2 and Schwannomatosis’ 
Session 1:  Saturday, June 6, 2:35pm – 2:55pm

Miriam A. Bredella, MD, Department of Radiology, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School

Neurofibromatoses are neurogenetic disorders characterized by a predisposition to develop multiple nerve sheath tumors (NST). Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) 
is associated with neurofibromas, which can be discrete or plexiform (plexiform neurofibromas – PNF). The diagnoses of neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) and 
schwannomatosis are predicated on the finding of multiple schwannomas. MRI is the imaging modality of choice for evaluation of NST. Regional MRI of the 
area in question is frequently performed to further characterize a palpable abnormality but regional MRI cannot adequately assess whole-body tumor burden in 
neurofibromatoses as tumors may be present in multiple regions. Therefore, whole body MRI (WBMRI) in combination with computerized volumetry has become 
the modality of choice for assessment of whole body tumor burden and to determine response to therapy.  Patients with NF1 have an increased risk of developing 
malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST) and early identification of NF1-related MPNST is crucial to improve survival. F-18 Fluorodeoxyglucose Positron 
Emission Tomography (FDG PET) can yield metabolic information of tumors, and increased metabolism on FDG PET has become an imaging biomarker for MPNST 
in symptomatic NF1 patints. However, FDG uptake is known to be non-specific and high FDG accumulation can be observed not only in viable cancer cells but also 
in benign/atypical neoplasms, inflammatory cells, and granulation tissue. Novel imaging techniques for detection of MPNST in NF1 include whole body quantitative 
diffusion weighted MRI (DWI) with apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) mapping, which can provide qualitative and quantitative information on tumor cellularity 
and cell membrane integrity and thereby malignant transformation. Radiotracers to increase the specificity of PET include C-11 Methionine PET (MET PET), a novel 
imaging biomarker that is more specific than FDG in detecting MPNST in NF1 patients. Integrated whole body PET/MRI is a novel imaging modality that performs 
superiorly to PET/CT in oncologic indications that require high soft-tissue contrast for diagnosis, such as the characterization of NFS. Whole body PET/MRI with 
FDG and/or MET may be able to improve early detection of MPNST in symptomatic and asymptomatic NF1 patients. 

Platform #2 - Comparison of NCI and MGH Volumetric MRI Analysis Methods When Applied to Complex 
Plexiform Neurofibromas 

Session 1:  Saturday, June 6, 2:55pm – 3:10pm

Eva Dombi, MD, NIH

Background: PN are complex nerve sheath tumors, which require volumetric MRI analysis to sensitively and reproducibly assess tumor response in clinical trials 
directed at PN*. Different methods are available to estimate PN volume. The NCI semi-automatic tumor detection method is based on histogram analysis of image 
pixel intensities and contouring lesions at selected thresholds. This labor-intensive method (1 h per MRI analysis) has been used to centrally evaluate response in 
most PN trials to date. The MGH volumetric system identifies tumor surface by dynamic-threshold level set method starting with a seed initiation within the lesion and 
propagating shell expanding to the boundary. Analysis with this method requires less time (on average 15 min per MRI), but has not been used in PN trials to date.

Objectives: To compare measurement variation and response evaluation between the NCI and MGH volumetric methods when applied to complex PN imaged over time.

Methods: The NCI and MGH volumetric methods were applied to 15 PN, each imaged at 3 time points (45 MRI studies), of variable sizes, locations (orbit, face, 
neck, chest, abdomen, pelvis, extremities), levels of complexity and imaging characteristics (diffuse or well circumscribed). The two teams agreed on the target 
lesions and shared MRI slice ranges used for analysis. The MGH and NCI team analyzed each MRI once, and classified the progression status: Progression 
(≥20% volume increase), response (≥20% volume decrease). Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the numerical difference in the percent change 
between volumes over time. Jonckheere-Terpstra trend test was used to establish the degree of association in disease status classification, and McNemar test for 
paired categorical data or exact marginal homogeneity test was used to demonstrate the degree of balance in the discordant results.

Results: PN volumes ranged between 88 ml and 3,300 ml. The NCI and MGH volumetric methods resulted in similar volumes at all three time points (mean percent 
volume difference 7.4, SD 13.6) and similar changes between the time points (P=0.68, P=0.39, P=0.64). Disease status classification was in moderately strong 
agreement with no significant imbalance in the direction of classification. 12 out of 15 cases (80%) were in agreement in response status classification between 
the three time points (95% CI 51.9% to 95.7%).

Conclusion: The comparison of two volumetric analysis methods suggests that there are no systematic differences in tumor assessment. Some level of 
discrepancy between the results is expected due to the difficulty of the analysis. Next we plan a prospective study to evaluate the agreement in determining 
treatment response longitudinally in patients enrolled on a clinical trial. The ultimate goal is to provide options for reliable and validated volumetric analysis methods 
for use in NF1 clinical trials and general patient care.

Full List of Authors: Wenli Cai1, Seth Steinberg2, Miriam Bredella1, Gina Basinsky1, Supriya Somarouthu1, Scott Plotkin1, Srivandana Akshintala1, Jeffrey Solomon3, Brigitte Widemann2, 
Gordon Harris1. Affiliations: 1Massachusetts General Hospital, 2National Cancer Institute, 3Expert Image Analysis, LLC.

*Dombi E, Ardern-Holmes SL, Babovic-Vuksanovic D, et al. Recommendations for imaging tumor response in neurofibromatosis clinical trials. Neurology 2013;81:S33-40.
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Pathology Tools of Diagnosis in NF 
Session 1: Saturday, June 6, 3:10pm – 3:30pm

Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov, MD, Harvard University

Pathology, the study of patient tissues, wether as biopsies or autopsies, has provided different types of information in neurofibromatosis.

That includes information on the spectrum and distribution of lesions in NF and on tissue diagnosis and grading of lesions based on clinical pathological correlation.

The new frontier in pathology is the integration of molecular and immunohistochemical markers into the diagnostic/prognostic workup and reporting of lesions, following 
the model of pathology practice in the diagnosis and reporting of glial tumors. The past, present and future vision of pathology in NF will be discussed.

Platform #3 - Contact-Dependent Inhibition of EGFR Mobility and Internalization at the Cortical Cytoskeleton by 
Nf2/Merlin 

Session 1:  Saturday, June 6, 3:30pm – 3:45pm

Christine Chiasson MacKenzie, PhD, Center for Cancer Research, Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School

The failure to undergo contact-dependent inhibition of proliferation is a hallmark of tumor cells; however, the mechanism by which normal cells stop dividing in response to 
cell contact is not understood. We previously identified the neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) tumor suppressor Merlin as a key modulator of contact-dependent inhibition of 
proliferation through a mechanism that involves the contact-dependent inhibition of Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) internalization and signaling. Merlin is closely 
related to the membrane:cytoskeleton linking proteins Ezrin, Radixin and Moesin and localization of Merlin to the cortical cytoskeleton is required for contact-dependent 
regulation of EGFR. 

Here we show that Merlin organizes the physical properties of the cortical actomyosin network, which both immobilizes EGFR at the plasma membrane and stabilizes 
associated cell junctions upon cell contact. In the absence of Merlin, ectopic cortical Ezrin drives increased contractility of the cortical cytoskeleton, excess pulling on 
associated cell junctions, altered cortical Myosin IIA distribution and a failure to inhibit EGFR internalization upon cell contact. These results uncover a novel mechanism of 
contact-dependent control of mitogenic signaling, provide new insight into the cortical function of Merlin and suggest novel links between the control of cellular mechanics 
and receptor trafficking.

Additional Authors: Zachary S. Morris, MD, PhD1, Quentin Baca, MD, PhD2, Brett Morris1, Joanna K. Coker1, Rossen Mirchev, PhD2, Anne E. Jensen1,3, Thomas Carey1,3, Shannon Stott, PhD1,3, 
David E. Golan, MD, PhD2, and Andrea I. McClatchey, PhD1

1Center for Cancer Research and Department of Pathology, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School Department of Pathology, 2Department of Biological Chemistry and 
Molecular Pharmacology, Harvard Medical School, 3BioMEMs Resource Center, Massachusetts General Hospital and Department of Medicine, Harvard Medical School

This work was supported by a Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator’s Award and grants from the National Institutes of Health 

Approaches to Diagnosing Cognitive Deficits
Session 1:  Saturday, June 6, 3:45pm – 4:05pm

Karin Walsh, PsyD, Children’s National Medical Center

The approach to evaluating cognitive functions and deficits in individuals with NF1 is dependent upon the purpose of the evaluation. Psychologists conducting 
evaluations for clinical care commonly apply a flexible neuropsychological evaluation process in order to determine the presence and level of cognitive 
impairment, for the purpose of treatment planning. The approach to evaluating cognition in the context of research/clinical trials has been less consistent. The 
purpose of cognitive assessment in clinical trials is less about diagnosing cognitive deficits and more about evaluating change in cognitive functioning associated 
with an intervention. This requires special consideration of the psychometric properties of the assessment tools (e.g., reliability, sensitivity), the repeatability of the 
test, as well as novel statistical approaches to analyzing the outcome data (e.g., reliable change methodology). The neurocognitive committee of the REiNS group 
was developed specifically to evaluate available tests for use in clinical trials and make recommendations to the NF1 scientific community. The challenges of 
evaluating cognition in clinical trials, and the translation of findings in the mouse model to humans will be discussed. Approaches to addressing these challenges 
will be presented, as will novel methods for evaluating cognition and analyzing cognitive change.
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Platform #4 - STARS:  A Randomized Placebo-Controlled Trial of Lovastatin in Children with 
Neurofibromatosis Type 1 

Session 1:  Saturday, June 6, 4:05pm – 4:20pm

Kathryn North, MD, Murdoch Children’s Research Institute, Australia

Background and Aims: Cognitive deficits are the greatest cause of lifetime morbidity in patients with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) and contribute to school failure, 
limitation of career choice and reduced quality of life. Studies employing mouse models of Nf1 have identified excessive Ras activation, increased GABA-mediated 
inhibition and impairments in long-term potentiation as key mechanisms behind the observed cognitive deficits. Preclinical trials with lovastatin, a net Ras inhibitor, 
reversed learning and attention impairments, normalized p21Ras-MAPK activity and reversed neurophysiological deficits in nf1+/- mice. The primary aim was to 
determine whether lovastatin improves visuospatial learning and attention in children with NF1, as well as cognition and behavior more broadly. 

Methods: This was a multi-center double-blind placebo-controlled Phase II trial conducted by the NF Clinical Trials Consortium. All participants had a clinically 
confirmed diagnosis of NF1, were aged between 8-15 years and presented with a visuospatial learning and/or attention impairment. Exclusion criteria included a 
full-scale IQ <70, symptomatic intracranial pathology, abnormally low cholesterol or concomitant psychotropic medication (except for stimulants). Participants were 
randomly assigned (1:1) to 16 weeks of lovastatin or placebo utilizing a permuted blocks approach. Randomization was stratified by site. After an initial two week 
titration period (20mg/day), the full study dose of 40mg/day was administered. Cognitive and behavioral outcomes were assessed at baseline, post-treatment and at 
a follow up period eight weeks post cessation of treatment. Regular medical examinations, including side effects monitoring and laboratory tests were conducted out 
throughout the trial. 

Results and Conclusion: A total of 273 participants were screened, of which 146 were randomized. Data collection was completed in 2014. Results are currently 
being analyzed and will be presented at the Children’s Tumor Foundation annual conference (clinicaltrials.gov identifier: NCT00853580).

Full Authors List: Kathryn N North (MD),1 Jonathan M Payne (DPsych),1 Belinda Barton (PhD),2 Maria T Acosta (MD),3 Nicole Ullrich (MD, PhD),4 Tena Rosser (MD),5 Alan Cantor, (PhD),6 
Elizabeth Schorry (MD),7 Michael Fisher (MD),8 David Viskochil (MD, PhD),9 David Gutmann (MD, PhD),10 James Tonsgard (MD),11 Laura Klesse (PhD),12 Bruce Korf (PhD),6 Roger J 
Packer (MD),3 and the Neurofibromatosis Clinical Trials Consortium.

Murdoch Childrens Research Institute, Australia.1 The Children’s Hospital at Westmead, Australia.2 Children’s National Medical Center, Washington DC,3 Boston Children’s Hospital/
Harvard Medical School,4 Children’s Hospital Los Angeles,5 University of Alabama at Birmingham,6 Cincinnati Children’s Hospital,7 Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia,8 University of Utah,9 
Washington University,10 University of Chicago,11 University of Texas Southwestern.12

Grant Acknowledgement: US DOD CDMRP Neurofibromatosis Research Program

Liquid Diagnostics: Biomarkers for Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors 
Session 1:  Saturday, June 6, 4:20pm – 4:40pm

Chetan Bettagowda, MD, PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Our current ability to detect and monitor the development of malignances in the setting of neurofibromatosis is limited. In particular, diagnosing and tracking 
malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs) in neurofibromatosis 1 can be challenging.  The recent identification of high frequency genetic alterations in 
the polycomb repressor complex 2 (PRC2) provides a unique opportunity to develop DNA based biomarkers.  In particular, our group and others have shown that 
circulating tumor DNA has the potential be used as a “liquid biopsy” to gain insights into tumor dynamics.  We will discuss our application of this approach in human 
malignancies and MPNSTs in particular.  In addition, we will discuss other blood based biomarkers that are in development for NF1. 

Academic - Industry Partnership in Drug Discovery for Neurological Diseases 
Keynote 2:  Sunday, June 7, 9:00am – 10:00am

Barbara Slusher, PhD, Brain Science Institute, Neuro-Translational Drug Discovery Program, Johns Hopkins University

The past decade has seen a landscape change in drug discovery.  Historically academic laboratories conducted basic science, discovering new targets of medical 
interest.  The pharmaceutical industry subsequently validated those targets and translated them into new medicines.  Today these lines have blurred. With an 
estimated $1-2 billion, 15-20 years, and a failure rate which approximates 95 percent to develop a new drug, many companies have been forced to downsize their 
internal discovery operations, and have moved toward an open innovation model with shared risk partnering. Partially in response to these challenges, the NIH has 
expanded its interest in translational research. The new external focus of industry, coupled with the enhanced support of translational activity at NIH, has resulted in 
a significant rise in the number and sophistication of academic drug discovery centers. The details of the changing ecosystem and examples of academic led drug 
discovery programs will be reviewed.
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SESSION 2: Optimizing Tools for Discovery

Using Human iPSC’s to Model Neurofibromatosis  
Session 2: Sunday, June 7, 10:20am – 10:35am

David Gutmann, MD, PhD, Washington University, St. Louis

Solid cancers represent complex ecological systems composed of neoplastic and non-neoplastic cell types. The interdependence of these cellular components is nicely 
illustrated by the benign nervous system tumors arising in the neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) cancer predisposition syndrome. In this regard, 15-20% of children with 
NF1 develop low-grade neoplasms affecting the optic nerve, frequently leading to visual decline. These optic gliomas can be modeled in genetically-engineered mouse 
(GEM) strains, revealing new cellular and acellular elements in the tumor ecosystem amenable to therapeutic targeting. Dr. Gutmann will use Nf1 GEM models of optic 
glioma to illustrate their unique cellular and molecular topology, the presence of a new neoplastic cellular species (cancer stem cells), and the key contributions of 
reprogrammed non-neoplastic microglia.  

Murine Models in Therapeutic Discovery: the Relative Strengths and Weakness
Session 2:  Sunday, June 7, 10:35am – 10:55am

Robert Kesterson, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Animal models of neurofibromatosis (NF) have been extraordinarily useful in understanding the pathophysiology associated with loss of function in genes 
associated with tumor development.  A review of the current and commonly used animal models available to study NF1 and NF2 will be presented, along with 
discussions of their use as model systems for both discovery and validation of therapeutics.  Emerging technologies to rapidly create genetically modified 
animal models will be discussed along with newly created translational mouse models harboring humanized alleles of NF1.    

Platform #5 - Generation of patient-specific NF1(+/-) and NF1(-/-) induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) 
derived from plexiform neurofibromas. Genomic characterization and differentiation capacity 

Session 2:  Sunday, June 7, 10:55am – 11:10am

Eduard Serra, PhD, Institute of Predictive and Personalized Medicine of Cancer (IMPPC), Badalona (Barcelona), Spain

Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) constitute a non-perishable source of cells for modeling specific cell types responsible of disease-associated traits. We have 
generated NF1(+/-) and NF1(-/-) iPS cells from plexiform neurofibromas (PNFs) obtained from different Neurofibromatosis type 1 patients. We first genetically 
characterized the constitutional and somatic mutations present in PNFs, as well as in Schwann cells and fibroblasts cultured from these tumors. Reprogramming 
to pluripotency of dissociated PNF cells or cultures thereof was accomplished by integrative and non-integrative methods, generating NF1(+/-) and NF1(-/-) iPSC 
lines from the same PNF. Pluripotency properties of these iPSC lines have been fully characterized, together with their genomic (SNP-array, exome) and epigenomic 
(methylation array) profiles, which have been compared to primary tumors and derived cells. Proliferation capacity and differentiation towards neural crest-Schwann 
cell lineages are currently being explored.

Meritxell Carrió PhD, IMPPC; Yvonne Richaud BS, Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia (IBEC); Bernat Gel PhD, IMPPC; Elisabeth Castellanos PhD, IMPPC; Ernest Terribas MS, IMPPC; 
Imma Rosas, IMPPC; Ignacio Blanco MD, PhD, Germans Trias i Pujol Hospital (HUGTiP); Conxi Lázaro PhD, Catalan Institute of Oncology (ICO); Ángel Raya MD, PhD, IBEC

Funding: Neurofibromatosis Therapeutic Acceleration Program at Johns Hopkins (NTAP)
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Platform #6 - In Vivo Analysis of the Consequences of Loss of the NF1 Tumor Suppressor in High-Grade 
Glioma, Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor (MPNST) and Neuroblastoma 

Session 2:  Sunday, June 7, 11:30am – 11:45am 

Shuning He, PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Young Investigator Awardee

NF1 is expressed widely during embryonic development and in the adult and functions as a prominent tumor suppressor. Patients with loss of NF1 are prone 
to develop MPNST and low grade gliomas. Other tumors such as high grade glioma and neuroblastoma have somatically acquired loss of NF1. Evolutionary 
conservation of domains outside of the Ras GAP-related domain (GRD) suggests that in addition to RAS activation, important functions of other pathways may 
be involved in tumor suppression. In this study, we are capitalizing on the advantages of nf1 mutant zebrafish to study the pathways activated by loss of function 
of this tumor suppressor and to identify novel small molecule inhibitors for the prevention and therapy of malignancies with loss of nf1. We have identified two 
separate zebrafish nf1 genes and generated multiple loss-of-function nf1 mutant zebrafish lines. Loss of nf1 contributes to tumorigenesis as demonstrated by an 
accelerated onset and increased penetrance of high-grade gliomas and MPNSTs in zebrafish, in combination with loss-of-function mutations of p53. Loss of nf1 
also greatly accelerated the onset of neuroblastoma induced by MYCN overexpression, with a penetrance of nearly one hundred percent by 5 weeks. Our results 
document that loss of nf1 results in aberrant activation of Ras signaling in MYCN-induced neuroblastoma and promotes both tumor cell survival and proliferation. 
In vivo structure function analysis with both the wild-type and mutated GRD domain of NF1 revealed that the GAP activity of the GRD domain is both necessary and 
sufficient to mediate the tumor suppressor function of nf1 in MYCN-induced neuroblastoma tumorigenesis. Thus the selection for NF1 mutations in neuroblastoma 
is mediated almost completely through the Ras pathway, despite the fact that the GRD domain represents only ~330 amino acids of the 2818 amino acid NF1 
protein. The faithful zebrafish tumor models with loss of nf1 that we have established are ideal for small molecule drug screens, conducted in zebrafish embryos, 
to identify new drugs for NF1-deficient high-grade gliomas, MPNSTs and neuroblastomas.

This study is supported by a Young Investigator Award of Children’s Tumor Foundation and Department of Defense.

Marc R. Mansour MD PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, University College London; Dong Hyuk Ki PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute; Mark W. Zimmerman PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer 
Institute; Eric D. de Groh PhD, University of Pennsylvania; Jonathan A. Epstein, MD, University of Pennsylvania; A. Thomas Look, MD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

 

Platform #7 - A Genetic Mouse Model of MET-Driven MPNST and GEMM-Derived Tumorgrafts for Targeted 
Therapeutic Studies 

Session 2:  Sunday, June 7, 12:05pm – 12:20pm

Jacqueline D. Peacock, PhD, Van Andel Research Institute, Grand Rapids, MI

Neurofibromin is a Ras GTPase-activating protein encoded by a large, mutation-prone tumor suppressor gene, NF1. Mutations in NF1 cause the tumor 
predisposition syndrome neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), and they are also observed in many types of sporadic malignancy. Benign plexiform neurofibromas 
are common in NF1 patients and are associated with NF1 loss of heterozygosity (LOH). Some plexiform neurofibromas undergo malignant transformation, most 
commonly to malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs). Previous studies have identified overexpression or amplification of the MET gene and/or that of 
its ligand, HGF, in a substantial proportion of MPNSTs. Here, we present a mouse model of malignant tumorigenesis caused by conditional MET overexpression 
in combination with NF1 LOH in myelinating cells. In mice, neither NF1 LOH or MET overexpression alone produce malignant tumorigenesis. In 6 of 9 mice with 
both NF1 LOH and MET overexpression (NF1fl/KO;lox-stop-loxMETtg/+;Plp-creERTtg/+), however, malignant tumors occurred; these tumors included MPNSTs (5 
of 9, 55%) and a rhabdomyosarcoma (1 of 9). Increased levels of activated Met protein, Ras-pathway signaling, and cell proliferation were observed in these 
tumors. Fluorescence in situ hybridization also identified a gain of chromosome 6, resulting in an additional copy of both endogenous Met and the MET transgene 
in tumors arising in mice with both NF1 LOH and MET overexpression (NF1fl/KO;lox-stop-loxMETtg/+;Plp-creERTtg/+) and in control mice with MET overexpression 
alone (NF1fl/+;lox-stop-loxMETtg/+;Plp-creERTtg/+). Cells derived from these tumors showed a synergistic growth inhibition response to the Met inhibitor INC280 in 
combination with doxorubicin (CI=0.48, at the Fa=0.5, 3:1 ratio), and to the MEK inhibitor PD325901 in combination with doxorubicin (CI=0.44). These results 
establish a novel effect of MET activation plus NF1 loss, support MET pathway activation as a sufficient driver of tumorigenesis in NF1, and identify possible 
therapeutic target in a subset of treatment-refractory MPNSTs. We have also created a fast-growing MPNST tumorgraft model from these mice that will be useful 
for large preclinical therapeutic studies, including drug combination studies in vivo.

Full List of Authors: Amanda Schuiling, Grand Valley State University; Rebecca D. Dodd, PhD, Duke University; Diana M. Cardona, MD, Duke University; Mark Chen, Duke University; 
Flavio Maina, PhD, IBDML; Rosanna Dono, PhD, IBDML; Carrie R. Graveel, PhD, Van Andel Research Institute; Matthew Steensma, MD, Van Andel Research Institute
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SESSION 3: Biology and Discovery

Uncovering Cellular Programs through Chromatin Landscape Analysis and Single-Cell RNA Sequencing 
Session 3:  Sunday, June 7, 1:30pm – 1:50pm

Mario Suva, MD, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital

Large-scale sequencing studies have implicated increasing numbers of transcription factors (TFs), chromatin regulators (CRs) and histone genes as direct 
targets of mutations and rearrangements in cancer. These genetic alterations are now recognized to play critical roles in cellular transformation by altering key 
transcriptional programs involved in cellular differentiation, plasticity and proliferation. The detailed characterization of these alterations requires the coordinated 
analysis of aberrant transcriptional regulators and their effects at large numbers of sites across the genome. This is facilitated by the use of chromatin 
immunoprecipitation and high-throughput sequencing to map protein-DNA interactions (ChIP-seq) that allows the comprehensive identification of the chromatin 
landscape (‘epigenome’) of a given cell type across the genome. Signature chromatin structures can then be used to identify promoters, transcripts, enhancers, 
silencers and repressive chromatin domains. The systematic survey of epigenetic changes in cancer may be particularly relevant in two contexts: (1) tumors in 
which subpopulations of cells with distinct developmental programs are established, resulting in diverse phenotypic properties including differentiation hierarchies 
and (2) tumors initiated and driven by genetic events directly affecting the epigenome. In my presentation I will discuss these technologies and their application to 
clinically relevant contexts, as well as give a survey of novel and alternative approaches to interrogate tumor heterogeneity in unbiased ways, such as single-cell 
RNA sequencing techniques. 

Chinks in the Armor:  Harnessing Tumor Vulnerabilities for Therapeutic Development 
Session 3:  Sunday, June 7, 1:50pm – 2:10pm

Karen Cichowski, PhD, Genetics Division, Department of Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Dana-Farber/Harvard 
Cancer Center, Boston, MA

NF1-mutant cancers are driven by excessive Ras signaling. However NF1 and more broadly Ras-driven tumors are often refractory to conventional therapies and 
a clinically effective targeted therapy has not yet been developed. We have been focusing on developing therapies for malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors 
(MPNSTs), the most commonly lethal feature associated with NF1. We have taken various approaches including 1) identifying new therapeutic targets within 
the Ras pathway, 2) utilizing agents that capitalize on cancer cell-specific vulnerabilities and, 3) discovering and targeting epigenetic sensitivities. Through these 
efforts we have developed several new combination therapies, many of which are currently being evaluated in the clinic. We have also been deconstructing the 
mechanism by which these therapies function, which is providing insight into developing informative biomarkers and has revealed more new promising drug 
combinations. 

Healing and Tumor Formation in NF 
Session 3:  Sunday, June 7, 2:10pm – 2:30pm

Helen Morrison, PhD, Leibniz Institute for Age Research, Fritz Lipmann Institute Jena, Germany

Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) is a genetic disorder that is primarily characterized by the development of schwannomas. Despite their predominantly benign 
nature, these tumors often cause a devastating impact on patients’ life quality.  Currently there are no treatments to cure NF2 and treatment options are often limited 
to surgical resection of the tumor endangering the nerve integrity and functionality. This talk will try to examine the current state of affairs, new developments and 
future directions in NF research and address specifically key cell intrinsic and extrinsic molecular changes relevant for schwannoma development.

Alexander Schulz, MD, PhD, Leibniz Institute for Age Research Jena (Germany); Robert Büttner, Leibniz Institute for Age Research Jena (Germany); Christian Hagel, MD, University 
Medical Centre Hamburg-Eppendorf (Germany); Johannes Salamon, MD, University Medical Centre Hamburg-Eppendorf (Germany); Helen Morrison, PhD, Leibniz Institute for Age 
Research Jena (Germany)
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SESSION 4: Along the Pathway

Mechanisms Governing NF2 Loss-Driven Tumorigenesis 
Session 4:  Sunday, June 7, 4:00pm – 4:20pm

Filippo G. Giancotti, MD, PhD, Sloan Kettering Institute, Cell Biology

The tumor suppressor Merlin is a multifunctional protein, which shuttles between the cell cortex and the nucleus in a manner reminiscent of the cell adhesion 
and signaling component beta-catenin. Following up on a functional cDNA screen that yielded PAK as a mediator of exit from contact inhibition, we found that its 
target Merlin integrates antithetic signals from cadherins and integrins to regulate cell proliferation. We then discovered that the de-phosphorylated, active form of 
Merlin accumulates in the nucleus and suppresses tumorigenesis by inhibiting the E3 ubiquitin ligase CRL4DCAF1. Intriguingly, we observed that CRL4DCAF1 controls 
an oncogenic program of gene expression that includes TEAD target genes, suggesting that Merlin controls Hippo signaling by inhibiting CRL4DCAF1. Consistently, 
we found that de-repressed CRL4DCAF1 targets Lats1 and 2 for ubiquitylation and inhibition in the nucleus, thus activating YAP-driven transcription and oncogenesis. 
Genetic epistasis experiments provided evidence that this oncogenic pathway sustains the oncogenicity of NF2 mutant cells and analysis of clinical samples 
confirmed its activation in human NF2 mutant tumors. We plan to review our results and discuss them in the context of the known functions of Merlin at the cell 
cortex. Finally, we will discuss therapeutic opportunities arising from the increased understanding of the Merlin-Hippo signaling network.

Platform #8 - FGFR1 Signaling in Hypertrophic Chondrocytes is Attenuated by the Ras-GAP Neurofibromin 
During Endochondral Bone Formation 

Session 4:  Sunday, June 7, 4:20pm – 4:35pm

Matthew R. Karolak, BS, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Young Investigator Awardee

Aberrant Fibroblast Growth Factor Receptor 3 (FGFR3) signaling disrupts chondrocyte proliferation and growth plate size and architecture, leading to various 
chondrodysplasias or bone overgrowth. These observations suggest that the duration, intensity and cellular context of FGFR signaling during growth plate 
chondrocyte maturation require tight, regulated control for proper bone elongation. However, the machinery fine-tuning FGFR signaling in chondrocytes 
is incompletely defined. We report here that neurofibromin, a Ras-GAP encoded by Nf1, has an overlapping expression pattern with FGFR1 and FGFR3 in 
prehypertrophic chondrocytes, and with FGFR1 in hypertrophic chondrocytes during endochondral ossification. Based on previous evidence that neurofibromin 
inhibits Ras-ERK signaling in chondrocytes and phenotypic analogies between mice with constitutive FGFR1 activation and Nf1 deficiency in Col2a1-positive 
chondrocytes, we asked whether neurofibromin is required to control FGFR1-Ras-ERK signaling in maturing chondrocytes in vivo. Genetic Nf1 ablation in Fgfr1-
deficient chondrocytes reactivated Ras-ERK1/2 signaling in hypertrophic chondrocytes and reversed the expansion of the hypertrophic zone observed in mice 
lacking Fgfr1 in Col2a1-positive chondrocytes. Histomorphometric and gene expression analyses suggested that neurofibromin, by inhibiting Rankl expression, 
attenuates pro-osteoclastogenic FGFR1 signaling in hypertrophic chondrocytes. We also provide evidence suggesting that neurofibromin in prehypertrophic 
chondrocytes, downstream of FGFRs and via an indirect mechanism, is required for normal extension and organization of proliferative columns. Collectively, this 
study indicates that FGFR signaling provides an important input into the Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK1/2 signaling axis in chondrocytes, and that this input is differentially 
regulated during chondrocyte maturation by a complex intracellular machinery, of which neurofibromin is a critical component.

Xiangli Yang PhD, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Florent Elefteriou PhD, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
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The Brain in Rasopathies:  Notch and Nitric Oxide as Therapeutic Targets 
Session 4:  Sunday, June 7, 4:35pm – 4:55pm

Nancy Ratner, PhD, Division of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, Department of Pediatrics, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital,  
Cincinnati, OH

In human Rasopathies, Ras-MAPK pathway activation compromises brain function.  In NF1, altered myelin has been proposed to contribute to behavioral/cognitive 
defects.  In murine models, loss of Nf1 or activation of H-Ras causes brain oligodendrocyte myelin decompaction (Mayes et al., Cell Reports, 2013). Myelin 
decompaction occurs within 4 week of Nf1 loss or Ras activation in adult oligodendrocytes.  Hyper-activation of Notch in oligodendrocytes partially recapitulates 
this phenotype and loss of canonical Notch signaling through Rbpj loss, or treatment with gamma secretase inhibitor, partially rescues decompaction.  Mature 
Nf1/RasG12V mutant oligodendrocytes also increase levels of nitric oxide (NO), and inhibition of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) partially rescues decompaction in 
N1 mutant decompaction.  Inhibition of NOS completely rescues decompaction in Nf1;Rbpj mutants, indicating that Notch and NO pathways contribute to myelin 
decompaction.  Hemizygous Nf1 loss in oligodendrocytes causes myelin decompaction which worsens over time, and correlates with mouse hyperactivity.  In 
this setting, inhibiting either Notch or NOS completely rescues decompaction and behavioral abnormality.  In addition, Nf1 and Ras mutant oligodendrocytes, while 
similar, also show differences, possibly resulting from differences in signal intensity.  We conclude that the Notch and NOS pathways are potential therapeutic 
targets in human Rasopathies-- including NF1.   

Supported by the DAMD program on Neurofibromatosis, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, and NIH R01 NS091037.

Co-authors: Titus-Mitchell, H.E., Rizvi, T., Mayes, D.A., Silbak S.H., Bogard, M., Bennett, M.R., Ciraolo, G., Williams, M.T., Vorhees, C.V. 

 

Platform #9 - Insertional Mutagenesis Identifies a STAT3/Arid1b/beta-catenin Pathway Driving Neurofibroma 
Initiation 

Session 4:  Sunday, June 7, 4:55pm – 5:10pm

Jianqiang Wu, MD, MSc, Division of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, Cancer and Blood Diseases Institute, Cincinnati Children’s 
Hospital, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 

Genes and signaling pathways that initiate peripheral nerve tumor formation are largely unknown. We mapped an Nf1-Egfr-Stat3-Arid1b/beta-catenin pathway that 
initiates Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) neurofibroma, using unbiased insertional mutagenesis screening, mouse models, and molecular analyses. P-STAT3 and 
beta-catenin expression correlate in human neurofibromas. In the context of Nf1 loss, genetic deletion of Stat3 in Schwann cell precursors (SCPs) and Schwann 
cells (SCs) prevents neurofibroma formation, and decreases beta-catenin activity and SCP self-renewal. Beta-catenin expression rescues effects of Stat3 loss in 
SCPs. Besides repressing GSK-3-beta, P-Stat3 increases beta-catenin activity by transcriptionally repressing the SWI/SNF gene Arid1b through histones H3K4Me3 
and H3K27Me3 modification in Nf1fl/fl;DhhCre mouse neurofibroma cells. Knock-down of Arid1b in Stat3fl/f;Nf1fl/fl;DhhCre SCPs by shRNA is sufficient to recue 
neurofibroma formation in in vivo transplantation. Further, Arid1b increasing beta-catenin activity is Brahma-related gene 1 (BRG1) dependent. The data map a 
novel neural tumorigenesis pathway and support the epigenetic remodeling neurofibroma formation. 

This work was supported by NIH R01 NS28840 to N.R. , NIH P50 NS057531 to N.R. and D.L., and a DAMD New Investigator Award W81XWH-11-1-0259 and an Ohio State University 
Comprehensive Cancer Center Pelotonia Idea Grant to J.W.

Vincent Keng PhD3,4,5, Jed K. Kendall BS1,  Kwangmin Choi PhD1, Mi-Ok Kim PhD2, Eva Dombi MD6, Jose A. Cancelas MD, PhD1, 7, Robert J. Spinner MD8, Anat O. Stemmer-
Rachamimov MD9, David A. Largaespada PhD 3,4,5, and Nancy Ratner PhD1

1Division of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, Cancer and Blood Diseases Institute, 2Division of Biostatistics and Epidemiology Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Research 
Foundation, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45229, USA  3Masonic Cancer Center, 4Department of Genetics, Cell Biology and Development, 5Center 
for Genome Engineering, 6Pediatric Oncology Branch, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD 20892, USA, 7Hoxworth Blood Center, College of Medicine, University of Cincinnati, 
Cincinnati, OH 45229, USA, 8Department of Neurologic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN 55905, USA, 9Department of Pathology, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School, Boston, MA, 02114, USA 
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Genetic Influence on Pathway Activation 
Session 4:  Sunday, June 7, 5:10pm – 5:30pm

Thomas De Raedt, PhD, Brigham and Women’s Hospital/Harvard Medical School

Signaling pathways activate specific transcriptional programs and it is those transcriptional programs that drive transformation. Transcription factors bind to the 
promotors and enhancers of specific genes and drive their activation. It is however often unclear why certain genes are activated and others not. Crucial factors 
that play a role in transcription factor binding are the local chromatin modifications and the presence of specific epigenetic machinery. In recent years it has 
become evident that mutations in the epigenetic machinery play an important role in tumor initiation and progression. Mutations in epigenetic modifiers can alter 
the epigenome in such a way that the signals from signaling pathways are translated differently. This concept of cooperation of mutations in signaling pathways 
and the epigenetic machinery is exemplified by the loss of the Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2) in Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath tumors. We showed 
that loss of PRC2 augments the RAS transcriptional output not by altering the flux through the RAS-MAPK pathway but in stead by inducing an epigenetic switch 
that allows for an increased transcriptional activation by the RAS pathway.
The role of epigenetic machinery plays in pathway activation in cancer and makes them ideal candidate modifiers in NF1, NF2 and, because of mutations in 
SMARCB1, especially in Schwannomatosis.

Exploiting Cellular Pliancy to Identify Tumor Vulnerability in Childhood Cancer 
Keynote 3:  Monday, June 8, 9:00am – 10:00am

Michael Dyer, PhD, St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital

Pediatric solid tumors are remarkably diverse in their cellular origins, developmental timing, and clinical features. Over the last 5 years, there have been significant 
advances in our understanding of the genetic lesions that contribute to the initiation and progression of pediatric solid tumors. To date, over 2,000 pediatric 
solid tumors have been analyzed by Next-Generation Sequencing. These genomic data provide the foundation to launch new research efforts to address one 
of the fundamental questions in cancer biology—why are some cells more susceptible to malignant transformation by particular genetic lesions at discrete 
developmental stages than others? Because of their developmental, molecular, cellular, and genetic diversity, pediatric solid tumors provide an ideal platform to 
begin to answer this question. However, this diversity is also a major clinical challenge. There have not been significant improvements in overall survival for children 
with solid tumors over the past 25 years. In this seminar, I will highlight the diversity of pediatric solid tumors and provide a new framework called cellular pliancy 
for studying the cellular and developmental origins of pediatric cancer to identify novel druggable pathways.

SESSION 5: Therapeutics: From Target to Clinic

The State of NF Genomics: from the “Neurofibrome” to Precision Medicine  
Session 5:  Monday, June 8, 10:00am – 10:20am

Douglas Stewart, MD, National Cancer Institute

The Cancer Genome Atlas and the TARGET initiative have ushered in an era of large-scale, statistically rigorous, next-generation sequencing (NGS) studies of 
tumor/normal pairs for a variety of adult and pediatric cancers. Independent of these projects, smaller, investigator-initiated efforts to genomically characterize 
NF-associated rare malignancies (e.g., MPNST) and tumors (e.g., meningiomas, optic pathway gliomas, plexiform neurofibromas, atypical neurofibromas) have 
been performed. In the spirit of the popular “-omics” suffix, this work could be collectively called the “neurofibrome.”  These studies have revealed the primacy 
of NF1 or NF2 loss in the pathogenesis of benign tumors and uncovered the role of EED and SUZ12 in MPNST. Despite these remarkable advances, there is still 
a significant amount of genetic variation (e.g., larger insertion and deletion events, exon-scale copy-number changes) that is not easily or efficiently detected by 
current approaches. Furthermore, tissue and mutation heterogeneity makes complete characterization of tumors a challenge. Overcoming these hurdles, however, 
offers multiple potentially large pay-offs in the form of novel drug targets and, eventually, rational tumor therapy.  In this talk, we will review the progress, problems 
and promise of studying the “neurofibrome,” with a special focus on two new clinical protocols at NIH to explore how the principles of precision medicine may 
apply to NF.
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Platform #10 - Anti-VEGF Treatment Augments Tumor Radiation Response and Improves Neurological 
Function in a NF2 Schwannoma 

Session 5:  Monday, June 8, 10:20am – 10:35am

Lei Xu, MD, PhD, Edwin L. Steele Laboratories, Department of Radiation Oncology, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School, 
Boston, MA

For patients with sporadic vestibular schwannoma, radiation therapy is associated with high rates of local tumor control, but with significantly lower rates of hearing 
preservation. In contrast, treatment with bevacizumab, an anti-VEGF antibody, is associated with a reduction in the volume of growing vestibular schwannomas and 
with hearing improvement in some patients. Here, in two schwannoma xenograft models, we showed that anti-VEGF treatment creates a “normalization window” – 
a period during which tumor vessel vasculature is structurally and functionally close to normal – characterized by increased tumor perfusion and oxygenation. We 
found that radiation treatment is most effective when applied during this normalization window. Since hearing loss is a limitation of radiation therapy for vestibular 
schwannoma, we assessed neurologic function (in addition to tumor size) as an important endpoint for our study. We observed that anti-VEGF treatment improved 
neurologic function in schwannoma xenograft models via: 1) alleviating tumor tissue edema as measured by edema index, 2) decreasing muscle atrophy, and 
3) increasing nerve regeneration. Our study is the first to demonstrate that combining anti-VEGF with radiation therapy is more effective than radiation alone in 
controlling schwannoma progression and improving neurologic function. These data provide the rationale for testing the benefits of combined anti-angiogenic 
therapy and radiotherapy in the management of human schwannomas.

List of All Authors: Xing Gao, MD, Central South University, Yingchao Zhao, MD Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov, MD, Hao Liu, MD, Martin 
K. Selig, Scott R Plotkin, MD,PhD, Rakesh K. Jain, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital

Granting Agency: Children’s Tumor Foundation - Clinical Research Award (L.X. and S.R.P.), American Cancer Society Research Scholar Award (L.X.), Children’s Tumor Foundation Drug 

Discovery Initiative (L.X.), Massachusetts General Hospital Ira Spiro Award (L.X.), National Institute of Health, National Cancer Institute, P01CA080214 (R.K.J.)

Proteomic Evaluation of Signaling Pathways in Human Schwannomas 
Session 5:  Monday, June 8, 10:35am – 10:55am

Dominique Lallemand, MD, Institut Curie, Paris, Boin 1, A., Couvelard 3, A., Couderc 1, C., Brito 2 , I., Huppe 2, P., Kalamarides 4 , M., Louvard 1  

Background: Since 1993, the mechanisms of control of cell proliferation by merlin have been progressively characterized. Most of them were discovered in cellular 
models or using fruit fly. They are likely essential for tumor initiation. However, it is not yet clear whether these mechanisms and the associated signaling events are 
still driving the growth of tumors at later stages and if, indeed, they could represent valuable therapeutic targets.

Therefore, we set to characterize the signaling pathways that are activated in human schwannomas and evaluate their link to tumor cell proliferation by combining 
proteomic approaches.

Methods: We have analysed a series of 40 human schwannomas. The activity of 42 receptors tyrosine kinase (RTK) was evaluated by RTK arrays. In parallel, 50 
proteins comprising RTK, major signaling pathways and proliferation markers were analysed by two complementary approaches. Reverse Phase Protein Array 
(RPPA) was used to measure the expression and activity of signaling molecules and evaluate potential correlation between them and proliferation markers such as 
Ki67. 
Immunohistochemistry was performed to evaluate the expression, the proportion of positive cells and the subcellular localization of a various receptors and 
signaling molecules. 

Results: We observed that four RTKs were activated in more than 40% of the tumors, Her3, Her2, Axl and PDGFR. Her3 was the most frequently activated. EGFR is 
essentially absent from schwannomas whereas ErbB2 and 3 are always detected. Nevertheless, IHC showed that RTKs expression was extremely variable in term 
of intensity and percentage of positive cells. 
RPPA analysis showed that signaling pathways such as MAPK, AKT and STAT3 are essentially co-regulated. Ki67 is correlated to the level of YAP expression. 
Importantly, Her3, Her2 and PDGFR apperas to be transcriptionnally induced by Yap in a schwannoma cell line suggesting a Yap mediated signaling network in 
human schwannomas.

Conclusion/Discussion: Using complementary proteomic approaches, we have generated an extensive study of signaling pathways in human schwannomas. Our 
results should help to precise which signaling molecule may or may not represent a potentially interesting therapeutic target.
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Platform #11 - Measles Virus as  Novel Therapy for Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors 
Session 5:  Monday, June 8, 10:55am – 11:10am

David R. Deyle, MD, Mayo Clinic

Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST) are devastating soft tissue sarcomas that can arise sporadically or in association with neurofibromatosis type 
I, have a poor prognosis, and have limited treatment options.  Oncolytic measles virus therapy has been demonstrated to have significant antitumor properties in 
a number of different cancers, but the oncolytic potential of a MV Edmonston (MVEdm) vaccine strain engineered to express the human sodium iodide symporter 
(MV-NIS) on MPNST has not previously been evaluated.  MPNST cell lines were found to highly express CD46, a cellular receptor required for measles viral 
entry, on their cell surface.  After in vitro MV-NIS infection, MPNST cell lines showed significant cytopathic effect (CPE), while normal Schwann cells were less 
susceptible to CPE.  Virus localization and distribution could be monitored by imaging of I-125 uptake.  Local administration of MV-NIS into MPNST-derived tumors 
resulted in significant regression of tumor and improved survival.  These results paved the way for our phase I clinical trial using oncolytic measles virus therapy to 
treat MPNST patients and demonstrated the possibility of a novel treatment for patients with NF1 tumors.

Diana Zarate Escobar, Mayo Clinic, Kah-Whye Peng PhD, Mayo Clinic, and Dusica Babovic-Vuksanovic MD, Mayo Clinic

This work was supported by the Mayo Clinic Foundation Small Grant Program for D.R.D. and K.W.P.

Platform #12 - Small Molecule Inhibition of the Hippo-YAP Pathway as a Therapeutic Strategy in 
Neurofibromatosis Type 2  

Session 5:  Monday, June 8, 11:30am – 11:45am

William Guerrant, PhD, The Scripps Research Institute ; Young Investigator Awardee

Cellular mechanisms that control proliferation and cell death are essential for processes that require defined cell numbers, such as developmental control over organ 
size and repair of injured tissues, and these mechanisms are commonly dysregulated in cancer. A pivotal regulator of anti-proliferative/growth control signaling is 
Merlin, the product of the NF2 tumor suppressor gene, originally identified as the gene mutated in Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). NF2 is an inherited disorder with 
an incidence of approximately 1 in 30,000 births, and characterized mainly by the development of schwannomas of the eighth cranial nerve. Moreover, mutations 
and loss of heterozygosity of the NF2 locus are associated with multiple nervous system tumors, including schwannomas, meningiomas and ependymomas.

Merlin regulates a wide variety of mitogenic pathways, including Ras, Rac, Src, mTOR, and has recently been linked to the Hippo/YAP pathway. This pathway is 
comprised of a kinase cascade that leads to phosphorylation of the Yes-associated protein (YAP), sequestering it in the cytoplasm and preventing it from activating 
the pro-growth/anti-apoptotic TEAD transcription factors in the nucleus. The Hippo/YAP pathway is frequently disrupted in cancer, such that YAP is known to 
function as an oncogene in multiple tumor types through a variety of genetic and epigenetic mechanisms. Moreover, several tumors have been shown to be YAP-
dependent. Thus, the potent antiproliferative phenotype conferred by loss of YAP underscores the promise of inhibiting YAP as an attractive therapeutic strategy in 
NF2-associated cancers.

In order to establish the necessity of YAP in NF2-associated schwannoma, genetic methods were used to silence YAP in vitro in order to determine its contribution 
to the proliferation and survival of NF2-null schwannoma. Verteporfin, a compound known to inhibit YAP was also used to pharmacologically test the requirement 
of YAP in these cells.  Furthermore, we found knockdown of YAP to confer a potent anti-tumor effect in an orthotopic model of NF2.  Details of a cell-based 
compound screen aimed at identifying inhibitors of the TEAD-YAP interaction to therapeutically address NF2 cancers will also be presented.

This work is made possible through the Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award.

Additional Authors: Smitha Kota, MS, The Scripps Research Institute, and Joseph Kissil, PhD, The Scripps Research Institute.
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SESSION 6: Therapeutics: Clinical Therapeutics

Therapeutics for NF1: “The promise of MEK” 
Session 6:  Monday, June 8, 2:30pm – 4:00pm

Brigitte Widemann, MD, National Cancer Institute

There is a great need for the development of effective medical therapies for NF1 related inoperable plexiform neurofibromas (PNs). PNs exhibit the most rapid 
growth in young children and therefore early intervention in children with growing PN may result in the greatest clinical benefit. A number of clinical trials directed at 
inoperable PNs have been conducted in the past. Of these, a phase II study of peginterferon alpha-2b for children and young adults with progressive PNs resulted 
in a doubling of the median time to progression compared to a historic placebo control group. In addition, imatinib resulted in shrinkage of small PN (less than 20 
mL volume) in a phase II trial directed by Kent Robertson. Consistent volume decrease of large PNs has not been reported in the past. 

The Ras/RAF/MAPK pathway is activated in NF1 related PNs. In a limited institution CTEP sponsored, NCI POB coordinated phase I trial of the specific oral MEK 
inhibitor selumetinib (AZD6244 hydrogen sulfate) for children 3-18 years old with inoperable PNs, the maximum tolerated dose was defined with 25 mg/m2/dose 
on a BID continuous dosing schedule (approximately 60% of the adult recommended dose). Twenty-four patients with a median PN volume of 1634 mL (range 47-
10,269 mL) enrolled on the study. Partial responses defined as PN volume decrease ≥20% compared to baseline have been observed in 16/24 patients. Disease 
progression defined as a ≥20% increase in PN volume compared to baseline, has not been observed to date. Anecdotal improvement in function, and reduction in 
PN related pain and disfigurement have been observed.  

We hypothesize that selumetinib has the potential to alter the natural history of PN by 1) preventing the development of PN related morbidity in children with 
progressive PN, and 2) decreasing existing PN related morbidity in children with large, established PN. A selumetinib phase II registration trial is in development. 
MEK inhibition may impact the development of other NF1 related manifestations such as NF1 related gliomas, cognition, and bony manifestations.
The results of the phase I trial of selumetinib for NF1 related PNs in children will be presented and the design of future trials for NF1 PNs with selumetinib. Finally, 
trials with other MEK inhibitors directed at NF1 manifestations will be discussed. 

Platform #13 - The Impact of Vision Loss Among Survivors of Childhood Central Nervous System  
Astroglial Tumors 

Session 6:  Monday, June 8, 2:50pm – 3:05pm 

Peter de Blank, MD, MSCE, Rainbow Babies & Children’s Hospital, Case Western Reserve University

Background: Although optic pathway gliomas (OPGs) are rare in the general population, they are common and frequently cause vision loss in NF1. Clinical 
management of OPGs centers on preservation of vision. However, the impact of impaired vision on adult survivors of childhood low-grade gliomas has not been 
investigated, and could inform therapeutic decision-making.

Methods: The Childhood Cancer Survivor Study describes cognitive/emotional function, education, income, employment, marital status, independent living, and 
vision status (no impairment, some vision loss [unilateral blindness, visual field deficits or amblyopia], or bilateral blindness) for long-term childhood cancer 
survivors. The effect of vision status on outcomes was examined using multivariable logistic regression, adjusting for age, gender, cranial radiation therapy and 
medical comorbidities.

Results: Among 587 adult survivors of childhood astroglial tumor, 102 (17%) had some vision loss and 39 (6.6%) were bilaterally blind. The median age at 
first vision deficit was 6 years and few late vision problems occurred, consistent with patterns described in NF1-associated OPG. In multivariable analysis, only 
survivors with bilateral blindness were significantly more likely to be unmarried (adjusted odds ratio [95% confidence interval]: 4.7 [1.5,15.0]), live with a caregiver 
(3.1 [1.3,7.5]), and be unemployed (2.2 [1.1,4.5]) compared to those without visual impairment. Some vision loss without bilateral blindness was not significantly 
associated with any psychological or socio-economic outcomes. 

Conclusions: Adult survivors of childhood astroglial tumors with bilateral blindness are more likely to live unmarried and dependently and be unemployed.  
Survivors with some remaining vision did not differ significantly from those without visual impairment. Preservation of some remaining vision may have an 
important effect on future psychological and socioeconomic outcomes.

Full Author List: Michael J. Fisher (Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia), Lu Lu (St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital), Wendy Leisenring (Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center), 
Kirsten Ness (St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital), Charles Sklar (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center), Marilyn Stovall (The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center), Chris 
Vukadinovich (St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital), Leslie Robison (St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital), Gregory Armstrong (St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital), Kevin Krull (St. 
Jude Children’s Research Hospital)

Funding: National Cancer Institute (CA055727-21, Armstrong, PI), National Institutes of Health (CA076917-15), and The Francis S. Collins Scholarship in Neurofibromatosis Clinical and 
Translational Research from the Neurofibromatosis Therapeutic Acceleration Program.
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Platform #14 - Longitudinal Measures of Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer Thickness Detect New Onset Vision Loss 
in Children with Optic Pathway Gliomas 

Session 6:  Monday, June 8, 3:25pm – 3:40pm

Robert A. Avery, DO, MSCE, The Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute/Children’s National Medical Center

Background: Children with NF1 are frequently unable to cooperate with quantitative vision testing, which is critical for management decisions in those with 
optic pathway gliomas (OPGs). Measures of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL), the axons of the visual pathway, are strongly correlated to vision and have been 
proposed as a surrogate marker of vision. We evaluated longitudinal changes in RNFL, as measured by spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT), 
in children with OPGs demonstrating either stable vision or progressive vision loss.  

Methods: Children with OPGs (NF1 or sporadic) enrolled in a longitudinal cohort study underwent SD-OCT measures of global and quadrant specific RNFL 
thickness. Vision loss was defined as either a 0.2 logMAR decline in visual acuity, or a new visual field defect. A minimum of 3 SD-OCT study visits were required 
for all patients, while those experiencing vision loss also required visits before and after episodes of vision loss.

Results: Fifty-five eyes completed 250 study visits. Ten eyes (18%) from 7 patients experienced 18 distinct episodes of new vision loss during the study and 
45 (82%) eyes from 39 patients demonstrated stable vision across a median of 4 study visits. Median loss (microns) and percent decline of RNFL between the 
baseline visit and first event of vision loss event was greatest in the superior (12.5 microns, 14%) and inferior (12.0 microns, 10%) quadrants as well as global 
average (9.5 microns, 13%). Using a threshold of ≥ 10% decline in RNFL, the positive and negative predictive value for vision loss when two or more anatomic 
sectors were affected was 100% and 94%, respectively.

Conclusions: Children experiencing vision loss from their OPGs frequently demonstrate a ≥ 10% decline of RNFL thickness in one or more anatomic sectors at 
the onset of vision loss. Global average and the inferior quadrant demonstrate the best positive and negative predictive values. RNFL is a surrogate marker of vision 
and could be helpful in making management decisions in children with optic pathway gliomas, especially those unable to cooperate with quantitative vision testing.

Funding: National Eye Institute K23-EY022673 (RAA), R01-EY013178 (HI, JSS) and P30-008098 (HI, JSS); NIH UL1TR000075 (AC); NIHCD P30 HD040677 (A.C.); and The Gilbert 
Family Neurofibromatosis Institute (RAA, RJP).

Full List of Authors: Robert A. Avery, DO, MSCE,1 Avital Cnaan, PhD,1 Joel S. Schuman, MD,2 Carmelina Trimboli-Heidler,1 Chieh-Li Chen, PhD,2 Roger J. Packer, MD,1 Hiroshi Ishikawa, MD.2    
1Children’s National Medical Center; 2University of Pittsburgh Medical Center.

Advances in Clinical Research in NF1  
Session 6:  Monday, June 8, 3:40pm – 4:00pm

Juha Peltonen, MD, PhD, Department of Cell Biology and Anatomy, University of Turku, Turku, Finland

Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) is known to cause cancer, primarily malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors and intracranial gliomas. Based on these findings, 
NF1 has been referred to as cancer syndrome. We present data to show a broader, more general cancer predisposition and involvement for NF1. 

Two complete total population based registers were utilized: The Finnish NF1 register was cross-referenced with the Finnish Cancer Registry to correlate new 
cancer events and cancer deaths 1987-2012 (total number of person years, 19075.2, with median follow up of 13.6 years), and estimate standardized incidence 
ratios (SIR) and standardized mortality ratios (SMR). Survival was considered in terms of cancer type, age, gender and diagnosis year. Our current assessment 
represents an unprecedented accuracy enabling novel findings on cancer in NF1.

The results show that NF1 syndrome is associated with a high risk of developing a variety of cancers and dying from them. The novel findings include: The early 
age of onset, female gender excess and high mortality; excessive, early and aggressive breast cancer and excessive carcinomas of selected other types; and an 
excess of NF1 patients with two to three sequential cancers of different varieties. 

The material presented here gives new ways of considering NF1 germinal and somatic mutations as contributory to human cancer in general. These new 
considerations are likely to be important beyond the NF1 syndrome itself. The results emphasize that NF1 is a life threatening disease and the patients require 
enhanced lifelong follow-up for malignancy.

Full List of Authors: Elina Uusitalo MSc and Roope Kallionpää MSc, University of Turku; Matti Rantanen MB and Janne Pitkäniemi PhD, Finnish Cancer Registry; Vincent M. Riccardi MD, 
MBA, The Neurofibromatosis Institute; Sirkku Peltonen MD PhD, University of Turku and Turku University Hospital

Grants: Academy of Finland, Cancer Society of Finland, Finnish Cultural Foundation, Turku University Foundation, Turku University Hospital
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SESSION 7: Pathway to Approval

The Risks and Benefits of Investing in Therapeutic Development for Rare Diseases   
Session 7: Monday, June 8, 5:00pm – 5:20pm

Aileen Healy, PhD, Cydan Development, Cambridge MA

Recent advances in the molecular understanding of rare diseases have created an opportunity to advance breakthrough research discoveries into new treatments 
for patients.  Cydan identifies translational opportunities for rare diseases and works with academic centers, disease foundations and biopharmaceutical 
companies to accelerate development of potential therapies through clinical proof-of-concept in patients.  To achieve our goal of delivering disease-modifying 
therapies we focus on rare monogenic diseases with well-defined pathophysiology.  We identify promising potential therapies with a demonstrated mechanistic link 
to the disease, fund and perform the required preclinical studies and launch new companies to execute the clinical development.  The Cydan business model as it 
relates to new treatments for NF will be discussed.

Platform #15 - NF1 Nonsense Allele Mouse Model: Developing New Therapeutic Interventions 
Session 7: Monday, June 8, 5:20pm – 5:35pm

Kairong Li, PhD, Department of Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL

Nonsense mutations in the Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) gene introduce premature termination codons (PTCs) and account for one-fifth of NF1 variants.  
Suppression therapy using pharmacological agents that suppress premature translation termination at in-frame PTCs to restore translation of a full-length 
functional polypeptide is a treatment strategy for genetic diseases caused by nonsense mutations. To model NF1 loss-of-function due to nonsense mutations, 
we created a novel NF1 mouse line carrying a recurrent nonsense mutation found in NF1 patients (c. 2041C>T; p. Arg681Ter, Nf1st18). The Nf1st18 mutation leads 
to nonsense mediated mRNA decay (NMD), and mouse embryos homozygous for the mutant allele (Nf1st18/st18) fail to develop after embryonic day 9.5 (E9.5). 
Biochemical analyses show non-detectable levels of neurofibromin in Nf1st18/st18 mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) and elevated phosphorylated ERK (pERK) 
activity. To establish an in vivo model for testing nonsense suppression therapy, Nf1+/st18 mice have been crossed to a conditional NF1 knockout allele (Nf1Flox) 
and a cre recombinase line (Dhh:cre) to generate Nf1Flox/st18; Dhh:cre animals (Nf1st18-CKO). Inactivation of the floxed allele in Schwann cell precursors leads to 
hind limb paralysis due to tumors developing in the spinal column. Histological analysis of tumors from Nf1st18-CKO mice shows neurofibroma characteristics. To 
evaluate the efficiency of suppression therapy in vitro, Nf1st18/st18 MEFs were treated with candidate drugs to examine their ability to restore neurofibromin activity. 
Gentamicin, an aminoglycoside antibiotic capable of reading through PTCs, coupled with Amlexanox  (an anti-inflammatory immunomodulator with NMD inhibitor 
activity) partially restores neurofibromin function as measured by significant reduction in pERK activity. Both drugs are currently being applied to Nf1st18-CKO mice 
as well as an acute model of NF1 loss of function to assess neurofibroma tumorigeneis and survival, respectively. In summary, we created a novel Nf1 mouse 
model harboring a human NF1 nonsense variant. Our in vitro test of suppression therapy suggests partial restoration of neurofibromin is possible, and supports 
further studies on in vivo administration to intervene in tumor formation and/or growth.

Full List of Authors: Ashley N Turner1, Min Chen1, Kurt Zinn, DVM, PhD2, Trenton R. Schoeb, DVM, PhD1, Ludwine Messiaen, PhD1, Bruce Korf, MD, PhD1, and Robert Kesterson, PhD1

1Department of Genetics, 2Department of Radiology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL

Funding support: Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award to KL, and UAB Neurofibromatosis Program.
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The Role of Patient-Focused Outcomes in the Therapeutic Approval Pathway 
Session 7: Monday, June 8, 5:35pm – 5:55pm

Kenneth Verburg, PhD, Vice President, Development Head, Pfizer’s Pain Portfolio, Pfizer, Inc.

Registration of new therapeutics is often based on objective endpoints or a combination of objective endpoints and patient-reported outcomes (PROs) 
demonstrating clinical benefit.  The development of new drugs for the treatment of pain, or for that matter many other neurological disorders, are among the 
notable  exceptions.  In these cases, advancement of drug candidates through the registration process relies entirely on PROs as we simply do not know if a drug 
is associated with the expected benefit unless we ask the patient. It is no coincidence that these same therapeutic areas suffer from the greatest number of failed 
studies (lack of assay sensitivity) as placebo responses can confound the assessment of drug effects. 

The US Food & Drug Administration defines a PRO as any report of the status of a patient’s health condition that comes directly from the patient, without 
interpretation of the patient’s response by a clinician or anyone else.  In clinical trials, a PRO instrument can be used to measure the effect of a medical intervention 
on a single symptom or group of symptoms and the outcome can be measured in absolute terms (e.g., severity of a symptom, sign, or state of a disease) or as a 
change from a previous measure. 

There are many general and disease or condition-specific PRO measures targeting a variety of patient domains that have widespread use and acceptance. The 
application of these instruments, however, can vary substantially including the time interval of assessments, the scales employed, the analysis of the results, and 
the determination of clinical relevance. New PRO instruments intended for use in registration studies must be developed according to FDA and EMA guidelines and 
demonstrate acceptable conceptual framework, content validity, and measurement properties.    

To assess the benefit of pain therapeutics, pain intensity (severity) and/or pain relief measures are commonly employed with the understanding that a simple 
pain score belies a complex disease with heterogeneity of pain perception and mechanisms involved from patient to patient and across different pain conditions.  
Although some conditions may be more painful, the variation between individuals with the same condition is far greater than the degree of pain across different 
conditions. Thus, in the absence of large effect sizes, placebo-corrected drug responses may be less than impressive and lead regulators to question the clinical 
meaningfulness of the results. As a consequence, it is common to evaluate other efficacy domains, such as physical function and global well-being, to assess 
whether the observed pain reductions had a measurable impact on various aspects of the patients’ activities of daily-living.   

Platform #16 - RNASeq Identification of Potential Mediators of Neurofibroma Growth and Resistance to 
Therapy 

Session 7: Monday, June 8, 5:55pm – 6:10pm

Mitchell Springer, PhD, Edwin Jousma MS, Jianqiang Wu MD, MS, Kwangmin Choi PhD, Tilat A. Rizvi PhD, Nancy Ratner PhD, Div. Exp. 
Hematology and Cancer Biology, Cancer and Blood Diseases Institute, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital and Dept. of Pediatrics, University of Cincinnati, 
Cincinnati, OH

Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) patients develop benign neurofibromas as a result of the dysregulation in Ras signaling pathways, which leads to the 
overexpression or activation of numerous downstream targets. Using a genetically modified mouse model of NF1, we found that some tumors grew rapidly while 
others grew slowly, mimicking human patients. Stored tumors presented a unique opportunity to define differences between tumor subsets. We identified 18 
differentially expressed (DE) genes between fast (>35 mm3) and slow (<5 mm3) growing neurofibromas using Next-Gen Sequencing (RNA-seq). We have also 
tested >20 drugs that target different pathways in an attempt to reduce or eliminate neurofibromas.  Every drug or combination of drugs tested to date resulted 
in a subset of neurofibromas that did not respond to treatment and continued to grow. To define genes differentially expressed (DE) in non-responding tumors, 
to identify new potential therapeutic targets, we analyzed neurofibromas from animals treated with a MEK inhibitor (PD0325901), pan-ErbB inhibitor (CNX222), 
PI3K inhibitor (GDC0941), and STAT3 inhibitors (FLLL32, STAT3 anti-sense oligonucleotide (ASO), and STAT3 CKO mouse neurofibromas). With the exception of 
CNX222 and GDC0941, we identified DE genes, some of which have been confirmed using qPCR. All DE genes are novel in that they have not previously been 
associated with NF1.  We anticipate that some of these may contribute to drug resistance. Current studies are aimed at further tests of the roles of specific genes 
in resistance to therapy and tumor growth.

Full List of Authors: Edwin Jousma, MS, Jianqiang Wu, MD, MS, Kwangmin Choi, PhD, Tilat A. Rizvi, PhD, Nancy Ratner, PhD,
Div. Exp. Hematology and Cancer Biology, Cancer and Blood Diseases Institute, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital and Dept. of Pediatrics, University of Cincinnati

Funded by NS28840, NTAP, and T32CA117846-07.
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SESSION 9: Report Card: Drinks, Data and Lunch

Department of Defense Neurofibromatosis Clinical Trials Consortium 
Session 9: Tuesday, June 9, 11:00am – 11:15am

Roger J. Packer1, MD, Michael Fisher2, MD, Bruce Korf3, MD, PhD, Gilbert Family Neurofibromatosis Institute1, Children’s National Health System, 
Washington, DC, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia2, Philadelphia, PA, University of Alabama at Birmingham3, Birmingham, AL

The Department of Defense Neurofibromatosis Clinical Trials Consortium (DOD NFCTC) was organized seven years ago to develop and implement innovative, 
biologically-based therapies for children and adults with neurofibromatosis (type 1 and type 2).  The DOD NFCTC was refunded in 2012, with an expanded  19 
(18 in the United States and 1 in Australia) membership.  The therapeutic focus of the NFCTC includes NF1-associated plexiform neurofibromas (PNs), low-grade 
gliomas (LGGs), neurocognitive difficulties, tibial dysplasia, as well as vestibular schwannomas (VSs) in NF2.  The NFCTC recently completed a study of the 
mTOR inhibitor rapamycin in children with PNs, which demonstrated that rapamycin prolonged the time to progression of progressive lesions by four months, as 
compared to a historical control group, but was not effective in shrinking non-progressive lesions.  Ongoing studies initiated for PNs include a study investigating 
a MEK inhibitor and another assessing a multi-kinase inhibitor which targets MET, RET, VEGF, and KIT.  For children with progressive LGGs, the Consortium has 
recently completed a study utilizing the mTOR inhibitor RAD001 (a TORC1 and TORC2 inhibitor), which is in analysis.  It is soon to open a phase 2 study utilizing 
an MEK-inhibitor for children with progressive LGGs.  The NFCTC has also recently completed a randomized, placebo-controlled study evaluating lovastatin in 
children with visual-spatial learning or sustained attention deficits.  The results of the lovastatin study are being reported at this meeting and an ancillary spatial 
learning study, in this same population, was also completed.  In November of 2013, accrual began for a study evaluating bevacizumab in children and young adults 
with NF2 and VSs, utilizing a unique hearing outcome measure (based on speech discrimination) as the primary outcome measure.  The Consortium has partnered 
with SARC to perform a phase 2 study of the mTOR inhibitor RAD001 in combination with bevacizumab in patients with NF1-related refractory MPNSTs and is 
soon to open a second study evaluating utility of a drug inhibiting heat-shock protein (HSP 90) and rapamycin in patients with MPNSTs.  Recently, a study of infuse 
bone graft (recombinant human bone morfogenetic protein 2/absorbable collagen sponge) has been approved in the treatment of tibial pseudarthrosis in NF1.  In 
summary, since its existence the DOD NFCTC has significantly expanded (from 9 to 19 sites), completed its initial three studies, and has opened, or will soon 
open, five new translational studies.  The Consortium has leveraged it resources to perform studies with other existing Consortiums (SARC) and industry, and is 
exploring new means to pursue even more translational investigations in the near future.

Response Evaluation in Neurofibromatosis and Schwannomatosis (REiNS) 
Session 9: Tuesday, June 9, 11:15am – 11:30am

Scott Plotkin, MD, PhD, Harvard University/MGH; Brigitte Widemann, MD, National Cancer Institute

The Response Evaluation in Neurofibromatosis and Schwannomatosis (REiNS) international working group

The REiNS international collaboration was established during the 2010 CTF meeting with the goals of achieving consensus within the NF community about the 
design and endpoints of future clinical trials for NF. The REiNS group has seven working groups that focus on: imaging of tumor response; use of whole body 
MRI in NF; role of biomarkers in NF; and selection of functional outcomes, visual outcomes, patient reported outcomes, and neurocognitive outcomes. Initial 
recommendations of 4 working groups were recently published in a Neurology 2013 supplement. 

Since then, several working groups have developed new recommendations, which will be presented at the CTF meeting to receive critique and input from NF 
clinicians and researchers prior to submitting for publication in a second supplement.
Updates and new recommendations will be provided by the:

• Functional outcomes group: Evaluation of sleep and pulmonary function in clinical trials directed at plexiform neurofibromas affecting the airway.
• Biomarker group: Recommendations for the use and development of biomarkers in NF
• Neurocognitive group: Recommendations for neurocognitive outcome measures in clinical trials for NF1
• Patient reported outcomes group: Identification of appropriate patient reported outcome measures in the domains of pain and physical functioning
• Whole Body MRI group: Use of whole body MRI to image NF tumors

In addition, a general update on REiNS activities will be provided, and the tumor imaging group will present “A comparison of the NCI and MGH volumetric MRI 
analysis methods applied to complex plexiform neurofibromas on June 6 during session 1.
 
Anyone interested in participation in REiNS is welcome to attend and to provide feedback.
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Activities and Accomplishments of the Neurofibromatosis Therapeutic Consortium 
Session 9: Tuesday, June 9, 11:30am – 11:45am

Ophelia Maertens, PhD, Harvard University

Preclinical studies using genetically engineered mouse models of cancer have the potential to significantly improve the success of early phase human clinical 
trials. To promote and accelerate the development of effective new treatments for Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) the Children’s Tumor Foundation developed 
the Neurofibromatosis Therapeutic Consortium (NFTC). This multi-center cooperative group integrates expertise and resources from philanthropic foundations, 
academia, and industry. Since 2008, the NFTC has utilized genetically accurate mouse models of benign and malignant tumors associated with NF1 as a platform 
for testing candidate clinical compounds obtained from pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. To date, the participating labs have conducted 88 individual 
preclinical trials of 34 agents through collaborations with 16 pharmaceutical companies. Notably, 10 of these preclinical studies have directly informed the 
development of human therapeutic trials. Based on the power of the animal models being utilized and the current rate of throughput from this consortium, the data 
generated by the NFTC has thus accelerated translation by providing clinical investigators and pharmaceutical companies with a strong rationale for implementing 
human trials using the best clinical candidates against the most promising therapeutic targets. By streamlining and expediting the progression of promising 
therapies to clinical trials, the NFPC is making a significant impact on the clinical care of NF1 patients and is, as such, fulfilling its potential.

Biobank Initiative and NF Patient Registry 
Session 9: Tuesday, June 9, 11:45am – 12:00pm

Oliver Hanemann, MD, PhD, University of Plymouth, UK;

There is no effective drug therapy for the tumours in Neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1), Neurofibromatosis 2 (NF2) and Schwannomatosis (SWN). Natural history studies 
in these diseases have demonstrated the high degree of variability in overall disease manifestation and tumour behaviour. Thus biomarkers to measure responses 
are urgently required to help develop more informative clinical trials in these conditions. As part of an international consortium (REiNS) we defined the need and  
came up with recommendations for biomarker development and harmonised sample collection and methodology (SOPs) for these diseases. To find and validate 
biomarkers we are establishing a high quality standardised large sample collection within the infrastructure of the UK Neurofibromatosis service following REiNS 
recommendations. This will be the first standarised biobank for these diseases. It includes a discovery and validation set, an agreed minimal clinical dataset and 
would allow for the first time testing of biomarker candidates suggested by the REiNS consortium in a large standardised sample set including longitudinal blood 
and tissue samples from the same patients. In addition to testing and validating candidate biomarkers we will seek additional biomarkers informed by our basic 
research and collaborations. The biobank’s management and governance structure, laboratory policies, detailed patient information sheets and consents forms are 
in place.

Pamela Knight, MS, Children’s Tumor Foundation

CTF has created a centralized biobank as a resource for developing biomarkers and for other preclinical research. Samples are collected using SOPs and 
minimum clinical dataset according to REiNS initiative standards. The ongoing collection, which is available to the research community, now contains 14 sets of 
10-20 dermal neurofibromas linked to donor blood, urine, and clinical information. An omics analysis is being done to characterize these samples as a basis for 
biomarker discovery. New collections include post-mortem tissues from NF1 patients, including tumors, brain, spine, bone, and skin collected under the agreed 
upon SOPs; and blood samples collected ancillary to a large natural history study of NF1-optic nerve glioma in children. Biomarker development using CTF biobank 
resources will take place under a partnership with the National Biomarker Development Alliance (NBDA) in an evidence-based approach to evaluating biomarker 
discoveries, prioritizing biomarkers for development and entering biomarkers into qualification and validation studies under the FDA’s biomarker qualification 
program. 
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Neurofibromatosis Type 1 Associated, Optic Pathway Glioma, Natural History Study 
Session 9: Tuesday, June 9, 12:00pm – 12:15pm

Michael Fisher, MD, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Optic pathway gliomas (OPGs) are low-grade astrocytomas that are common in NF1 and can cause significant morbidity, including vision loss, disfiguring 
proptosis, and precocious puberty.  Half to two-thirds of NF1-OPG are indolent with minimal tumor progression.  When they do progress, progression tends to be 
slow.  Given the indolent nature of many of these tumors, initial management entails close observation with serial ophthalmologic and MRI examinations.  Prior 
studies reveal a lack of correlation between radiographic and visual outcomes for NF1-OPG; therefore, visual acuity is recommended as the primary outcome 
measure in future OPG clinical trials.  Although we have learned a great deal about visual outcomes from a large retrospective series, several crucial questions 
remain. Specifically, there is a lack of information regarding the natural change in vision over time for NF1-OPG.  It is unclear if radiographic tumor progression 
and visual decline are concurrent, or if the latter lags behind the former.  Although most clinicians wait for visual decline prior to initiating treatment, there is no 
consensus regarding the reasons to treat.  In order to minimize any visual loss and to limit treatment only to the subset of patients that truly require it, we need to 
define the treatment indications and factors (age, gender, OPG location, etc.) predictive of visual decline and tumor progression.  Therefore, a prospective natural 
history study of NF1-OPG is being undertaken with standardized visual assessment methods and clear definitions of visual outcomes and data acquisition time 
points.  This prospective observational study involves 25 institutions and will enroll 250 children with NF1 who have newly diagnosed OPG.  Optional studies (for 
those subjects who consent) include:  banking of biological specimens for future research, optical coherence tomography, and diffusion tensor imaging.  

Synodos for NF2 
Session 9: Tuesday, June 9, 1:00pm – 1:15pm

D. Wade Clapp, MD, Indiana University

Synodos is a multidisciplinary and multi-institutional research group from 12 institutions that collectively focus on a commitment to providing effective treatments 
for the meningiomas and schwannomas of neurofibromatosis 2 (NF2).  The overall goals are to identify one or more drugs worthy of a human clinical trial in 
NF2 and to establish an improved, efficient pipeline for future discovery of additional potential treatments. The collaborating investigators have specific expert 
contributions that range from molecular genetics and systems biology, arachnoid/meningioma and Schwann cell/schwannoma biology, high throughput in vitro 
screening, in vivo preclinical models, molecular pharmacology and drug screening, through translational science and clinical, pathological and surgical expertise in 
NF2.

Neurofibromatosis Therapeutic Acceleration Program (NTAP) 
Session 9: Tuesday, June 9, 1:30pm – 1:45pm

Jaishri Blakeley, MD, Johns Hopkins University

The Neurofibromatosis Therapeutic Acceleration Program (NTAP) was founded in January 2012 to focus intellectual power and essential resources on developing 
therapeutics for plexiform neurofibromas (pNF).  We do this through a highly collaborative approach that brings together patients, clinicians, and researchers 
across industry, academia and government to apply resources creatively and efficiently in order to produce meaningful treatments.  The NTAP mission is: (1) 
finding and supporting projects with the greatest potential to result in effective therapies for patients with pNF, (2) providing the critical support, resources, and 
directive to facilitate all stages of pNF research, (3) hosting opportunities for collaboration and inspiring creative ideas (or challengeing doctrine) in order to uncover 
new approaches to pNF therapeutics, and (4) creating infrastructure that maximizes the efficiency of grants management to distribute resources rapidly and with 
appropriate oversight. NTAP’s research focus was established by a critical analysis of the clinical and research resources in place for neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1) 
in general, and pNF specifically, in order to identify the areas of opportunity for research investment.  Major areas of interest for NTAP include: (1) development of 
cell culture models of pNF to allow rapid drug and compound screening, (2) support for preclinical drug testing in genetically engineered mouse models of pNF, (3) 
generation of pNF natural history data to support clinical trial design and pharmaceutical industry engagement, (4) development of patient reported outcome (PRO) 
measures to be used in registration trials that support marketing claims and (5) discovery and development of biomarkers to predict which pNF is a candidate for 
preventative therapy based on a risk of future morbidity and for early assessment of biologic effect.  Each of these programs represents a required component of 
the therapeutic development pipeline, spanning preclinical discovery to the final steps of drug approval and marketing for pNF. 
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Targeting the Vices of NF1/Ras Axis-Driven Tumors: Transcription and Autophagy 
 
Robert J Allaway, BS, Geisel School of Medicine, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH

Mutations required for tumor growth/progression can serve as an Achilles’ heel in tumor cells, allowing investigators to discover therapeutics that target those 
tumors. Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF)-linked tumors are one such tumor type; they are driven by loss of the neurofibromin 1 (NF1) gene product. To discover 
molecules that may target tumors with NF1 deficiency such as malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs), we conducted a synthetic lethal screen 
using yeast and MPNST platforms.1 Wild type and NF1-delta yeast were screened against >12,000 compounds; we identified 108 compounds that selectively 
targeted NF1-delta yeast. These molecules were subsequently tested in mammalian models of NF1 loss.

Using this approach we identified UC1, which appears to modulate a process regulated by CTK1, the yeast homolog of mammalian CDK9, causing slow growth/death 
in NF1-delta yeast.1 In NF1-deficient cancer cells, UC1 reduces a marker of CDK9 activity (phospho-Rpb1 CTD S2). Using these findings as a proof-of-concept, our lab 
is evaluating two clinically tested CDK9 inhibitors (dinaciclib, SNS-032) in NF1-dysregulated tumor types such as MPNSTs, both in vitro and in xenograft models.

Another molecule identified by this screen (Y100) and an analog (Y100B) appear to modulate autophagy. In NF1-delta yeast, we observed that overexpression 
of autophagy/mitophagy related genes reduced sensitivity to Y100B. We found that in NF1-deficient cancer cells, Y100 induced accumulation of autophagy 
marker p62, altered mitochondrial morphology, and inhibited cell growth/viability. In summary, Y100 may target NF1-deficient cancer cells by modulating 
mitophagy. We hypothesize that mitophagy modulators such as Y100, as well as CDK9 inhibitors could be used to selectively treat tumors with NF1 loss.

1 Wood, M, et al. Discovery of a small molecule targeting IRA2 deletion in budding yeast and neurofibromin lost in malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor cells. Mol Cancer Ther 
2011 Sep;10(9):1740-1750.

Additional Authors: Stephanie Bouley BA, Geisel School of Medicine, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH; Casey Greene PhD, Geisel School of Medicine, Dartmouth College, Hanover, 
NH; Camilo Fadul PhD, Norris Cotton Cancer Center, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH; Nancy Ratner PhD, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, University of Cincinnati 
College of Medicine, Cincinnati, OH; Yolanda Sanchez PhD, Geisel School of Medicine, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH

Funding:
Children’s Tumor Foundation YIA   2014-01-012
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke R21 NS060940 
 
 

Targeted Therapies Using Sciatic Nerve MPNST Models 
 
Slawomir J. Antoszczyk, PhD, Brain Tumor Research Center and Department of Neurosurgery Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical 
School, Boston MA

Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST) are rare highly aggressive soft-tissue sarcomas arising in peripheral nerves, with very poor prognosis and 
resistance to traditional chemotherapy or radiation. NF1 patients have a greatly elevated risk for MPNST. Molecularly therapies targeting abnormal receptor signaling 
have shown much promise in other cancers. In these studies, we evaluated the efficacy of approved receptor tyrosine inhibitors imatinib mesylate (Gleevec) and 
sunitinib malate (Sutent), and CXCR4/CXCL12 inhibitor AMD3100 (Plerixafor, Mozobil) for the treatment of orthotopic sciatic nerve MPNST models using implanted 
human and mouse NF1- MPNST cells. Mouse M2 (37-3-18-4) MPNST cells were derived from a spontaneously-arising tumor in Nf1/Trp53 heterozygous mice 
(obtained from L Parada, Southwestern Medical School, Dallas, TX), while human S462 MPNST stem-like cells (MSLCs) were isolated by non-adherent culture of 
S462 cells in neurosphere media with EGF and bFGF (without serum). 

The in vitro effects on M2 and human S462 MSLCs viability were determined using MTT or MTS assays, respectively. Sutent was more effective than Gleevec 
at equivalent doses in reducing cell viability. S462 MSLCs were quite sensitive to AMD3100, while mouse M2 cells were not. Mouse M2 cells and human S642 
MSLCs were implanted into the sciatic nerves of immunocompetent and athymic mice, respectively. Mice displaying neurologic deficits due to tumor growth were 
treated with Gleevec or Sutent by gavage daily or with AMD3100 by intraperitoneal injection for 21 days. With M2 tumors, 20 mg/kg/day of Sutent significantly 
inhibited tumor growth, decreased neurological deficits and extended survival in comparison to control and Gleevec-treated mice. In the human S462 MSLCs 
model, both Sutent (50 mg/kg/day) and Gleevec (100 mg/kg/day) were similarly effective. Treatment with AMD3100 (5 mg/kg/day) significantly inhibited tumor 
growth, decreased neurological deficits and extended survival in comparison to control mice in both the human and mouse tumors. Mice bearing tumors had 
increased levels of serum CXCL12. We also observed that AMD3100 treatment of mice bearing S462 MSLC tumors led to decreased levels of phospho-GSK3-beta 
(Ser9) and phospho-AKT (473), suggesting that CXCR4 promotes MPNST growth by activating the PI3K/ AKT and GSK3-beta signaling pathways.

These studies demonstrate the value of sciatic nerve MPNST models for testing novel therapeutics and suggest that inhibition of the receptor tyrosine kinase or 
CXCR4/CXCL12 pathways warrants consideration for clinical testing in patients with MPNST.

Additional Author: Samuel D. Rabkin PhD, Brain Tumor Research Center and Department of Neurosurgery, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston MA

This work was supported by grants from the US Department of Defense (W81XWH-07-0359 to SDR and W81XWH-10-1-0091 to SJA).
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LINGO-1, a Protein Involved in Various Neurodevelopmental Processes, Is a New Partner of Neurofibromin (Nf1): 
Molecular Studies and Functional Implications 
 
Hélène Bénédetti, PhD*, Centre de biophysique moléculaire, CNRS, Orléans, France

Nf1 is a large protein which can be divided in different domains. Its central RasGAP (GTPase Activating Protein) domain inhibits Ras activity and its Raf/MEK/
ERK and PI3k/Akt/mTor downstream pathways, involved in cell growth and proliferation and in synaptic plasticity (1, 2). Nf1 N-terminal and SecPH domains 
are involved in the Rac1/Pak1/LIMK1 and Rho/ROCK/LIMK2 pathways, respectively, both are important in actin and microtubule dynamics regulation (3, 4). 
Nf1 C-terminal domain has been shown to play a role in spinogenesis and neuronal differenciation. However, the molecular targets of Nf1 in many processes 
are still unknown. Therefore, a better knowledge of the signalling network associated with/involving Nf1 should improve our understanding of the physiological 
functions of this protein and help identifying new therapeutic targets for NF1 disease treatment. 

To address this issue, we performed a two-hybrid screen on a human brain cDNA library using the SecPH domain of Nf1 as a bait. Among proteins identified as 
interactors of the SecPH domain, LINGO-1 seemed to be particularly interesting. LINGO-1 is a transmembrane protein exclusively expressed in the nervous system 
and known to inhibit several neurodevelopmental mechanisms such as oligodendrocyte differentiation, myelinisation, neuronal differentiation and survival. 

We confirmed the interaction between the SecPH domain of Nf1 and LINGO-1 by co-immunoprecipitation and BRET experiments in co-transfected HEK-
293 cells. We showed that the PH domain of Nf1, on one side, and the N-terminal domain of LINGO-1, on the other side, mediate this interaction. We also 
highlighted the specificity of this interaction: among the three human homologs of LINGO-1 (LINGO-2, LINGO-3 and LINGO-4) only LINGO-3 and -4 interact 
with the SecPH domain of Nf1. Finally, using neuronal cell lines and mice brain tissue, we demonstrated an interaction between Nf1 and LINGO-1 endogenous 
proteins. The implication of these interactions on LINGO-1 functions involving the EGFR and the Rho pathways that respectively play a role in neuronal survival 
and differenciation are currently under investigation.

References: 1- Cichowski et al., 2001 Cell 104: 593; 2- Cui et al., 2008 Cell 135: 549; 3- Starinsky-Elbaz et al., 2009 Mol Cell Neurosci 42: 278; 4- Vallée et al., 2012 PLoS one 7(10):e47283.

*Full Author List: Fabienne Godin, CBM CNRS; Marie-Ludivine de Tauzia, URGV, Séverine Morisset PhD, CBM CNRS; Béatrice Vallée PhD, CBM CNRS; Michel Doudeau PhD, CBM 
CNRS, Laetitia Cobret, Université Paris VI.

Notes: Supported by La Ligue contre le Cancer, Le Conseil Régional du Centre et le Cancéropôle Grand-Ouest.
 
 

NUP98 is Frequently Mutated in Vestibular Schwannomas 
 
Sarah S. Burns, BA, Nationwide Children’s Hospital and The Ohio State University

Vestibular schwannomas can occur sporadically or in patients afflicted by neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2), a genetic disorder characterized by the development 
of multiple nervous system tumors. The majority of vestibular schwannomas harbor inactivating mutations in the coding region of the NF2 tumor suppressor 
gene. These tumors cause considerable morbidities, including profound deafness, tinnitus, facial nerve paralysis, ataxia, brainstem compression, and if 
untreated, death. Currently, no medical therapies are available for the treatment of these tumors; however, several clinical trials have been initiated. In an 
attempt to identify novel therapeutic targets, we previously screened vestibular schwannomas from NF2 patients for genetic mutations using the FoundationOne 
test, which interrogates 405 cancer-related genes. In addition to mutations in NF2, mutations were also found in NUP98, which encodes a component of the 
nuclear pore complex, and Myc, whose gene product is important for cell cycle progression, apoptosis, and cellular transformation. Analysis of blood samples 
from these patients confirmed that these mutations were present in the germline. To further examine the frequency of NUP98 mutations, we sequenced exons 
of the NUP98 gene in 12 vestibular schwannomas. Interestingly, we identified mutations in 67% of these tumor specimens. In contrast, these mutations were 
not found in blood from individuals without vestibular schwannomas. The mutations detected in the tumors commonly resulted in amino acid changes, which 
may affect the function of the NUP98 gene product. These results suggest that NUP98 may play an important role in vestibular schwannoma growth and 
should be further investigated as a potential therapeutic target.

Full List Authors: Sarah S. Burns, BA1,2, Elena M. Akhmametyeva, MD, PhD1,2, Jaishri Blakeley, MD4, D. Bradley Welling, MD, PhD5, Long-Sheng Chang, PhD1,2,3

1Center for Childhood Cancer and Blood Diseases, Nationwide Children’s Hospital and Departments of 2Pediatrics and 3Otolaryngology, The Ohio State University, 4Departments of 
Neurology, Neurosurgery, and Oncology, Johns Hopkins University, and 5Department of Otology and Laryngology, Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts Eye and Ear Institute, 
Massachusetts General Hospital

Funding: Children’s Tumor Foundation, Advocure NF2, Meningioma Mommas, and the Galloway Family
The authors would like to sincerely thank Tracy Galloway and Barbara Franklin for valuable discussion. 
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MicroRNA-mediated Gene Regulatory Networks in Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors 
 
Kwangmin Choi, PhD, Division of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA

Patients with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) develop benign neurofibromas and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST). One of the main 
hurdles in developing effective therapies for NF1-related tumors is the lack of understanding of molecular mechanisms driving tumorigenesis and malignant 
transformation. Whole genome mRNA expression profiling has revealed an MPNST signature of genes with differential expression relative to benign 
neurofibromas and normal Schwann cells. To identify the potential epigenomic control mechanisms underlying these differences in gene expression, we 
generated microRNA (miRNA) expression profiles from normal Schwann cells, MPNST cell lines, and MPNST primary tumors, and systematically analyzed 
miRNA-mediated gene regulatory networks. Both negative- and positive-correlation networks based on mRNA and miRNA expression data were generated and 
these correlations were further mined by integrating various genomics data, including protein-protein interaction, canonical pathways, transcription factor-
target prediction, copy-number alteration, and differential DNA methylation. Based on this comprehensive data integration and mining, we identified several key 
miRNA-mRNA networks which may play critical roles in transformation and metastasis of MPNST, especially networks controlling the preferential activation of 
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and the production of several cytokines.

Additional Authors: Anil G. Jegga DVM, Division of Biomedical Informatics, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA; Praveensingh Hajeri PhD, Department 
Surgery, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA; Subbaya Subramanian PhD, Department Surgery, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA; Nancy Ratner 
PhD, Division of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology,  Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA 

Funding: This study was funded by Department of Defense: W81XWH-04-1-0273 to Nancy Ratner and W81XWH-10-1-0556 to Subbaya Subramanian; NCI-UC training grant T32-
CA059268 to Kwangmin Choi.
 
 

Stromal Genetics Impacts MPNST Biology and Therapeutic Response in Primary Mouse Models 
 
Rebecca Dodd, PhD, Duke University Medical Center

NF1 haploinsufficiency is a hallmark of Neurofibromatosis Type 1 and is critical for neurofibroma development. The role of the supporting stroma (endothelial cells, 
immune cells, fibroblasts, etc) in the development of patient neurofibromas is well-established. However, the impact of NF1 haploinsufficiency on MPNST biology 
is unclear. Sporadic MPNSTs arise in patients with NF1 wild-type stroma (NF1 +/+), while NF1-associated MPNSTs arise in Neurofibromatosis patients with 
NF1 haploinsufficient stroma (NF1 -/+). Patients with NF1-associated MPNSTs have worse outcome than patients with sporadic MPNSTs, but the cause of this 
difference is under debate. To define the impact of stromal genetics on tumor biology, we have developed unique mouse models that reflect the genetics of patient-
associated MPNSTs.

Using paired littermate mice, we are modeling the genetic status of NF1 in the tumor microenvironment of different MPNST patient populations. We use 
Adenovirus-Cre injections to generate MPNSTs in NF1Flox/flox; Ink4a/Arf flox/flox and NF1Null/flox; Ink4a/Arf flox/flox paired littermate mice to model tumors from NF1 wild-
type and NF1-assoicated patients, respectively. We have used this system to determine how different genetic contexts in the stroma (NF1 +/+ or NF1 -/+) can 
influence the biology of genetically identical tumors (NF1 -/-). We have examined multiple tumor phenotypes (growth kinetics, pathology, cell signaling) and stromal 
features (immune cells, tumor vasculature, and fibroblast function) in MPNST samples from these mice. We have determined that NF1 haploinsufficiency (NF1 +/- 
stroma) influences tumor onset and the immunophenotype of tumors in these mice.

In parallel, we are examining the contribution of NF1 haploinsufficient stromal cells to therapeutic response. Whether NF1 haploinsufficiency affects the response of 
MPNSTs to chemotherapy is an important, unanswered clinical question. Currently, we are performing a mouse “co-clinical trial” (based on SARC006) to compare 
the efficacy of multi-agent chemotherapy in MPNSTs from paired littermate mice with NF1-haploinsufficeint or NF1 wild-type stroma. These experiments will 
expand our understanding of the tumor microenvironment in Neurofibromatosis, which could have important clinical implications for NF1 patients.

Full List of Authors: Chang-Lung Lee, PhD; Tess Overton; Will Eward, MD; Yan Ma, BS; Diana Cardona, MD; David Kirsch, MD, PhD, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC 27710.
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Inhibition of PI3K Reduces Viability of Merlin-null Mouse Schwann Cells by Inducing  
Caspase-Dependent Apoptosis 
 
Marisa A. Fuse, MS, University of Central Florida

The merlin tumor suppressor is mutated in Neurofibromatosis Type 2 (NF2). Loss of function of merlin in Schwann cells results in the formation of schwannomas on 
cranial and peripheral nerves. There are currently no approved pharmacological options for the treatment of schwannomas associated with NF2. Surgical removal of 
the tumors remains the norm, although this can have devastating effects including loss of hearing and other nerve function.  We performed a screen of a library of 
compounds with known pharmacological activities and identified AS605240, an inhibitor of phosphatidyl inositol 3-kinase (PI3K) p110-gamma catalytic subunit, as 
an effective compound to decrease merlin-null mouse Schwann cell viability. AS605240 effectively reduced merlin-null Schwann cell viability in a dose-dependent 
manner by inducing caspase-dependent apoptosis and autophagy.  Additionally, it showed specificity for merlin-null mouse Schwann cells over wild-type mouse 
Schwann cells. PI3K inhibition with AS605240 reduced levels of phosphorylated Akt (Thr308), the epitope phosphorylated by phosphoinositide dependent kinase 1 
(PDK1) downstream of PI3K activity. In subsequent high throughput and high content screens, we identified multiple additional PI3K inhibitors with higher efficacy 
than AS605240, and thus we propose PI3K as an effective target for therapeutic development.  To evaluate efficacy of PI3K inhibitors in vivo, we established and 
optimized an orthotopic human xenograft mouse model by injecting human merlin-null Schwann cells into the sciatic nerve of immune-deficient mice.

Full List Authors: Alejandra Petrilli-Guinart, PhD, University of Central Florida; Matthew S. Donnan, University of Central Florida; Marga Bott, University of Central Florida; Nicklaus A. Sparrow, 
University of Central Florida; Daniel Tondera, PhD, Cenix BioScience GmbH; Julia Huffziger, PhD, Cenix BioScience GmbH; Corina Frenzel, PhD, Cenix BioScience GmbH; C. Siobhan 
Malany, PhD, Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute; Layton Smith, PhD, Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute; Christophe J. Echeverri, PhD, Cenix BioScience GmbH; 
Cristina Fernandez-Valle, PhD, University of Central Florida.
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Combined Therapy of ATRA and MEKi Reduces Viability of MPNST Cell Lines 
 
Anja Harder, MD, Institute of Pathology, HELIOS Clinic Emil von Behring, Berlin, Germany; Institute of Neuropathology, University Hospital Münster, 
Münster, Germany

Plexiform and atypical neurofibromas tend to malignant transformation in NF1 patients, and life-long risk to develop malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors 
(MPNST) is about 8-13% in NF1. Although different chemotherapeutic regimens have been applied the outcome of patients with MPNST is still poor. In pilot 
experiments we had demonstrated a differential expression of the cellular retinoic acid binding protein 2 (CRABP2) in subtypes of NF1-derived peripheral nerve 
sheath tumors and had further focused on investigation of CRABP2. We subsequently demonstrated presence of CRABP2 in tumor derived Schwann cells, and 
therefore concluded that expression of CRABP2 points to an impact of retinoic acid in peripheral nerve sheath tumors. In this study, we investigated if treatment of 
tumor cells derived from NF1 associated MPNST respond to all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) therapy and analyzed if combination of ATRA and MEK inhibitors (MEKi) 
enhances therapeutic effects. 

MPNST and Schwann cell cultures were established. We performed immuno-histochemistry, real time PCR, proliferation assays (MTT, xCelligence, Brdu), 
migration assays (xCelligence), flow cytometry (FACS), transient siRNA knockdown and Western blot.

We identified ATRA sensitivity in 2/3 MPNST cell lines. ATRA treatment reduced migration, induced morphological changes and apoptosis as well as differentiation. 
CRABP2 expression was shown to be present in tumor Schwann cells, and CRABP2 depleted (knockdown) cells impeded induction of ATRA effects. ATRA 
treatment was demonstrated to be functional by investigation of CRABP2-, FABP5- and PDK1-pathways. Further treatment of MPNST cells with MEKi U0126 and 
PD0325901 induced a dose dependent decrease of viability in 2/3 cell lines. Finally, combination of ATRA and MEKi U0126 or PD0325901 provoked impressive 
additive effects on reduced viability of T265 and S462 cells.

To conclude, our in-vitro experiments point to a promising therapeutic approach of human MPNST by combining ATRA and MEKi application.

Supported by “Nothing is forever” e.V.
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Functional Connectivity Impairments Resulting from Neurofibromin Deficiency are Linked to Striatal Dysfunction 
 
Itamar Kahn, PhD, Rappaport Faculty of Medicine, Technion

Children suffering from neurofibromatosis type I (NF1) display a unique profile of attention, memory and various psychomotor impairments. This profile is well 
replicated in animal models, and was used to study cellular mechanisms and possible interventions. A potential pivotal role for the basal ganglia in Nf1-associated 
impairments was suggested, with increased GABAergic activity, and decreased dopaminergic tone demonstrated in Nf1+/- mice (Nf1). We used whole-brain 
intrinsic functional connectivity MRI to interrogate functional resulting from neurofibromin deletion. Three Nf1 mice were scanned awake in a 9.4T MRI using spin-
echo echo planar imaging protocol, for a total of 116 scans (15.4 data hours), and 3 Nf1+/+ littermate controls (LC) were scanned a total of 120 scans (16 data 
hours). Coherent slow fluctuations in the fMRI signal across the entire brain were used to interrogate the pattern of functional connectivity of the cortical and sub-
cortical structures between Nf1 and LC. While neurofibromin deficiency is estimated to be equivalent across cortical regions, measures of functional connectivity 
differed across brain systems. Specifically, primary motor cortex demonstrated reduced correlation with contralateral primary motor and secondary motor 
cortices, resulting in overall reduced motor cortical network correlations. Primary somatosensory cortex showed increased correlation with contralateral primary 
somatosensory, and secondary somatosensory cortices, resulting in overall increased somatosneosry cortical network correlations. Brain-wide analysis revealed 
a common source for this effect when comparing the projection fibers of these regions to subdivisions within the dorsal striatum. In both pathways increased 
corticostriatal connectivity was observed in the Nf1 group. While maintaining spatial organization in relation to connectional anatomy, the Nf1 group demonstrated 
increased corticostriatal connectivity with both motor and sensory cortices. The present results, when considered along with prior evidence, implicate the dorsal 
striatum as a source for altered cortical activity seen in NF1. We would like to propose the striatum as a therapeutic target for alleviating the neurocognitive 
phenotype in neurofibromatosis type 1.

Ben Shofty MD, Tel Aviv Medical Center and Technion, Eyal Bergmann BSc, Technion, Nadav Cohen MSc, Technion, Alexandra Kavushinsky PhD, Technion, Shlomi Constantini MD, 
MSc, Tel-Aviv Medical Center, and Itamar Kahn PhD, Technion. Supported by ISF 225/11 (IK) and FP7-IRG PCIG9-GA-2011-294001 (IK).
 
 

A Role for CK2 in Maintenance of SOX9-mediated MPNST Cell Survival 
 
Jed Kendall, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital

MPNSTs are highly invasive soft tissue sarcomas that arise from aberrantly regulated Schwann cells/Schwann cell precursors and/or neural crest cells. Insensitivity 
to chemotherapeutic agents and high recurrence rates after surgical excision make MPNSTs essentially incurable. Therefore, further therapeutic advances are 
needed on the frontline of MPNST treatment. We have approached therapeutic discovery by looking downstream of key transcriptional regulators of MPNST 
survival and cell identity. SOX9 is a known neural crest transcription factor over expressed in MPNST cells, which plays an integral role in MPNST cell survival and 
differentiation. To discover potential therapeutics downstream of SOX9 transcriptional activity, microarray analysis was performed on MPNST cells treated with SOX9 
shRNA. Knockdown of SOX9 in MPNST cells resulted in ≥3 fold dysregulation of 288 genes as compared to controls. We used shRNA to target several genes 
downregulated in the shSOX9 array, to test if targeting them mimicked shSOX9 in driving MPNST cell death. We found that SOX9 regulates multiple MPNST survival 
genes. Of particular interest was ATF-1, a transcription factor. ATF-1 transcriptional activity is known to be influenced by MEK and Caesin Kinase 2, both of which 
are therapeutically targetable. The RAS-MEK-ERK pathway is known to be activated in MPNSTs. We found that Caesin Kinase 2 (CK2) is over expressed in MPNSTs. 
Caesin Kinase 2 inhibitors, including the drug CX-4945 that has completed phase I/II clinical trials, decreased MPNST cell viability.  Furthermore, combinatorial 
treatment of the MEK inhibitor PD0325901 and CX-4945 had an additive effect on MPNST cell viability. These data suggest that CK2/MEK inhibition may be a viable 
dual inhibitor strategy for the treatment of MPNSTs and possibly other SOX9 expressing cancer cells, an idea we plan to test in mouse model systems.

Full List of Authors: Jed Kendall, Ami V. Patel, Kwangmin Choi, Katherine Chaney and Nancy Ratner, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
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Systemic Induced Loss of NF1 in Adult Mouse is Lethal 
 
Robert A. Kesterson, PhD, Department of Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Mutations in the Neurofibromatosis type I (NF1) can manifest in numerous tissues as a result of loss of neurofibromin protein function(s), one of which is negative 
regulation of p21ras (Ras) signaling via a known GTPase activating (Ras-GAP) domain. Other potential functions of the multi-domain NF1 protein are less clear 
with biallelic inactivation of the NF1 gene leading to an embryonic lethal phenotype. We are creating and characterizing mice with recurrent nonsense mutations 
found in NF1 patients to recapitulate the premature termination codons (PTCs) found in humans, thereby providing a model for therapeutic intervention studies 
(e.g. nonsense suppression therapy (NST) that enhances the insertion of an amino acid at a PTC and allows translation to proceed to produce a full-length 
protein). Thus, we created a novel NF1 mouse line carrying a recurrent nonsense mutation found in NF1 patients at exon 18 (c. 2041 C>T; p. Arg681Ter, Nf1st18), 
which when combined with a conditional knockout allele (Nf1Flox) in the proper context will develop spinal cord tumors. While our goal is to develop therapeutic 
interventions to inhibit or treat developing tumors associated with NF1 loss, the development of tumors in NF1 mouse models is a time consuming and costly 
experimental process. Therefore, we established an “acute” conditional knockout model using a tamoxifen-inducible CAGGCre-ER recombination system to gain 
a better understanding of the role of NF1 in the adult mouse and to develop more rapid methods of assessing neurofibromin function in response to treatment. 
Following inactivation of floxed NF1 allele(s), adult NF1F/F; CAGGCre-ER mice lose function of NF1 systemically and are not able to survive beyond 12 days with 
animals showing severe damage to mitotically active cells throughout the body, including hematopoietic cells. Similarly, mice harboring the PTC Nf1st18 allele 
along with a single floxed NF1 allele (NF1St18/F; CAGGCre-ER) fail to survive more than 12 days following inactivation of the floxed allele. This model allows rapid 
testing of nonsense suppression drugs, and the identification of NF1 sensitive cells and tissues in the adult for a more robust readout of NF1 activity to complement 
our current ongoing tumor studies.

Ashley N Turner, MS, Kairong Li, PhD, Trent R. Schoeb, DVM, PhD, Ludwine Messiaen, Ph.D. and Bruce R. Korf, MD, PhD. Department of Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham.
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Overexpression of Platelet-Derived Growth Factor Receptor Alpha (PDGFRA) Synergizes with Loss of NF1 in 
the Molecular Pathogenesis of MPNST 
 
Dong Hyuk Ki, PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Harvard University

Background: Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs) are among the most frequently occurring sarcomas in children. They are locally invasive, 
metastatic, nerve sheath-associated sarcomas that are often found in children with type 1 neurofibromatosis (NF1). Currently, complete surgical excision is 
the only curative therapy for MPNST, but these tumors are often inoperable. Chemotherapy regimens are for the most part ineffective and associated with 
significant toxicity that can severely reduce quality of life. Therefore, it is important to understand and dissect the aberrant molecular pathways leading to MPNST 
pathogenesis to identify novel therapeutic targets for the development of new therapies for MPNSTs.   

Objective: To test whether PDGFRA overexpression accelerates the onset of MPNSTs in nf1 and p53 deficient zebrafish. 

Methods: To express human PDGFRA in fish, we cloned the cDNA encoding either wild-type PDGFRA or constitutively activated PDGFRA under the control of the 
zebrafish sox10 neural crest-specific promoter. These constructs were co-injected with sox10:mCherry into fertilized eggs of nf1a+/-;nf1b-/-;p53e7/e7 zebrafish and 
the mosaic progeny were monitored for MPNST onset and also outbred at 3 months of age to establish stable transgenic lines.   

Results: Both wild type and constitutively activated PDGFRA injected zebrafish developed tumors much more frequently than mCherry control nf1a+/-;nf1b-/-;p53e7/e7  
zebrafish. The tumors in nf1a+/-;nf1b-/-;p53e7/e7 MPNST prone zebrafish resembled human MPNSTs histologically and expressed high levels of  the each of the 
respective human transgenic PDGFRA proteins by Western blotting.  Interestingly, wild-type PDGFRA overexpressers developed MPNST much faster and at higher 
penetrance than fish transgenic for mutationally activated PDGFRA or control fish. A previous report indicated that human MPNST samples often show high levels 
of PDGFRA expression without any mutation in the PDGFRA coding sequence (Nikola Holtkamp et al. Carcinogenesis vol.27 no.3 pp.664–671, 2006), and our 
results indicate that these high levels of PDGFRA expression are likely pathogenic in the tumor cell growth and survival.   

Conclusion: Both wild type and constitutively activated PDGFRA accelerate tumorigenicity in nf1 and p53 deficient fish. Thus, PDGFRA represents an ideal target 
for treatment with a specific tyrosine kinase inhibitor such as Sunitinib in tumors with either wild-type or mutant PDGFRA expression, and our transgenic zebrafish 
models are ideal to test the efficacy of PDGFRA inhibitors as well as other small molecule drugs in vivo for activity against MPNST.

Full List of Authors: Shuning He PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Harvard University; A. Thomas Look MD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Harvard University
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Unraveling the Sensitivity of Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor (MPNST) to Poly (ADP) Ribose 
Polymerase Inhibition 
 
Christine M. Kivlina,1, The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

Objective: MPNST is a rare subtype of soft tissue sarcoma developing sporadically or within the context of neurofibromatosis type 1, where it is the primary 
cause of morbidity and mortality1. The chemo- and radio-resistance of these tumors highlights the urgent need for effective therapies. We found that Poly (ADP) 
Ribose Polymerase inhibitors (PARPi) have significant anti-MPNST effects. MPNST has a high level of genomic instability without any known defect in homologous 
recombination (HR). Furthermore, impaired HR can be caused by BRCA1 deficiency or due to mislocalization resulting in sensitization to PARPi2. Interestingly, AKT 
overexpression has been linked to the aberrant localization of BRCA1 causing a BRCA mutant phenotype in the absence of mutation3. In this study, we explore a 
potential mechanism of MPNST sensitivity to PARPi. 

Methods: A panel of human MPNST cell lines was used for in vitro studies. Cells were treated with the PARPi AZD2281 and sensitivity profiles were established. 
BRCA1 localization was established via immunofluorescence and the mechanism of sensitivity was further elucidated by western blot.

Results: AZD2281 as a single agent showed significant anti-MPNST effects. Immunofluorescence of MPNST cells revealed cytoplasmic localization of BRCA1. 
Western blot analysis showed a high level of AKT expression in MPNST cells compared to normal Schwann cells.   

Conclusion: PARPi elicited marked anti-MPNST effects. Our work demonstrates that PARPi sensitivity is due in part to the mislocalization of BRCA1 resulting from 
aberrant AKT activation in MPNST. Studies to further delineate the relationship between BRCA1 localization and AKT activity are currently ongoing.

Granting Agency: The Children’s Tumor Foundationa, Texas Neurofibromatosis Foundationb, and the NIH K08 Mentored Clinical Scientist Development Awardc
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Genetic and Epigenetic PTEN Inactivation in NF1 MPNSTs 
 
Stepfanie Lam, Molecular Genetics and Microbiology, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA

The discovery that loss of the PTEN gene in a neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1) mouse model resulted in malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) formation 
(Keng et al., 2012) led to the hypothesis that inactivation of PTEN would be present in human NF1 MPNSTs. A PTEN study in a set of human MPNSTs (Bradtmoller 
et al., 2012) found variably reduced expression, somatic deletion in about half of the tumors, and variable DNA methylation in the promoter, reflecting substantial 
heterogeneity. For comparison, we chose to search our set of primary NF1 MPNSTs (and cell lines) for presence/degree of somatic PTEN mutations and promoter 
methylation. Genotyping with multiple PTEN polymorphisms and qPCR showed somatic deletion in half of the tumors (14/26). Although RT-PCR sequencing of 
the coding region revealed no mutations, the transcript could have come from admixed non-tumor cells, and thus was considered uninformative, but DNA based 
sequencing of some tumors did not find mutations, either. DNA methylation analysis is now underway to study a CpG island in the PTEN promoter. In preliminary 
data, a normal human Schwann cell culture was completely unmethylated at the PTEN CpG island, as expected. An MPNST primary tumor DNA showed complete 
methylation, but the cell line derived from it showed only partial methylation. This supports the hypothesis but also indicates that (not unexpectedly) derived cell lines 
may have methylation patterns that differ from primary tumor (and thus could affect gene expression and behavior). DNA methylation analysis of additional MPNST 
primary tumor and cultured cell lines is underway. We will describe the full analysis and discuss the range of involvement of PTEN alteration in NF1 MPNSTs. In 
addition, for comparison to MPNST, LOH/copy number analysis was performed and the PTEN open reading frame was sequenced in 18 independent NF1 plexiform 
neurofibromas (11 primary, 7 Schwann-enriched cultures). No mutations were found, and none of the tumors showed PTEN copy number loss, consistent with 
the model that the PTEN gene is not inactivated in plexiform neurofibromas unless the tumor is transforming to MPNST. Identification of the frequency/extent of 
PTEN inactivation, and its mechanisms, is important since it may lead to identification of a threshold of PTEN functional loss required to contribute to malignant 
transformation. Further, this data could inform therapies to try to reactivate the gene and/or compensate for reduced expression, depending on the tumor.

Funding: Dept. of Defense, Cardiff University, and the University of Florida.
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Functional Validation of MPNST Progression Loci Using Targeted Nucleases 
 
David A. Largaespada, Department of Pediatrics, Masonic Cancer Center, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Objective: To define cancer drivers associated with malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPSNT) development using human Schwann cells and modification 
of endogenous loci.  

Background: MPNST are thought to evolve in NF1 syndrome patients by the acquisition of secondary genetic changes occurring in a plexiform neurofibroma cell, 
all of which are thought to have already become NF1 gene deficient. Many of these secondary changes are likely to involve gene copy number changes, epigenetic 
changes, and recurrent single nucleotide mutations in specific genes (e.g. SUZ12). These targets may be useful for the treatment of MPNST associated with NF1 
syndrome. We previously carried out a Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposon-based genetic screen for MPNST genes (Rahrmann et al., Nature Genetics, 2013). 
Our study, and ongoing human genomic studies, led to the identification of candidate tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) that may cooperate with loss of NF1 in 
progression to MPNST. These studies demand reliable methods for functional validation of these TSG candidates using human Schwann cells. 

Methods: We’ve adapted targeted nucleases and a TERT plus activated CDK4 immortalized human Schwann cell precursor cell line (called HSC1λ) for functional 
validation studies (Rahrmann et al., Nature Genetics, 2013). We recently implemented the CRISPR/Cas9 nuclease system to perform a medium throughput screen 
of all the candidate tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) that we identified in the SB transposon screen. 

Results: So far, we’ve targeted 31 candidate TSGs and showed that mutation of 18 candidates resulted in an increase in HSC1λ anchorage independent growth. 
These 18 candidates were tested for their ability to induce in vivo tumor formation as xenografts, when targeted. Three genes, when targeted, induced xenograft 
tumors, including NF1, GOSR1, and PTCH1. 

Conclusions: These results show that CRISPR/Cas9 system can be used in immortalized human Schwann cells to validate novel TSGs that may be involved in 
MPNST development or progression. NF1 gene mutations are centrally involved in MPNST development, while GOSR1 encodes a Golgi SNARE complex member 
and is an entirely novel TSG candidate. PTCH1 loss activates sonic hedgehog signaling and these results suggest that SHH pathway alterations may contribute to 
MPNST development or progression. Both GOSR1 and PTCH1 are mutated in at least some human MPNSTs. Current work is aimed at identifying alterations that 
cooperate with NF1 loss, or can cause metastasis, and testing additional TSG candidates.

Full List of Authors: Branden S. Moriarity, Natalie K. Wolf, Madison T. Weg, Department of Pediatrics, Masonic Cancer Center, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
 
 

CDCA7L is a Gender-Specific Modifier of Astrocytoma and Glioblastoma 
 
Min-Hyung Lee, PhD1 and Karlyne Reilly, PhD1, 1Rare Tumors Initiative, Office of Scientific Development, Office of the Director, National Cancer 
Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20814

The most common types of primary brain tumors, astrocytoma and glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), are currently incurable. Both astrocytoma and GBM show 
male predominance, with a male to female ratio of 1.42:1 and 1.58:1, respectively. We performed linkage analysis in the Nf1-/+;Trp53-/+cis (NPcis) mouse 
model of astrocytoma/GBM to identify a male-specific gliomagenesis modifier and further used combinatorial bioinformatics approaches as well as cross-species 
comparisons to prioritize male-specific candidate gene(s). Here, we showed that Cell division cycle-associated 7-like (CDCA7L), a myc cotranscription factor, is 
a male-specific oncogene in astrocytoma/GBM. CDCA7L expression is up-regulated in astrocytoma cells compared to normal brain, with males showing higher 
levels than females in both human and mouse. shRNA-mediated CDCA7L knockdown led to the decreased cell growth and viability of male-derived astrocytoma 
cells, but not female tumor cells in both human and mouse. Further mechanistic studies showed that CDCA7L depletion in male-derived astrocytoma cells led to 
the induction of cleaved Caspase-3 and p27 expression and reduction of Cyclin D1 expression. Furthermore, Cdca7l overexpression promotes the growth of WT 
mouse primary astrocytes only in males by inducing Cyclin D1 expression, but not in female astrocytes, suggesting a male-specific oncogenic role for CDCA7L in 
astrocytoma/GBM. Strikingly, CDCA7L depletion in human female U87MG GBM cells caused the increase of both growth and viability opposite to what is seen in 
male cells. Because male-female differences in CDCA7L action are hormone-independent, we examined whether the male-specific histone demethylase KDM5D 
regulates the effects of CDCA7L. We found that knockdown of KDM5D inhibits male-specific effects of CDCA7L on p27 and Cyclin D1 expression. Our data 
highlight the sex-specificity of CDCA7L in astrocytoma/GBM tumorigenesis and show that CDCA7L signaling pathways can be oncogenic in males, while being 
neutral or tumor suppressive in females. This has important implications for the application of therapies to human GBM patients.
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Neurofibroma Development is Dependent on the Presence of Peripheral Neurons in the Tumor Microenvironment 
 
Chung-Ping Liao, PhD, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal dominant genetic disorder. Individuals with NF1 are predisposed to develop multiple types of tumors. 
Neurofibroma is the most prevalent among them and affects nearly all NF1 patients. Neurofibroma is a peripheral nerve sheath tumor composed of complex tissue 
structure, including tumorous Schwann cells and non-tumorous neurons, fibroblasts, mast cells, and endothelial cells. Clinically, neurofibromas always develop 
along peripheral nerves. This suggests a unique supportive role of peripheral neurons in neurofibroma formation. The goal of this study is to test the hypothesis 
that neurofibroma development requires the presence of peripheral neurons in the tumor microenvironment. We utilized neurofibroma models generated from 
a type of multi-potent precursor cells reside in dermis termed skin-derived precursor cells (SKPs). We have previously reported that Nf1-ablated SKPs can be 
tumor-initiating-cells for neurofibromas due to their potential to differentiate into Schwann cells. We analyzed the tumor formations from Nf1-/- SKPs allografted into 
sciatic nerve and subcutaneous tissue. We also established a novel organotypic raft culture system for neurofibroma formation with SKPs and peripheral nerve 
tissues from sciatic nerves or dorsal root ganglia. Data from both of our in vitro and in vivo experimental neurofibroma models indicated that peripheral nerves are 
absolutely required for neurofibroma formation. This suggests that the interactions between tumorous Schwann cells their surrounding neurons might be a viable 
therapeutic target in neurofibroma therapy.

Full List Authors: Sanjay Pradhan, PhD; Zhiguo Chen, MD, PhD; Amish J. Patel, PhD; Chiachi Liu, BS; Reid C. Booker, BS; Lu Q. Le, MD, PhD. University of Texas Southwestern Medical 
Center
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Development of 3D Organotypic Models of Human NF1 Plexiform Neurofibromas for Drug Screening 
 
Raymond R. Mattingly, PhD, Wayne State University School of Medicine

Plexiform neurofibromas (PNs) are present at birth in 25-50% of children with NF1. These complex tumors include a driving, deranged Schwann cell component 
plus other cell types, together with collagens and other matrix proteins. They are typically highly vascular, involve multiple, large nerve segments and can only 
be incompletely resected. Our goal is to provide the first in vitro organotypic models of PNs to allow for identification of potential therapeutics. We propose that 
robustly bio-engineered 3D co-culture systems will allow preclinical drug screening that is more representative of likely translational effectiveness than can be 
achieved through testing in 2D mono-culture. Further, in view of the costs and time required for preclinical screening in animal models of NF1, the most feasible 
way to triage the extremely large number of potential drug combinations will be to have reliable 3D models. 

The normal microenvironment of Schwann cells is dominated by Type IV collagen (col-IV) and laminin. In vivo growth of PNs results in increased fibroblast 
infiltration/proliferation and production of Type I collagen (col-I). To define the effects of changes in microenvironment on tumor progression we have used a live-
cell proteolysis assay that reports matrix degradation by 3D cultures of wildtype and NF1 Schwann cells developed in reconstituted basement membrane (rBM; 
predominantly col-IV and laminin) and rBM mixed with col-I. The results show that NF1 PN cells have significantly higher capacity for matrix proteolysis than non-
NF1 Schwann cells. We simultaneously measure the growth of the Schwann cells by a volumetric assay because they are transduced to express red fluorescent 
protein. We use this model to screen drugs for their ability to inhibit PN growth and matrix proteolysis.

We are developing 3D co-cultures of the control and NF1 PN Schwann cells plus fibroblasts, mast cells, and endothelial cells. Confocal imaging demonstrates 
strong interaction between the NF1 PN Schwann cells and endothelial cells, with aggregation of the former on the tube-like structures formed by the latter. We 
suggest that this model will allow screening for compounds that will target the excessive vascularity of PNs.

Additional authors: Janice M. Kraniak, PhD, Wayne State University School of Medicine
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The Merlin Tumour Suppressor is Critical for Peripheral Nerve Regeneration and Repair 
 
Thomas Mindos, BSc, MSc, PhD, Peninsula School of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Plymouth, United Kingdom

The tumour suppressor Merlin has been widely studied for its role in the development of schwannoma tumours in patients with neurofibromatosis type 2, but the 
putative role of Merlin in the developing nerve, Schwann cell plasticity and peripheral nerve repair has not been investigated. Our experiments show that Merlin 
expression in Schwann cells is vital for the normal regeneration and functional repair following injury; furthermore the events of peripheral nerve injury create an 
environment for the uncontrolled proliferaration of Merlin null Schwann cells.

Following injury, Merlin-null nerves display very limited axonal regeneration, restricted remyelination, on-going Schwann cell proliferation and very impaired 
functional recovery. Furthermore, we observe increased and continued macrophage presence and collagen type IV deposition. Merlin-null Schwann cells stain 
positive for schwannoma markers and exhibit an aberrant behaviour characterised by the extension of multiple filopodia and the ensheathment of numerous 
bundles of collagen fibres distally to the injury site. 

Moreover, we provide evidence that known molecular mediators of Schwann cell plasticity and peripheral nerve repair are severely deregulated following peripheral 
nerve injury in Merlin-null nerves. Both the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 1/2 and p38 Mitogen Activated Protein kinases are hyperactivated, while the 
induction of the cJun transcription factor is both reduced and delayed. In addition, we observe an injury-specific activation of components of the Hippo signalling 
and targets in Merlin-null nerves. 

These findings demonstrate that Merlin is absolutely required for peripheral nerve repair and that peripheral nervous system injury may be an initiating event in the 
generation of Merlin-null schwannoma tumours.

Additional Authors: Xin-Peng Dun1 PhD, Sheridan Roberts1 BSc, Robin D.S. Doddrell1 PhD, Philip Edwards2, Aditya Shivane2 MD and David B. Parkinson1 PhD

1Peninsula School of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Plymouth
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Identification of Novel Therapeutic Targets for the Treatment of NF2 
 
Susana Moleirinho, PhD, The Scripps Research Institute

Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) is an autosomal-dominant neoplasia syndrome caused by germline mutations and loss-of-heterozygosity (LOH) of the NF2 tumor 
suppressor gene, and it is primarily characterized by the development of bilateral vestibular nerve schwannomas at the VIIIth cranial nerve. Other nervous system 
tumors such as meningiomas, ependymonas, gliomas, and neurofibromas are also associated with this disorder. In further support of a role for NF2 in tumor 
suppression, mice heterozygous for NF2 mutations are predisposed to a wide variety of tumors. NF2 has an incidence of approximately 1 in 30,000 births and is 
mainly manifested asymptomatically. Other than surgery and radiation therapy, which are associated with significant morbidity, available treatments are scarce and 
patients succumb to the disease. This emphasizes the urgent need for new therapeutic options.

Previous studies have shown that Merlin interacts with CD44 and coordinates signaling through the cell surface tyrosine kinase receptor c-Met. In the context 
of NF2 loss of function, the expression of the Met proto-oncogene is amplified, suggesting that Met might be an effective target for therapeutic inhibition in the 
setting of NF2. Activation of Met triggers multiple downstream signaling effectors/pathways such as PIK3R1, STAT3, Ras/MAPK, PI3K/AKT, and Rac1, involved in 
controlling cellular behaviors such as proliferation, survival and migration.

Given the critical role Met plays in various types of cancer we hypothesized that inhibition of Met would inhibit the proliferation of NF2-null schwannoma cells in 
culture and tumorigenesis of NF2-associated schwannomas in vivo. To test this hypothesis we employed both pharmacological and genetic approaches to inhibit 
Met function. While inhibition of Met alone does not significantly alter the growth characteristic of NF2-null Schwann cells, we identified a number of compounds 
that significantly inhibit the proliferation of human NF2-associated schwannoma and murine NF2-null Schwann cells. At least one of the tested compounds is 
an FDA-approved drug known to inhibit a number of kinases. Studies to determine the mechanism of action and assessment of the anti-tumor activity of select 
inhibitors in vivo will be discussed.

This work is made possible through the Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award.

Additional Authors: Scott Troutman, BS, The Scripps Research Institute; Joseph Kissil, PhD., The Scripps Research Institute.
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E-learning course:   How to facilitate good learning conditions for pupils with NF1 - a course aimed at 
counselors, teachers and assistants who teach pupils with NF1 in primary and secondary school. 
 
Livø Nyhus, Frambu Resource Center for Rare Disorders

Background: NF1 is associated with learning difficulties and attention- and behavior challenges. Several studies describe children and youths struggling in school, 
both academically and socially. Parents report that little is known about the diagnosis among professionals and that it is difficult to get adequate help for their 
children in school. Increased comprehension of the diagnosis among professionals can provide better education for children and adolescents with NF1. 

Aim: The course aims at increasing the skills and knowledge of professionals working with pupils with NF1. Frambu Resource Centre for Rare Disorders’ goal is to 
reach more professionals than we currently do with our existing information services.

Method: The course consists of 5 modules: 
1. medical information
2. cognitive functioning and learning difficulties
3. social skills and interaction
4. motor skills and physical activity
5. inter-disciplinary cooperation.

Multiple learning methods are used throughout the course. The course includes text, images, lectures, video, short written assignments and opportunities for 
dialogue.  Short video films of young people with NF1 expressing their educational challenges and experiences are essential elements. Frambu has consulted The 
Norwegian Association of Neurofibromatosis NFFNF in developing the course.

The e-learning course was launched in September 2014 with 125 professionals and parents participating. At the end of the course period the participants received 
a questionnaire. Four in-depth interviews were performed to further evaluate the course.

Results: The e-learning course enabled Frambu to reach out and provide information about NF1 to an increased number of professionals. More than 50% of the 
participants had not heard about Frambu or used any of our established information services prior to the e-learning course.

The participants expressed great satisfaction with the e-learning course, both in terms of usability and contents.  95 % of the participants said the e-learning 
course was an efficient way of learning, and that it was a good alternative to other types of information services.90% said they gained new knowledge about NF1. 
More than 80% expressed that the course was relevant to their everyday practice and that they would use this knowledge to improve the educational situation of 
their pupil with NF1. 

Authors: Livø Nyhus, Christoffer Hals, Heidi Nag, Kari Stenslie, Mona Haug, David Bergsaker

Components of the eIF4F Complex are Potential Therapeutic Targets for Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath 
Tumors and Vestibular Schwannomas 
 
Janet L. Oblinger, PhD, Nationwide Children’s Hospital & The Ohio State University

Currently, no FDA-approved medical therapies exist for human malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs) and vestibular schwannomas (VS).  Since 
protein synthesis is a tightly-controlled process that is frequently deregulated in many tumor types, there has been much interest in discovering drugs that interfere 
with the protein translational apparatus. We showed that human MPNSTs and VS frequently over-expressed all three components of the eukaryotic initiation factor 
4F (eIF4F) complex, eIF4A, eIF4E, and eIF4G. Knockdown of eIF4A and eIF4E significantly reduced MPNST cell growth. Interestingly, from screening a panel of 
plant-derived natural compounds for their growth-inhibitory activity in MPNST and VS cells, we identified silvestrol, a rocaglamide derivative that blocks eIF4A 
activity, as a promising lead agent with nanomolar IC50 values. Silvestrol induced G2/M arrest in NF1- ST8814 and NF1+ STS26T MPNST cells as well as primary 
VS cells. Consistently, silvestrol decreased the levels of multiple cell cycle-associated proteins, including cyclins D1, E1, A, and B, PCNA and Aurora A, as well as 
phospho-AKT and phospho-ERK. Importantly, silvestrol treatment dramatically reduced tumor growth in orthotopic mouse models for NF1-deficient MPNST and 
Nf2-deficient schwannoma. This decreased tumor growth was accompanied by elevated phospho-histone H3 and TUNEL labeling, implicating both G2/M arrest 
and apoptosis as the primary reasons for growth inhibition. Collectively, our results suggest that eIF4F is a potential therapeutic target in MPNSTs and VS, and that 
silvestrol may be a viable candidate for treating these tumors.

Full List Authors: Janet L. Oblinger1,2, Sarah S. Burns1,2, Jie Huang1,2, Li Pan5, Rulong Shen4, Beth Miles-Markley3, A. Douglas Kinghorn5, D. Bradley Welling6 , and Long-Sheng Chang1,2,3,4
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Immortalized Human Schwann Cell Lines Derived from Schwannomatosis Patients’ Tumors 
 
Kimberly Laskie Ostrow, PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Schwannomatosis, a rare form of neurofibromatosis, is a neurogenetic syndrome characterized predominantly by multiple, often painful, schwannomas throughout 
the peripheral nervous system. Thus far there has been very limited research focused on schwannomatosis, in part because it is considered a rare disease, 
in part because there are been limited resources dedicated to the syndrome and most importantly the lack of a relevant cell line model of schwannomatosis. 
No phenotypically & physiologically relevant screening systems for drug discovery and drug re-purposing are currently available for the schwannomatosis 
research community. Schwannomatosis tumors have been difficult to grow in culture as they are benign cells and do not proliferate rapidly and survive only a 
few passages before senescence. Our lab has extensive experience in establishing primary and immortalized human Schwann cell cultures from normal tissue 
that retained phenotype after immortalization. Therefore we took on the challenge of creating immortalized human Schwann cell lines derived from tumors from 
schwannomatosis patients. We have established and fully characterized 2 schwannomatosis cell lines from 2 separate patients. One patient reported pain and 
the other did not. The cells have been immortalized with SV40 Large T-antigen. Gene expression microarray analysis was used to compare the cell line with 
the parent tumor. No differences in key genes were detected. Cyclins were slightly upregulated in the cell lines versus the tumors they were derived from. This 
upregulation is a product of cell culturing. The schwannomatosis cells showed the same expression in these genes as did the immortalized normal human 
Schwann cell line developed in Dr. Ahmet Hoke’s lab and primary Schwann cells purchased commercially from Sciencell. The schwannomatosis cell lines have 
been stained with S100B and p75NTR antibodies to further confirm Schwann cell identity. The schwannomatosis cells also express the Schwann cell markers, 
p75NTR, GFAP, S100B, and NGF after multiple passages. Cell morphology also is retained following passaging and freeze/ thaw cycles. Accurate cell line models 
of schwannomatosis derived directly from human tumors will serve as an invaluable tool for advancing research.

Kimberly Laskie Ostrow, PhD, Ahmet Hoke, MD, PhD, Jaishri Blakeley, MD, Allan Belzberg, MD, Johns Hopkins University

Supported by a grant from the Johns Hopkins Neurosurgical Pain Research Institute
 
 

Fatty Acid Synthase is a Metabolic Oncogene Targetable in Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors 
 
Ami V. Patel, PhD, Division of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC), Cincinnati, OH

Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors (MPNSTs) are soft tissue sarcomas with minimal therapeutic opportunities. We observed that lipid droplets (LDs) 
accumulate in human MPNST cell lines and in primary human tumor samples. The goal of this study was to investigate the relevance of lipid metabolism to MPNST 
survival and as a possible therapeutic target. Based on preliminary findings that MPNSTs accumulate LD we hypothesized that a deregulated lipid metabolism 
supports MPNST cell survival/proliferation rate. To test this we examined respiration, role of fatty acid oxidation (FAO) and the enzymes fatty acid synthase involved 
in de novo fatty acid synthesis (FASN) in MPNSTs using both genetic and pharmacological tools. We demonstrate that LD accumulate in MPNST cell lines, primary 
human and mouse MPNST tumors, and neural crest cells. LDs from MPNST cells disappear on lipid deprivation, indicating that LDs can be oxidized as a source 
of energy. Inhibition of FAO decreased oxygen consumption and reduced MPNST survival indicating that MPNST cells likely metabolize LDs through active FAO. 
FAO inhibition reduced oxygen consumption and survival even in the absence of exogenous lipids indicating that lipids synthesized de novo can also be oxidized. 
Consequently, inhibition of FASN, which is overexpressed in human MPNST cell lines effectively reduced MPNST survival and delayed tumor growth in vivo. Our 
results show that MPNSTs depend on lipid metabolic pathways and suggest that disrupting lipid metabolism could be a potential new strategy for the development 
of MPNST therapeutics.

Full List Authors: Gunnar Johansson, PhD; Department of Radiation Sciences, Oncology, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; Melissa C. Colbert PhD, NIH; Biplab Dasgupta, PhD, 
Oncology, CCHMC; Nancy Ratner, PhD, Experimental Hematology, CCHMC.
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and a Pelotonia Postdoctoral Award.
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Influence of Sex Hormones in Development of Neurofibromas 
 
Paula Pennanen, MSc, Institute of Biomecine, University of Turku, Turku, Finland

The neurocutaneous syndrome type 1 neurofibromatosis (NF1) is caused by mutations in the NF1 gene. The gene encodes a tumor suppressor protein 
neurofibromin which is involved in controlling cell proliferation. NF1 is one of the most common cancer predisposition syndromes caused by a mutation in a single 
gene. NF1 is affecting 1/2500 individuals worldwide which translates to an estimated 1500 patients in Finland. A number of studies have demonstrated that a part 
of the tumors Schwann cells exhibit heterozygosity genotype (NF1+/-) while a part of the Schwann cell population display inactivation of both NF1 alleles, thus 
carrying a NF1-/- genotype. The so called second hit in the NF1 gene of Schwann cells is considered to be the initial steps in the development of neurofibromas. 
Loss of heterozygosity leads to loss of tumor suppressor function which means extensive cell proliferation and the formation of neurofibromas. Neurofibromas 
are the hallmarks of NF1. These tumors consist of Schwann cells, perineurial cells, endothelial cells, mast cells and fibroblasts. In the present study, our aim was 
to compare the sex hormone response of Schwann cells with heterozygous (NF1+/-) and homozygous (NF1-/-) inactivation of NF1 tumor suppressor gene. 
Dermal neurofibromas typically start to grow in puberty, and their number increase during pregnancy, thus, our aim was to elucidate the sex hormone response 
of neurofibromas cells in vitro. The results showed that Schwann cells with NF1-/- genotypes were more sensitive to estradiol, testosterone and hCG. Specifically 
the relative number of NF1-/- Schwann cells was 200 %, 200-250 % and 160 % higher when treated with estradiol, testosterone and hCG, respectively. Thus, the 
somatic second hit in the NF1 gene sensitizes the NF1-deficient Schwann cells to sex hormones highly increased proliferation. Our results thus reveal a crucial 
molecular mechanism in the regulation of neurofibroma growth.

Full List Authors: Peltonen Sirkku MD, PhD, Dosent, University of Turku and Turku University Hospital, Finland; Peltonen Juha MD, PhD, Institute of Biomecine, University of Turku, Finland
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mTORC2-Dependent Activation of SGK1 in NF2-Aeficient Meningiomas: Dual mTORC1/mTORC2 Inhibitor, 
AZD2014, is More Effective than Rapamycin 
 
Vijaya Ramesh, PhD, Center for Human Genetic Research, Department of Neurology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA

Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) is an autosomal dominant disorder characterized by vestibular schwannomas and frequent occurrence of meningiomas, both of 
which arise due to bi-allelic NF2 inactivation and loss of the NF2 tumor suppressor protein. We previously demonstrated constitutive activation of mammalian/
mechanistic target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) signaling upon NF2 loss, which has since led to ongoing clinical trials with rapalogs. We have carried out a 
high throughput short hairpin RNA (shRNA) kinome screen to identify candidate kinases responsible for constitutive mTORC1 pathway activation in NF2-deficient 
meningioma cells. Interestingly, among the top candidates to emerge are the mTORC2-specific target serum/glucocorticoid-regulated kinase 1 (SGK1) and p21-
activated kinase 1 (PAK1). Inhibition of SGK1 using shRNA-suppression or the SGK1 inhibitor GSK650394 decreased mTORC1 signaling as well as the SGK1 
effector phosphorylated N-Myc downstream-regulated gene (pNDRG). In addition, using clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-Cas9 
genome editing, we have generated isogenic, clonally-derived human arachnoidal cell lines (ACs), which are the target cell type that give rise to meningiomas, that 
either express or lack NF2. NF2-expressing and NF2-deficient ACs recapitulate the signaling signatures found in NF2-deficient meningioma cells. Interestingly, we 
observe increased SGK1 expression at the transcriptional level as well as increased SGK1 protein expression in the NF2-mutant CRISPR clones and in NF2 patient-
derived primary meningioma lines. Activation of SGK1/pNDRG is sensitive to the dual mTORC1/2 kinase inhibitor AZD2014, but insensitive to rapamycin. We 
also demonstrate that inhibition of PAK1, through shRNA-suppression of either itself or RAC1 small GTPase that activates PAK1or through treatment with the PAK 
inhibitor FRAX597 leads to attenuated mTORC1 but not mTORC2 signaling in NF2-deficient cells. Taken together, our data suggest that the independent signaling 
pathways, mTORC2/SGK1 and RAC1/PAK1, may be partially responsible for the mTORC1 activation observed upon NF2 loss in meningiomas. More importantly, 
our data demonstrate that treatment of NF2 patient-derived meningioma cell lines using AZD2014 leads to decreased cell viability with greater efficacy than either 
rapamycin, or the PAK inhibitor FRAX597. Furthermore, our studies indicate that inhibition of both mTORC1 and mTORC2 signaling is a critical step, and lay the 
groundwork for future clinical trials to develop promising therapeutic interventions for NF2.
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Assessing Combinations of FDA Approved Chemotherapy in Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor Cell Lines 
 
Damon R. Reed, Sunshine Project Translational Research Lab, Sarcoma Department, Moffitt Cancer Center, 12902 Magnolia Drive, Tampa, FL 33612, USA

Background: Available chemotherapy treatment for MPNST is currently very limited and the prognosis for unresectable or metastatic tumors is poor.  The NF1 
gene, a negative regulator of RAS function is frequently mutated in MPNST. A system to rapidly evaluate the efficacy of many agents and combinations of agents 
on MPNSTs which can immediately be translated into clinical trials in a clinically relevant manner is therefore needed.

Methods: Here, we seek to identify promising combination therapies using FDA approved and other agents of interest via high-throughput screening platforms, 
based on established MPNST cell line models. We designed stringent screening conditions that assess the candidate compounds and combinations at clinically-
relevant concentrations and exposure times that mimic the in vivo pharmacokinetics in an effort to maximize the translational potential of these results to the clinical 
setting. Fifty-four FDA approved or clinically promising agents representing many classes with diverse mechanisms of action were screened across 4 cell lines 
(SNF02.2 SNF10.1 SNF94.3 SNF96.2). The 10 most promising agents were then studied in two-drug combinations within a 5x5 matrix to evaluate for synergy 
in addition to activity. The combinations were selected with careful attention to signaling pathways, existing clinical data for combinations, and non-overlapping 
toxicities. 

Results: We identified promising two drug combinations with PI3K/mTOR, MEK, or AKT inhibitors amongst agents showing the highest activity as well as best 
synergism. Our combination screening suggests that SNF02.2 and SNF94.3, which have some NF1 expression, belong to one pool while SNF10.1 and SNF96.2 
belong to another.  Importantly, SNF10.1 and SNF96.2 appear to be more sensitive to AKT inhibitors with a notable tolerance against MEK and PI3K inhibitors.

Conclusion: In addition to identifying promising combinations of therapy for MPNST, we hypothesize that in our models, the presence of NF1 selects for PI3k and 
mTOR sensitivity whereby less or no NF1 function leads to AKT sensitivity.  These cell lines may prove to be a useful model in predicting response to inhibitors of 
the PI3K/PTEN/Akt/mTOR pathway in MPNST.

Full List of Authors: Elliot Kahen1, Diana X. Yu1, Christopher L. Cubitt1, Daniel M. Sullivan1,2
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Murine Models of NF1-Associated Bone Dysplasia and Deficient Bone Repair 
 
Aaron Schindeler, PhD, Orthopaedic Research, The Children’s Hospital at Westmead and Paediatrics & Child Health, University of Sydney, NSW, Australia

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is associated with a range of bony defects, with congenital tibial dysplasia and scoliosis having the most clinical impact. Previously 
it has been shown that clinical biopsies of tibial pseudarthroses can show localized double inactivation of the NF1 allele, and we have recapitulated this in a murine 
fracture model. Nf1 null fractures are generated by local infection of Nf1flox/flox mice using a Cre-expressing adenovirus (Ad-Cre), and these fractures show impaired 
healing. This has been an effective model for screening agents including MEK inhibitors. 

We have new unpublished data showing with a pathway-targeted JNK inhibitor also increased union (36%) compared to vehicle (7%*, p<0.01), and this 
improvement was associated with decreased fibrosis rather than increased bone anabolism. The combination of the potent bone anabolic rhBMP2 and the anti-
resorptive Zoledronic acid (ZA) showed superior bone union (93%) compared to vehicle (7%*), ZA (0%*), and  rhBMP-2 alone (86%) (*p<0.01). New data from a 
6 week time point demonstrated a capacity for some Nf1 null fractures to resolve after this time, but the effects of rhBMP-2/ZA treatment remained significant. 

Finally, such models do not model the natural history of a clinical pseudarthrosis, which originates as a bent/dysplastic bone that subsequently fractures. To model 
this, we injected 1-2w old Nf1flox/flox mouse pups with Ad-Cre. These pups were seen to develop dysplastic/abnormal bone and Cre-mediated recombination was 
confirmed using a fluorescent transgenic reporter. Future studies will attempt to model the bowed bone by applying cyclic loading to Ad-Cre injected tibiae.
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The Importance of Nerve Microenvironment for Schwann Cell Tumors 
 
Alexander Schulz, MD, PhD, Leibniz Institute for Age Research, Fritz Lipmann Institute Jena, Germany

Schwann cell derived tumors, referred to as schwannomas, are nerve sheath neoplasms that appear sporadically and in association with genetic syndromes such 
as Schwannomatosis or Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). Despite their predominantly benign nature, these tumors often cause a devastating impact on patients’ 
life quality, not least because treatment options are often limited to surgical resection of the tumor endangering the nerve integrity and functionality. In case of NF2 
disease, which is caused by the mutagenic loss of the NF2 tumor suppressor gene encoded protein merlin, the majority of patients suffer from peripheral nerve 
damage, clinically referred to as peripheral neuropathy. Strikingly, NF2-associated neuropathy often occurs in the absence of nerve damaging schwannomas, 
suggesting tumor-independent events. We have proposed a neuron-intrinsic pathogenesis of NF2-related neuropathy as merlin exerts an important role in 
neuronal cell types concerning axon structure maintenance. Moreover, we have identified that neuronally expressed merlin can influence Schwann cell activity in 
a cell-extrinsic manner via the Neuregulin-1/ErbB signaling pathway. We therefore hypothesized that the altered axon-derived cues might lead to aberrant nerve 
homeostasis and regeneration as well contribute to the Schwann cell tumorigenesis. We have now performed experimental nerve crush injuries on sciatic nerves 
of genetically modified mice in order to examine the importance of both nerve microenvironment and regeneration for schwannoma development. Strikingly, 
haploinsufficiency of the nf2 tumor suppressor gene when conditionally reduced gene dosage in neurons as well as their adjacent Schwann cells is sufficient 
to provokes schwannoma formation after nerve crush. Here, tumorlets can be found resembling affected nerves of NF2 patients. In contrast, the homozygous 
loss of nf2 in Schwann cells caused a macroscopic nerve thickening following nerve crush but did not meet the neuropathological criteria for schwannomas. 
These data address key cell intrinsic and extrinsic signaling mechanisms important for peripheral nerve repair, as well as identify a potential tumor promoting 
microenvironment for Schwann cells. 
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Genetic Swine Models of NF1 for Translational Research: An Update 
 
Dhanansayan Shanmuganayagam, PhD, University of Wisconsin – Madison

Translatability of NF1 basic research, and the development and validation of diagnostic and therapeutic strategies for clinical use can be accelerated by the 
utilization of a preclinical model that closely resemble humans in biology and size. Although mouse models of NF1 have been and continue to be valuable in 
elucidating the molecular and cellular biology of NF1, the efficacy of drug therapies in these have not been replicated in human clinical trials, reflecting the 
translational limitations. Additionally, mouse models pose a fundamental challenge in studying cognitive and learning impairment associated with NF1. 

The genetic proximity of the swine to human, and the overwhelming anatomical, physiological and pathophysiological similarities make swine the ideal preclinical 
model of NF1. In particular, swine (next to non-human primates) are the most human-like neurological models and display a very human-like progression of early 
brain development. The neonatal NF1 swine would be of particular value for studying early pathogenesis and for finding therapeutic or preventive targets. The size 
of the swine allows for the utilization of existing medical devices and clinical imaging modalities and proving a platform for the development of clinically relevant 
diagnostic and surgical procedures.

We have begun the development of a novel human-sized genetic swine model of NF1, utilizing the CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing platform, for subsequent use 
in preclinical studies of tumorigenicity and cognitive dysfunction. Briefly, we are targeting a number of mutations in human NF1 gene that have been clinically 
reported, including one in exon 10b, the most prevalent NF1 mutation region identified to date. We have recently confirmed the successful introduction of one of 
the targeted mutations into the swine genome and are proceeding with the final stage of the project: the implantation of NF1 edited swine embryos (blastocysts) 
into surrogate swine to produce founder offspring.
 
We intend to make the human-sized NF1 swine models available to the NF research community, along with collaborative access to unique swine research facilities 
(up to 1,600 swine capacity), medical imaging modalities dedicated to animal research, and multidisciplinary expertise of the research team at UW–Madison. We 
believe that the NF1 swine models will provide a much-needed preclinical platform for rapid discovery, development and validation of innovative treatments and 
effective management of NF1.

Full Authors: Jennifer Meudt1, Dominic Schomberg1, Kathy Krentz1,2, Dustin Rubinstein1,2, Mark Meyer1, Ricky Monson1, Marie Adams1,2, Joshua Hyman1,2, David Gutmann4, Jamie 
Reichert1,3, John Parrish1, Thomas Crenshaw1,3, Michael Sussman1,2 and Dhanansayan Shanmuganayagam1

1University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2University of Wisconsin Biotechnology Center, 3Swine Research and Teaching Center, and 4Washington University School of Medicine 
Neurofibromatosis Center.
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NF1 associated myelin decompaction is linked to reduced functional connectivity 
 
Ben Shofty, MD, Rappaport Faculty of Medicine, Technion, Department of Neurosurgery, and the Gilbert Israeli NF Center, Tel-Aviv medical Center.  

Impaired myelin is one of several key pathological features of neurofibromatosis type I (NF1). The extent of NF1-associated disrupted myelin has been implicated 
in cognitive impartment. We sought to characterize the effect of NF1 associated myelin impairment on the organization of brain-wide functional connectivity 
using an oligodendrocyte-specific model of Nf1 knockout. Three female PLPcre;Nf1fl/+ (Nf1) and 3 female PLPcre;Nf1+/+ littermate controls (LC) were injected 
with Tamoxifen (TAM) at the age of 8 weeks. Three months following TAM, animals were acclimated to the awake, head-fixed imaging setting, and then scanned, 
while awake, in a 9.4T Bruker MRI system. A total of 108 spin-echo echo planar imaging scans (14.4 data hours) were acquired from the PLP group, and 101 
scans (13.4 data hours) were obtained from the LC group. Brain-wide spontaneous coherent fluctuations of the BOLD signal were used as a marker for intrinsic 
functional connectivity (also termed, resting-state fMRI). Following conventional intrinsic functional connectivity data preprocessing and normalization to the Allen 
brain mouse connectivity atlas, region-of-interest (ROI) based approaches (seed to seed and seed to whole-brain) were used to assess changes in mesoscopic 
functional organization. Averaged inter-hemispheric functional connectivity, as extracted from 23 different cortical and sub-cortical ROIs, was decreased in Nf1 
relative to LC. Overall connectivity was reduced in both motor and somatosensory networks although statistical test reached significance for the motor system 
only. Cortico-striatal connectivity was also reduced in Nf1 relative to LC. We conclude that NF1 associated myelin decompaction results in overall decrease in 
distal intrinsic functional connectivity that is especially prominent in the motor system. When compared to previous findings from our lab demonstrating increased 
corticostriatal connectivity in Nf1+/- mice, PLP;Nf1fl/+ mice show reduction of functional connectivity while Nf1+/- show increased activity in the striatum. These 
findings highlight the role of NF1-associated myelin decompaction in functional connectivity and distinguish this class of disruption from increased activity of the 
medium spiny GABAergic neurons in the striatum, a dominant aspect of disrupted brain activity in Nf1+/- mice. 

Eyal Bergmann BSc, Technion, Nadav Cohen MSc, Technion, Alexandra Kavushinsky PhD, Technion, Haley Titus-Mitchell MSc, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Nancy 
Ratner PhD, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Shlomi Constantini MD, MSc, Tel-Aviv Medical Center, and Itamar Kahn PhD, Technion. Supported by ISF 225/11 (IK), FP7-
IRG PCIG9-GA-2011-294001 (IK), and NIH-R01-NS091037 (IK and NR).
 

The Contribution of Whole Gene Deletions and Large Rearrangements to the Mutation Spectrum in 
Neurofibromatosis Type 1 and 2 
 
Miriam J. Smith, PhD, University of Manchester

Whole gene deletions, and single and multi-exon duplications and deletions account for a significant proportion of the mutation spectrum of cancer pre-disposition 
syndromes. We analysed the contribution of these micro-deletions in neurofibromatosis type 1 or 2 (NF1 or NF2) tumour suppressor syndromes and investigate 
relevant genotype-phenotype correlations.

Micro-deletions accounted for a total of 43/343 (12.5%) of NF1 mutations and 109/569 (19%) of NF2 mutations. Single or multi-exon intragenic deletions or 
duplications were more common than whole gene deletions. In contrast to whole NF1 deletions, where three specific sizes of deletion are known to account 
for deletion of the entire gene, high density SNP analysis of seven lymphocyte DNA samples, known to have a whole NF2 gene deletion, showed a variety of 
deletion breakpoints. Whole NF1 gene deletion carriers tended to show a more severe phenotype than point mutation carriers, while whole NF2 gene deletion 
carriers showed a milder phenotype. The exception to this was a large, 4Mb deletion that showed a more severe phenotype. This supports a previous report of an 
individual with a germline 7.4Mb deletion with a severe phenotype and refines a candidate region for a potential disease severity modifier gene for NF2 disease.

Full Author List: Miriam J Smith, PhD, Jill E Urquhart, PhD, Naomi L Bowers, BSc, Emma K Miles, BSc, Helen J Byers, BSc, Mike Bulman, PhD, Carolyn Gokhale, PhD, Andrew J 
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Pathway and Network Analysis Reveals a Central Role of NFkB in Pathobiology of Vestibular Schwannoma: 
Preclinical Validation 
 
Konstantina Stankovic, MD, PhD, FACS, Eaton Peabody Laboratories, Department of Otolaryngology, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, 243 
Charles Street, Boston, MA, USA 02114; Department of Otology and Laryngology, Harvard Medical School, 25 Shattuck St, Boston, MA, USA 02115; 
Harvard-MIT Program in Speech and Hearing Bioscience and Technology, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA, USA 02139

Vestibular schwannomas (VSs), the most common tumors of the cerebellopontine angle, arise from Schwann cells lining the vestibular nerve. Pharmacotherapies 
against VS are almost non-existent. Although the therapeutic inhibition of inflammatory modulators has been established for other neoplasms, it has not been 
explored in VS. A bioinformatic pathway and network analysis of all genes reported to be differentially expressed in human VS revealed a pro-inflammatory 
transcription factor nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-κB) as a central molecule in VS pathobiology. Assessed at the transcriptional and translational level, canonical NF-
κB complex was aberrantly activated in human VS and derived VS cultures in comparison to control nerves and Schwann cells, respectively. Cultured primary VS 
cells and VS-derived human cell line HEI-193 were treated with specific NF-κB siRNAs, experimental NF-κB inhibitor BAY11-7082 (BAY11) and clinically relevant 
NF-κB inhibitor curcumin. Healthy human control Schwann cells from the great auricular nerve were also treated with BAY11 and curcumin to assess toxicity. All 
three treatments significantly reduced proliferation in primary VS cultures and HEI-193 cells, with siRNA, 5 μM BAY11 and 50 μM curcumin reducing average 
proliferation (± standard error of mean) to 62.33% ± 10.59 %, 14.3 ± 9.7 %, and 23.0 ± 20.9 % of control primary VS cells, respectively. These treatments also 
induced substantial cell death. Curcumin, unlike BAY11, also affected primary Schwann cells. This work highlights NF-κB as a key modulator in VS cell proliferation 
and survival and demonstrates therapeutic efficacy of directly targeting NF-κB in VS.

Additional Authors: Sonam Dilwali, PhD, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (MEEI) and Harvard-MIT Program in Speech and Hearing Bioscience and Technology; Martijn C. Briët, 
MD, MEEI and Leiden University Medical Centre, the Netherlands, Shyan-Yuan Kao, PhD, MEEI; Takeshi Fujita, MD, PhD; MEEI and HMS; Lukas D. Landegger, MD, MEEI and HMS; 
Michael Platt, MD; Boston University.

Granting Agencies: Department of Defense Grant W81XWH-14-1-0091, NIH grants T32 DC00038 and K08DC010419
 
 

Non-steroidal Anti-inflammatory Medications are Cytostatic Against Human Vestibular Schwannomas: from 
Clinic to Target and Back 
 
Konstantina Stankovic, MD, PhD, FACS, Eaton Peabody Laboratories, Department of Otolaryngology, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, 243 
Charles Street, Boston, MA, USA 02114; Department of Otology and Laryngology, Harvard Medical School, 25 Shattuck St, Boston, MA, USA 02115; 
Harvard-MIT Program in Speech and Hearing Bioscience and Technology, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA, USA 02139

Vestibular schwannomas (VSs) are the most common tumors of the cerebellopontine angle. Significant clinical need exists for pharmacotherapies against VSs. 
Motivated by previous findings that immunohistochemical expression of cyclooxygenase 2 (COX-2) correlates with VS growth rate, we investigated the role of COX-
2 in VSs and tested COX-2 inhibiting salicylates against VSs. COX-2 was found to be aberrantly expressed in human VS and primary human VS cells in comparison 
to control human nerve specimens and primary Schwann cells (SCs), respectively. Further, levels of prostaglandin E2, the downstream enzymatic product of 
COX-2, correlated with primary VS culture proliferation rate. Because COX-2 inhibiting salicylates such as aspirin are well-tolerated and frequently clinically used, 
we assessed their repurposing for VS. Changes in proliferation, cell death and cell viability were analyzed in primary VS cultures treated with aspirin, sodium 
salicylate (NaSal) or 5-aminosalicylic acid (5-ASA). These drugs did not increase VS cell death nor affect healthy SCs. The cytostatic effect of aspirin in vitro was 
in concurrence with our previous clinical finding that VS patients taking aspirin demonstrate reduced tumor growth. Overall, this work suggests that COX-2 is a key 
modulator in VS cell proliferation and survival, and highlights salicylates as promising pharmacotherapies against VS.

Additional Authors: Sonam Dilwali,PhD, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (MEEI) and Harvard-MIT Program in Speech and Hearing Bioscience and Technology; Shyan-Yuan Kao, 
PhD, MEEI; Takeshi Fujita, MD, PhD; MEEI and HMS; Lukas D. Landegger, MD, MEEI and HMS.

Granting Agencies: Department of Defense Grant W81XWH-14-1-0091, NIH grants T32 DC00038 and K08DC010419
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Interplay Between VEGF-A and cMET Signaling Pathways in Human Vestibular Schwannomas and Schwann Cells 
 
Konstantina Stankovic, MD, PhD, FACS, Eaton Peabody Laboratories, Department of Otolaryngology, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, 243 
Charles Street, Boston, MA, USA 02114; Department of Otology and Laryngology, Harvard Medical School, 25 Shattuck St, Boston, MA, USA 02115; 
Harvard-MIT Program in Speech and Hearing Bioscience and Technology, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA, USA 02139

Vestibular schwannoma (VS), the fourth most common intracranial tumor, arises from the Schwann cells of the vestibular nerve. Although several pathways 
have been independently implicated in VS pathobiology, interactions among these pathways have not been explored in depth. We have investigated the potential 
cross-talk between hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF-A) in human VS, an interaction that has been described in other 
physiological and pathological cell types. We affirmed previous findings that VEGF-A signaling is aberrantly upregulated in VS, and established that expression 
of HGF and its receptor cMET is also significantly higher in sporadic VS than in healthy nerves. In primary human VS and Schwann cell cultures, we found that 
VEGF-A and HGF signaling pathways modulate each other. siRNAs targeting cMET decreased both cMET and VEGF-A protein levels, and siRNAs targeting VEGF-A 
reduced cMET expression. Additionally, siRNA-mediated knockdown of VEGF-A or cMET and pharmacologic inhibition of cMET decreased cellular proliferation 
in primary human VS cultures. Our data suggest cross-talk between these two prominent pathways in VS and highlight the HGF/cMET pathway as an additional 
important therapeutic target in VS.

Additional Authors: Sonam Dilwali, PhD, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (MEEI) and Harvard-MIT Program in Speech and Hearing Bioscience and Technology; Daniel Roberts, 
MD, PhD, MEEI and Harvard Medical School

Granting Agencies: Department of Defense Grant W81XWH-14-1-0091, NIH grants T32 DC00038 and K08DC010419
 
 

Neurofibromin Regulates Oxidative Stress and Arterial Remodeling 
 
Brian Stansfield, MD, Georgia Regents University

Persons with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) are at increased risk for cardiovascular diseases including arterial stenosis. Excessive reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) production is linked to cardiovascular remodeling. Emerging evidence suggests that “low level” ROS induces smooth muscle cell (SMC) proliferation and 
may participate in the development of arterial stenosis. Utilizing primary cell culture of macrophages and SMC from Nf1 heterozygous (Nf1+/-) and WT mice, 
we demonstrate that neurofibromin-deficient macrophages exhibit enhanced superoxide production and Nf1+/- SMC proliferation is enhanced in the presence of 
low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), while higher concentrations of H2O2 induce Nf1+/- SMC apoptosis. Corresponding with enhanced Nf1+/- SMC 
proliferation, Erk is maximally activated in the presence of low concentrations of H2O2. To interrogate these mechanisms in vivo, we utilized a carotid artery ligation 
technique to induce SMC proliferation and arterial remodeling. In response to carotid artery ligation, Nf1+/- mice develop a robust neointima that is significantly 
reduced with daily administration of apocynin, a potent antioxidant and specific inhibitor of NADPH-oxidase 2 (NOX2) in myeloperoxidase-expressing leukocytes. 
Based on our previous observation that loss of Nf1 in monocytes/macrophages alone is sufficient to induce neointima formation and that NOX2 controls superoxide 
production via Erk and Akt activation, we intercrossed Nf1+/- mice with p47phox-/- and gp91phox-/- mice for use in our carotid artery ligation model. Both p47phox and 
gp91phox are necessary for NOX2 activation. In response to carotid artery ligation, genetic deletion of p47phox and gp91phox completely abrogated neointima formation 
in Nf1+/- mice. Quantitative analysis of the neointima from each experimental genotype shows a 50% reduction in intima area and intima/media ratio in Nf1+/- mice 
lacking expression of the active NOX2 complex. These data provide genetic evidence that neurofibromin regulates oxidative stress and suggests that regulation of 
ROS production in NF1 patients may be a viable therapeutic option for the prevention and/or treatment of cardiovascular disease in persons with NF1.

Full Author List: Waylan K. Bessler, Reuben Kapur, PhD, D. Wade Clapp, MD, David A. Ingram, MD, Indiana University 
Grace Kim, Farlyn Z. Hudson, Janet Hobbs, David Fulton, PhD, Georgia Regents University
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A Novel Function of the Tumor Suppressor Gene NF2: Merlin Controls Metabolism Levels 
 
Dina S. Stepanova, Russian National Research Medical University, Moscow, Russia

As the product of the NF2 gene, Merlin, remains one of the least understood tumor suppressors, we performed a metabolic screen using two pairs of isogenic 
Nf2+/+ and Nf2-/- cell lines: mouse embryo fibroblasts and Schwann cells, to see if the loss of the NF2 gene causes reprogramming of metabolism.  This screen 
revealed profound derangements in energy production in Nf2-deficient cells. We observed a significant increase in the levels of fatty acids and tricarbonic acid 
cycle metabolites, and a profound decrease in the levels of glutamate metabolites (an evidence of upregulated glutaminolysis) and cofactor levels (witnessing 
boosted metabolism in these cells). We proved the susceptibility of Nf2-mutant cells to Fatty acid synthase inhibitors, and found that Nf2-deficient cells display 
elevated expression levels of key enzymes involved in lipogenesis. In addition, we found that this upregulation is caused by the increased activity of Torc1 in the 
absence of Merlin. Collectively, these results suggest that fatty acid synthase inhibitors might be useful agents in the treatment of NF2-deficient tumors.

Though malignancy-related metabolic derangements have recently gained researchers’ interest, thus far benign tumors, and NF2-associated neoplasias in 
particular, have not been studied in the light of metabolic changes. Slowly growing benign tumors represent clinical challenges because of their poor response to 
traditional chemotherapy strategies. We have shown for the first time that NF2-deficiency is associated with a profound reprogramming of cellular metabolism, 
including increased energy demand and production, and that this altered metabolism might be exploited therapeutically.

Full List Authors: Dina Stepanova; Galina Semenova; Jonathan Chernoff, MD, PhD, Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, PA
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The Role of Merlin in Regulating Localization and Activity of Kibra and Hippo in Epithelial Tissues 
 
Ting Su, PhD, University of Chicago

Loss of the NF2 tumor suppressor protein Merlin (Mer) leads to tumorigenesis in humans and mice, and tissue overgrowth in Drosophila. It has been proposed 
that Mer, Expanded and Kibra function as upstream components of the Hippo pathway to regulate the activity of the core kinase complex, which consists of Hippo, 
Salvador and Warts. However, how Mer functions together with other upstream components in vivo, and how the downstream kinases are recruited and controlled 
by Mer remain unclear. Here, we show that Kibra can recruit Mer to an active signaling complex, and that Mer in turn is necessary to recruit Hippo, consistent with 
genetic evidence that Mer is epistatic to Kibra. Interestingly, this active complex appears able to assemble outside of the junctional domain in epithelial tissues, 
despite the fact that several pathway members are highly localized to junctions normally and most recent studies assume that this is where Hippo signaling occurs. 
We further show that Mer promotes pathway activity by preventing Kibra from accumulating in the junctional region. Our results also suggest that Mer regulates the 
localization and abundance of Expanded. Together, our in vivo studies reveal the complexity with which Merlin regulates Hippo pathway activity, and suggest new 
mechanisms for pathway control in developing epithelia.

Full List Authors: Ting Su, University of Chicago, Michael Z. Ludwig, University of Chicago, Richard G. Fehon, University of Chicago
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MEK Inhibitor Rescues a Muscle Metabolic Defect Associated with Loss of NF1 
 
Matthew A. Summers, Kids Research Institute, The Children’s Hospital at Westmead, University of Sydney, NSW, Sydney, Australia

Significant deficits in muscle strength and motor function have emerged as common in individuals with Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), and are likely to have 
a considerable impact on quality of life. While a neurological component may still be involved, clinical evidence supporting primary muscle weakness led us to 
develop a muscle-specific Nf1 knockout mouse (Nf1muscle

-/-). Analysis of mice with Nf1null muscle revealed that the pups failed to thrive and showed abnormal 
intramyocellular lipid accumulation.

We aimed to expand upon this work by (1) examining lipid accumulation in human muscle specimens and (2) treating Nf1muscle
-/- mice using a pathway specific 

inhibitor (MEK inhibitor) that targets signaling downstream of NF1. 

Analysis of a limited number of human muscle tissue specimens from children with NF1 showed increased Oil Red O staining for lipid compared to controls. This 
supports the concept of an NF1-associated metabolic myopathy that is modeled by the Nf1muscle

-/- mouse. To rescue the murine metabolic phenotype using the 
MEK inhibitor PD0325901 (PD), pregnant females carrying Nf1muscle

-/- embryos were given oral PD at 5 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg from embryonic day 9 (E9). This 
dosing was continued after birth to allow postnatal dosing via milk. Pups were collected at D3 after birth, and muscle was harvested and stained with Oil Red O. 
Compared to untreated controls, both PD doses gave a substantive reduction in intramyocellular (muscle) lipid.

These data support the utility of the Nf1muscle
-/- mouse model in therapeutic screening and the potential for PD0325901 as a therapy for NF1 muscle weakness. 

Current studies are looking at dose timing and minimal doses that are effective in reversing the metabolic phenotype.
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Development of a Novel Plexiform Neurofibroma Farming System for 96-well Plate Drug Screening 
 
Emmanuel Tavares, BA, National Cancer Institute

Establishing long-term primary tumor cell culture is essential in the study of rare nervous system diseases such as Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). The 
development of novel murine models has provided significant insight into NF1 tumor biology, yet clinical outcomes have not significantly improved over the 
last decade. Therefore, primary cultures obtained directly from patients will be vital in designing personalized therapies. NF1 plexiform neurofibroma tumors are 
primarily composed of Schwann cells (SC) that are particularly slow growing and have limited passage numbers. We are focused on overcoming these limitations 
by targeting the interaction between SC and Extracellular Matrix (ECM) proteins that promote proliferation. From initial 2D high throughput screen (HTS), we did 
not observe biologically relevant improvements in SC viability and proliferation on whole protein coated plates compared with uncoated. We are testing 2-way 2D 
combinations of whole proteins and will transition into 3D culture systems, testing both whole proteins and ECM peptide mimetics (Amsbio). Our data suggest that 
optimization of ECM proteins for SC culture may aid in overcoming the limited lifespan of primary cell culture.

Full List Authors: Emmanuel Tavares BA, National Cancer Institute; Robert Tuskan MS, National Cancer Institute; Min-Hyung Lee PhD, National Cancer Institute, Georgette Jones PhD, 
Hood College; Karlyne Reilly PhD, National Cancer Institute
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Predisposition to Breast Cancer in NF1 Occurs Before, But Not After, Age 50y and is Unrelated to NF1 Gene 
Mutation Type or Site 
 
Meena Upadhyaya, Institute of Cancer and Genetics, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK

Breast cancer (BC) is reported to occur in women with NF1 at increased incidence, especially those under 50y. We therefore ascertained women with NF1 and BC 
known to colleagues across Europe: total = 31. NF1 testing had found mutations in 26. Five had also undergone BRCA1/2 testing, revealing one BRCA2 mutation 
(BC age 46y; excluded).

Mean age of onset of BC was 44.7y (n = 20; range 30-65y; SD 10y). 15 cases occurred <50y, with 5y cohort standardised incidence ratios significantly raised 
in this group: 45-49y = 4.6(1.2-11.7), 40-44y = 5.8(1.2-17), 35-39y = 19.2(6.2-45), 30-34y = 27.0(5.4-79), but it is not possible to estimate the precise 
absolute risk from our data.

There was no difference in mutation type: truncating v. missense, compared to the NF1 LOVD (23, 3, 2158, 288; Fishers exact, ns).[www.lovd.nl/NF1] Mutations 
were distributed from exons 6 – 54, not significantly different from those on the LOVD, and there was also no relationship with either the GRD or ATP-binding 
domains.(Fisher’s exact).

This is the first such study combining clinical and molecular data. We conclude that BC occurs in a subset of women with NF1 at a young age, and while the 
absolute risk is low, the relative risks appear high. The risk >50y is not increased. This predisposition does not appear to be a function of the underlying NF1 
mutation type or site. This needs to be confirmed in other or larger cohorts, or possibly prospective studies, before recommendations might be made regarding 
surveillance. Genomic analysis may provide additional insights.

Full List of Authors: Ian M Frayling1, Rick van Minkelen2, Diana M Eccles3, Diana Baralle3, Ali Varan4, Shefiye Aktas5, Harriet Cox1, Salah Ferkal6, Pierre Wolkenstein7, Victor-Felix Mautner8, 
1Institute of Cancer and Genetics, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK; 2Klinische Genetica, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, NL; 3Faculty of Medicine, Southampton University, Southampton, UK; 
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Altered Critical Periods in Development Could Lead to Cognitive Impairments in NF1 
 
Mariska van Lier, MSc, Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences

NF1 is one of the most common monogenetic causes of cognitive disability. Individuals with NF1 often have cognitive, social, motor and social-emotional 
impairments. 30-50% of children with NF1 suffer from attention deficit- and autism spectrum disorders. Currently, there is no specific therapy. 

Underlying these cognitive impairments is an increased activity of inhibitory interneurons. It was recently discovered that interneurons in Nf1 mice are 
hyperexcitable due to an HCN channel deficit and that lamotrigine, an HCN channel agonist, corrects hippocampal learning in Nf1 mice. 

Inhibition is an important regulator of plasticity, and is known to regulate the onset and closure of critical periods of development during which plasticity levels 
in defined brain areas are enhanced. We find that in a mouse model of NF1, the critical period of visual cortical plasticity closes prematurely. Such dysregulation 
of critical periods may have lifelong consequences. We therefore propose to study which cortical interneurons are affected by the HCN channel deficit, how this 
affects cortical development and plasticity, and whether we can pharmacologically improve these deficits. 

We will use in vivo plasticity paradigms in mice to test the effects of Nf1 heterozygosity on early cortical development and critical period plasticity, using the 
primary visual cortex (V1) as a model. Slice electrophysiology will be employed to determine how the Nf1 mutation alters the activity of interneuron subsets, and in 
vivo two-photon calcium imaging to study the consequences for cortical plasticity. 

Next we will attempt to improve observed changes in cortical plasticity by manipulating the activity of the affected interneuron subsets. Both pharmacogenetic and 
pharmacological approaches will be used to achieve this goal.

We anticipate that these experiments will unveil how dysregulated critical periods contribute to the pathogenesis of NF1 and open novel avenues towards treating 
the disease. 
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Metabolic Characterization of MPNST Cell Lines 
 
Christopher Waker, MS, Wright State University

Malignant transformation is the process by which cells develop cancer properties. While many causes for malignant transformation are known (i.e. common 
genetic mutations and/or exposure to toxins or viruses), the basic requirements that allow a cell to stay alive with altered nutrient and energy requirements are 
just now being studied. In some tumor types malignant cells undergo changes that result in metabolic differences compared to normal cells. This can include 
defects in mitophagy resulting in an accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria and/or a metabolic switch resulting in increased glycolysis, termed the Warburg 
effect. Increased tumor growth and metastasis have also been associated with mitochondrial DNA mutations in some tumor types. In this study, we characterized 
the mitochondrial function of commonly used malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors. We identified metabolic differences between NF1 +/+ (STS26T) and 
-/-  (ST88-14, 90-8, and S462) MPNST cell lines by measuring extracellular acidification and oxygen consumption, mitochondrial respiration protein expression, 
and ROS levels. Similar to findings from other malignant tumors, all MPNST cell lines were more glycolytic with increased mitochondrial respiration rates when 
compared to non-tumorigenic normal human Schwann cells. Mitochondrial respiratory rates and respiratory protein expression were significantly lower in the NF1 
-/- MPNST cell lines when compared to NF1 +/+ MPNST cells. These findings demonstrate that neurofibromin affects mitochondrial respiration in malignant cells 
and suggest that mitochondria might be involved in generation of the NF1 phenotype.

Full List of Authors: Salim El-Amouri PhD, Wright State University; Debra Mayes PhD, Wright State University
 
 

Development and Characterization of a Swine Model of Neurofibromatosis Type I 
 
Adrienne L. Watson, PhD, Recombinetics

NF1 patients often show a variety of pathological symptoms including the development of neurofibromas, benign tumors throughout the peripheral nerves that can 
cause significant pain and morbidity. Secondary genetic changes, often the loss of Tumor Protein 53 (TP53), cause malignant transformation of neurofibromas 
in 10% of patients, which leads to the development of malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs). MPNSTs are aggressive and deadly sarcomas that 
are difficult to surgically resect and often are chemotherapy-resistant. There has been considerable effort in developing targeted therapies for these tumors and 
other NF1-associated tumors, with little success. MPNSTs remain the leading cause of death for NF1 patients. While there are several mouse models of NF1, none 
fully recapitulates the disease spectrum seen in the NF1 patients and preclinical work in these mice is rarely predictive of drug efficacy in humans. No drug that 
has emerged in NF1 mouse models has progressed past phase II clinical trials due to lack of safety and/or efficacy. Our goal is to establish a swine model of 
NF1 that recapitulates the phenotypic diversity of NF1 to better understand disease etiology and progression and provide a reliable preclinical model for 
establishing safety and efficacy studies of new therapies that will augment studies conducted in the mouse. We have used gene editing technology to create 
swine fibroblasts with human NF1 disease-causing alleles, and lines harboring both NF1 and TP53 mutations to model the more severe oncogenic phenotypes 
seen in NF1 patients. The resulting pigs are being characterized for the diagnostic criteria of NF1, peripheral nerve hyperplasia, and the development of dermal and 
plexiform neurofibromas, as well as paralysis, neuropathy, and mobility issues that the enlarged nerves and/or tumors may cause. We are analyzing NF1 swine for 
other phenotypes typically seen in NF1 patients including skeletal abnormalities, hypertension, epilepsy, optic nerve gliomas, astrocytomas, and the development 
of JMML. We are investigating the potential of this large animal model of NF1 for preclinical drug testing by conducting pharmacokinetic studies in healthy and NF1 
swine to see if this animal model displays differential sensitivity to clinically relevant drugs. The FDA has emphasized the need for development and testing of new 
therapies in large animal disease models in addition to rodent models, prior to human studies. We envision this large animal model of NF1 will become a standard 
in evaluation of new drugs prior to Phase I clinical trials and aid in the discovery of effective treatments and cures for patients with NF1. These animals provide an 
ideal platform upon which to 1) study imaging technology prior to tumor development during growth and through metastasis, 2) understand tumor natural history 
without intervention, 3) develop minimally invasive surgical techniques and intensity modulated radiation therapy strategies, 4) perform protocol optimization for 
MRI, CT, PET, 5) improve detection, monitoring and treatment approaches, and 6) support longitudinal blood sampling to detect biomarkers.

Full List of Authors: Adrienne L. Watson PhD, Recombinetics, Daniel F. Carlson PhD, Recombinetics, Christopher L. Moertel MD, University of Minnesota, David A. Largaespada PhD, 
University of Minnesota, Scott C. Fahrenkrug PhD, Recombinetics
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Modulation of Canonical Wnt Signaling and its Effect on Schwann Cell Tumorigenesis in Murine Models of 
Neurofibromatosis Type 1 
 
Kyle B. Williams, PhD, Department of Pediatrics, Masonic Cancer Center, University of Minnesota

Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs) are a critical clinical problem, especially for Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) patients. MPNSTs carry the 
greatest risk for death among all soft tissue sarcoma types and strikingly, the lifetime risk of MPNST in NF1 is ~10%, as compared to 0.001% in the general 
population. The majority of NF1 MPNSTs (65-88%) arise in preexisting plexiform neurofibromas and are a leading cause of death in NF1. Currently, complete 
surgical resection is the only curative treatment for sporadic or NF1-associated MPNST. Uncovering the genetic and molecular mechanisms that push benign 
tumors down the path towards MPNST formation is key in identifying potential therapeutic targets to better treat this disease. 

While loss of NF1 alone may be sufficient for benign tumor development, additional genetic changes must occur for these to transform into MPNSTs. Previous 
work from our lab has implicated canonical Wnt/beta-catenin signaling as being involved in progression of these tumors from benign, to plexiform neurofibromas, 
to high grade PNST, and MPNSTs. Moreover, we have demonstrated canonical Wnt signaling is sufficient to induce some oncogenic phenotypes in immortalized 
Schwann cell lines, such as soft colony agar formation. 

Here, we altered canonical Wnt signaling in the Schwann cells of murine models of MPNSTs in vivo via CreER-Lox systems. Cre recombinase, under control of the 
Desert Hedgehog promoter was used to create loss or gain of function Ctnnb1 alleles. We predict expression of an activated form of beta-catenin, in these NF1 
deficient mice, could accelerate tumor formation or increase severity. Likewise, homozygous loss of function mutations in Ctnnb1 might increase animal survival 
or decrease tumor burden.

Heterozygous loss of Ctnnb1 in the NF1 associated mouse model did show a modest increase in survival. But, we were unable to obtain homozygous loss 
of function mutants, due to the role of beta-catenin in development. We were able to generate animals homozygous for the activated Ctnnb1 allele, however 
this occurred at much lower than Mendelian inheritance predictions. Survivors lived very short lives regardless of their genetic background. Since it appears 
functional β-catenin is critical for early development, we are now utilizing myelin proteolipid protein (PLP) driven Cre recombinase to direct Schwann cell-specific 
recombination in adult mice, upon tamoxifen treatment, to avoid severe developmental consequences.

Authors: Kyle B. Williams PhD, Justin Knight, Leah Anderson, Adrienne L. Watson PhD, David A. Largaespada PhD, Department of Pediatrics, Masonic Cancer Center, University of Minnesota

Funding: 1R01NS086219-01A1, K.B.W. is supported by Children’s Cancer Research Fund and 5T32CA009138-40
 
 

Functions of Yorkie and the Polarity Proteins at the Cell Cortex 
 
Jiajie Xu, Committee on Development Regeneration and Stem Cell Biology, Department of Molecular Genetics and Cell Biology, University of Chicago

The function of Yorkie (Yki) as a transcriptional co-activator acting downstream of the Hippo pathway have been well studied. Recent studies suggest that the apical 
junctional region (AJR) is an important site of Hippo pathway regulation. Intriguingly, overexpression of a transcriptionally inactive form or a membrane tethered 
form of Yki in wing imaginal discs causes increased abundance of Hippo pathway components at the AJR, indicating that this effect is due to Yki functioning at 
the cell cortex rather than in the nucleus. Moreover, co-transfection of membrane tethered Yki with Hippo pathway components in S2 cells resulted in membrane 
targeting of these pathway components. Taken together, these results suggest a potential non-transcriptional, cytoplasmic function of Yki in organizing the Hippo 
pathway components at the AJR.

Recent work also shows that perturbation of polarity can cause growth defects through inactivation of the Hippo pathway. In addition, members of the Hippo 
pathway co-localize with apical polarity proteins at the AJR. These observations suggest functional interactions between that Hippo pathway and apical polarity 
proteins. We have explored the relationship between polarity and the Hippo pathway using two approaches. In the first, we designed a genetic interaction assay to 
identify polarity proteins that interact with the Hippo pathway. Our results indicate that knocking down Bazooka/Par-3 (Baz) or aPKC, two apical polarity proteins, 
strongly enhances the overgrowth effects of overexpression of Yki. These data raise the possibility that Baz and aPKC directly regulate Yki activity. In the second 
approach, we have examined a possible cytoplasmic function of Yki in regulating the stability or localization of apical polarity components. Expression of a 
transcriptionally dead form of Yki results in increased abundance of Baz and aPKC apically, suggesting that Yki interacts with one or more polarity components in 
the cell cortex. Future experiments will examine interactions between Yki and Baz/aPKC and the effect of these interactions on protein stability and activity.

This research is funded by a CTF Young Investigator Award to JX and a National Institutes of Health grant (NS034783) to R.G.F.

Full List of Authors: Jiajie Xu, University of Chicago; Pamela Vanderzalm, PhD, John Carroll University; Richard Fehon, PhD, University of Chicago
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A Complex Signaling Network Controlled by YAP and RAC1 Governs NF2 Tumorigenesis 
 
Chunling Yi, PhD, Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center, Georgetown University Medical Center

NF2 inactivation leads to the activation of both YAP and RAC1. However, the relationship between RAC1 and the NF2-HIPPO-YAP pathway and how RAC1 
contributes to NF2 tumorigenesis have not been elucidated. Using the mouse liver as a model system, we interrogated the genetic hierarchy of Nf2, Rac1 and Yap. 
Our findings showed that Yap and Rac1 function downstream of Merlin/Nf2 as two central signaling switches of a complex signaling network, which controls cell 
cycle progression, inflammation, DNA damage response, and senescence during NF2 tumorigenesis.
 
 

The Scaffold Protein Kinase Suppressor of Ras 1 is Negatively Regulated by Tumor Suppressor Merlin and 
Promotes Schwannoma Development 
 
Lu Zhou, PhD, Plymouth University Peninsula Schools of Medicine and Dentistry

There is accumulating evidence that the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK pathway plays a crucial role in the development of Merlin-deficient and other tumors. However, drug 
specificity, side effects and drug resistance can be problems when treating patients with MEK1/2 inhibitors and therefore a more specific therapeutic target needs 
to be identified. Using primary human in vitro model for Merlin-deficient tumors and three complementary approaches including lentiviral shRNA, feedback-deficient 
mutants and a clinically approved inhibitor, we report that the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK scaffold Kinase Suppressor of Ras 1 (KSR1) plays a vital role in promoting 
schwannomas development. We show that KSR1 is involved in many pathological phenotypes caused by Merlin loss, namely multipolar morphology, enhanced 
cell-matrix adhesion, focal adhesion and, most importantly, increased proliferation and survival. Our data demonstrate that KSR1 has a wider role than MEK1/2 in 
the development of schwannomas because pathological adhesion is more dependent on KSR1 than MEK1/2. Immunoprecipitation analysis reveals that KSR1 is a 
novel binding partner of Merlin, which suppresses KSR1’s function by inhibiting the binding between KSR1 and c-Raf. Also our proteomic analysis demonstrates 
that KSR1 interacts with several Merlin downstream effectors, including E3 Ubiquitin Ligase CRL4-DCAF1. Further functional study suggests that KSR1 and DCAF1 
might co-operate to regulate schwannomas formation. Taken together, these findings suggest that KSR1 might serve as a good therapeutic target for Merlin-
deficient tumors.

Full List Authors: Lu Zhou, PhD; Jade Lyons-Rimmer BSc; Sylwia Ammoun PhD, Emanuela Ercolano, PhD; Ifeoluwatola Taiwo; C Oliver Hanemann MD, PhD; Plymouth University Peninsula 
Schools of Medicine and Dentistry; Magdalena Barczyk PhD, MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology; Jürgen Müller, PhD, University of Warwick; Edwin Lasonder, PhD, Vikram Sharma, PhD; 
Plymouth University, David Hilton MD; Derriford Hospital, UK
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Gleevec Use to Treat Plexiform Neurofibromas in a Patient with Neurofibromatosis-1 and Cystic Fibrosis 
 
Mohamed S. Abdel-Baki, MD, St. Louis University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri, United States

Background: Cystic fibrosis (CF) and neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) are devastating, inherited disorders. NF1 is characterized by malignant and non-malignant 
manifestations, including plexiform neurofibromas, which are often highly refractory to chemotherapy and localized to areas which make surgery difficult. Previous 
studies demonstrate that Gleevec therapy can decrease the volume of plexiform neurofibromas in patients with NF1. CF is a disorder characterized by persistent 
pulmonary infections and pancreatic insufficiency. 

Objectives: To evaluate the effectiveness of Gleevec therapy on plexiform neurofibromas in a patient with concurrent CF and NF1.

Methods: A 19-year-old man with NF1 and CF presented to our clinic to help control his disfiguring plexiform neurofibromas, which were refractory to carboplatin-
vincristine therapy and multiple resections. The neurofibromas were located at the left face, right frontal scalp, left pterygopalatine fossa, and the floor of the right 
side of the mouth. Patient was started on a 1-year trial of Gleevec with a starting dose of 100 mg/dose, increased biweekly by 100 mg/dose until a maximum of 
400 mg/dose was attained. Aspergillosis prophylaxis with itraconazole was discontinued in order to avoid drug interactions with Gleevec. 

Results: After 29 weeks of Gleevac, all neurofibromatosis-related lesions were stable on MRI. The patient developed mild, asymptomatic hypokalemia that was 
treated with oral Potassium. He also developed musculoskeletal neck pain that didn’t affect his quality of life. Dosage was increased to 400 mg twice per day 
on week 9. The patient has not experienced any other side effects from the Gleevec regimen. Since starting Gleevec, the patient has only experienced one CF 
exacerbation, from which he has recovered, with no impact upon his Gleevec regimen.

Conclusion: We report the first case of Gleevec use to successfully control plexiform neurofibromas in a patient with CF and NF1. Furthermore, the Gleevec therapy 
has not interfered with the patient’s CF therapy, nor has it had a significant impact upon his CF-related symptoms.

Full List of Authors: Mary Dougherty*; Nikhil Patel*; Emily Kountzman, RN, BSN; Lindsay Brefeld, MSN, RN, CPNP
St. Louis University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri, United States
*Both authors contributed equally to this study.

EMAIL: Mohamed Abdel-Baki, MD - abdelbakims@slu.edu 
 
 

Automated MRI Segmentation of the Anterior Visual Pathway: Establishing Quantitative Criteria for Optic 
Pathway Gliomas in Children with NF1 
 
Robert A. Avery, DO, MSCE, The Gilbert Family Neurofibromatosis Institute at Children’s National Health System

Background: Although classification systems describe the anatomic location of optic pathway gliomas (OPGs), no quantitative criteria exist to define the presence 
or absence of an OPG. Since manual segmentation of MRI images is time consuming and limited to research centers, automated segmentation is necessary for 
accessibility. In this study, we developed and validated an automated quantitative MRI analysis algorithm of the optic nerve. Optic nerve volume and radius were 
compared between children with and without OPGs.

Methods: Twenty-one pediatric patients (15 healthy and 6 with OPGs) with T1-weighted cube MRI sequences (~0.4 x 0.4 x 0.6mm3) resolution were analyzed. 
The optic nerve volume, average optic nerve radius and maximum optic nerve radius were calculated using: 1) manual segmentation by two operators; and 2) 
automated partitioned joint shape model with sparse appearance learning The mean surface distance (shortest distance between segmentation methods) and 
relative volume error (percent difference between volumes) were compared between segmentation methods.  The volumetric values were compared between 
patients with and without OPGs.

Results: The mean surface distance and relative volume error between manual and automated segmentation methods was 0.44±0.14 and 0.10±0.10 mm, 
respectively. Compared to healthy patients, OPG patients demonstrated significantly larger (P < 0.05 for all comparisons) optic nerve volume (1.002±0.522 vs. 
0.342±0.098 ml), average optic nerve radius (0.800±0.293 vs. 0.401±0.050 mm) and maximum optic nerve radius (3.328±1.269 vs. 1.599±0.222 mm).
 
Conclusions: Our automated quantitative MRI analysis algorithm of the optic nerve produced comparable results to a manual segmented method. The volumetric 
results comparing patients with and without OPGs were robust and well outside segmentation method variability. By developing and validating automated 
quantitative MRI volumetric analysis of the optic nerve in children with NF1-OPG, we will establish standardized diagnostic criteria for an OPG and provide an 
objective and quantitative measure of tumor growth and response to treatment.

Funding: National Eye Institute K23-EY022673 (RAA), and The Gilbert Family Neurofibromatosis Institute (RAA, RJP).

Full List of Authors: Awais Mansoor, PhD,1,2 Rabia Idress,3 Roger J. Packer, MD,3 Marius G. Linguraru, DPhil,1,2 Robert A. Avery, DO, MSCE.3    1Division of Diagnostic Imaging and 
Radiology, 2Sheikh Zayed Institute for Pediatric Surgical Innovation, and 3The Gilbert Family Neurofibromatosis Institute; Children’s National Health System, Washington, DC.
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Optic Pathway Gliomas in Turkish NF1 Patients: Clinical and Genetic Evaluation 
 
Sükriye Ayter, PhD, TOBB ETU University, Faculty of Medicine

Optic pathway gliomas (OPG) occur in 15% of patients with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). Their location renders biopsy or surgical resection difficult because 
of the risk of visual loss. Therefore only few NF1-OPGs have tissue diagnosis and only few analyses have been published on the molecular changes that drive 
tumorigenesis. 

Management principles in NF1-OPG include clinical follow-up by visual acuity and visual field examinations in stable or slowly progressive gliomas, and 
chemotherapy in case of rapidly progressive visual loss or marked cosmetic problems. Radiotherapy is not considered in NF1 due to the risk of secondary 
malignancies and vascular complications. We evaluated total 305 NF1 patients, 34 with OPG and 271 without OPG. All subjects underwent 1clinical examination 
and DNA analysis of the NF1 gene confirming the diagnosis of NF1. Clinically, the group with OPG had a 2significantly higher incidence of bone dysplasia (P 
<0.001) and more café au lait spots (p=0.001) compared to the group without OPG. The frequency of Lisch nodules was on the borderline of statistical 
significance (P=0.058) while the frequency of neurofibromas did not differ significantly (cutaneous P=0.64, plexiform p= 0.44). Indivudals wiith OPG mostly 
have mutations in the first one-third of the NF1 gene compared to patients who did not have OPG. Some identical mutations in unrelated families with NF1- OPG 
were detected. The list of mutaions will be given during the presentation. The observation of certain phenotypic features and the correlation of genotype-phenotype 
correlations may help to determine the risk group for developing OPG in NF1.

Full List of Authors: Ali Varan MD, Sibel Evans MD, Banu Anlar MD, Hacettepe University, Faculty of Medicine, YK Terzi PhD, Başkent University, Faculty of Medicine, P.Sharafi TOBB ETU 
University, Faculty of Medicine.

This study was supported by Hacettepe University Scientific Research and Development Office (Project Numbers: H.U.BAB. 010 T02 102).

1. A molecular analysis of individuals with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) and optic pathway gliomas (OPGs), and an assessment of genotype-phenotype correlations. Sharif S, 
Upadhyaya M, Ferner R et all. J Med Genet. 2011 Apr;48(4):256-60.

2. A Novel Mutation in the NF1 Gene in Two Siblings With Neurofibromatosis Type 1 and Bilateral Optic Pathway Glioma. Kebudi R, Tuncer S, Upadhyaya M, et all. Pediatr Blood Cancer. 
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Relationship of Plexiform Neurofibroma (PN) Growth and the Development and Progression of PN Related 
Morbidity in Patients with NF1 
 
Andrea Baldwin, CRNP, NCI

Background: Plexiform neurofibromas (PN) in patients with NF1 can cause significant morbidities. Understanding the relationship of PN growth and the 
development of PN morbidity will assist in the management of patients with PN and the design of clinical trials directed at PN. 

Objective: To evaluate longitudinally the development and progression of PN associated morbidities in patients with NF1 and correlate it with PN volume and PN 
growth.

Methods: Patients with NF1 and PN followed at the NCI for ≥10 years with clinical evaluations and volumetric MRI analysis of the PN are included in this analysis. 
The data was extracted from the patients’ medical record: PN related pain, change in function, number of surgeries, PN directed medical treatments, use of pain 
medications, other interventions for PN associated morbidities, and photographs of visible PN. 

Results: 24 patients (18 male) had clinical and volumetric evaluation of a total of 43 PN and/or nodular lesion for a median of 12.3 years (range 10.1-14.3 years). 
Lesion locations included head (n=7), head/neck (n=5), neck/chest (n=4), trunk (n=18), trunk/extremity (n=5) and extremity (n=4). Median (range) baseline 
and final characteristics were: Age 8.1 years (range 3.0 - 24.1 years), 19.6 years (range 14.7 - 37.3 years); baseline PN volume 107 ml (range 2.3 ml - 4,895 ml), 
maximum PN volume 335 ml (10.2 ml – 7,210 ml); percent PN volume increase per year 20.2 (range 1 - 343). 21 patients received a median of 2 (range 1-7) 
PN directed medical treatments and 18 patients had a median of 1 (range 1-10) PN related surgeries. Change in PN volume and PN associated morbidities for 4 
patients are described in the table below. 

Characteristic Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 4

PN location Pelvis / thigh Neck Neck Face (PN1) Foot (PN2)

Age (years) Baseline 6.6 3.4 3.6 11.8 11.8

Last evaluation 20.1 14.7 15.2 25.3 25.3

PN volume (mL) Baseline 810 238 555 351 97

Last evaluation 6,107 1,157 1,861 681 560

PN medical therapies (n) 7 3 5 2 2

PN surgeries (n) 1 1 5 4 1 (Amputation)

PN pain (yes/no) Baseline No No Yes No No

Follow-up Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Pain medications (N) Baseline 0 0 1 0 0

Follow-up 3 0 6 0 1

Function decrease Baseline Shoe lift Snoring ↓ROM Esotropia No

Follow-up Leg brace Apnea-CPAP-BiPAP ↓ROM unchanged Worsening esotropia, 
Hearing loss

Difficulty ambulation

Disfigurement Baseline Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Follow-up Worsening Worsening Worsening Worsening Worsening

Conclusion: Patients with PN undergo multiple medical treatments and PN surgeries to reduce PN morbidity. In the 4 patients presented in detail, PN growth was 
associated with the development of progressive PN related morbidities. Data analysis to include all 24 patients with ≥ 10 years and an additional 45 patients with 
≥ 5 years of follow-up is ongoing and will be presented at the 2015 CTF conference.

Full List of Authors: Eva Dombi MD1, Trish Whitcomb RN, BSN2, Anne Goodwin RN, BSN2, Rachel Ershler MD, MHS1, Andy Gillespie RN, MS2, Brigitte C. Widemann MD1, Srivandana 
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Developmental Trajectories of Young Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1:  
A Longitudinal Study from 21 to 40 Months of Age 
 
Belinda Barton, PhD, The Children’s Hospital at Westmead and University of Sydney

Aim: To establish the developmental trajectory of young children with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) during the first 4 years of life.

Study design: In this longitudinal study, 39 children with NF1 and 39 controls were assessed with the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Second Edition at 21 
(time point 1, or T1) and 30 months (T2) of age, and the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence, Third Edition at 40months (T3). Language was also 
assessed at T2 and T3. Parents rated their child’s productive vocabulary at T1 and T2, and behavior at each time point. Linear mixed models were performed to 
examine cognitive development and behavior over time. Linear regressions were conducted to determine whether mental development and productive vocabulary 
at T1 or T2 predicted intellectual and language outcomes at T3.

Results: Over time, the NF1 group had significantly lower cognitive scores than controls. Parent ratings indicated no group differences in behavior at each time 
point. Earlier mental function significantly predicted later general intelligence. Earlier productive vocabulary was a significant predictor of later language skills.

Conclusion: There are consistent differences over time in cognitive performance between children with NF1 and unaffected peers during the early childhood period. 
Earlier mental function and productive vocabulary are significant predictors of subsequent general intelligence and performance on language measures in NF1. This 
provides an opportunity for early identification and treatment for young children with NF1 who may show signs of impairments in these developmental domains.

Lorenzo Jennifer, PhD, The Children’s Hospital at Westmead & University of Sydney; Arnold Shelley S, BA, The Children’s Hospital at Westmead & University of Sydney; North Kathryn N, 
MD, The Children’s Hospital at Westmead & Murdoch Childrens Research Institute, The Royal Children’s Hospital.

This study was supported by the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command (USAMRMC), Department of Defense, Neurofibromatosis Research Program (Award Number 
W81XWH-04-1-0510) and the National Health and Medical Research Council (Dora Lush) Scholarship.
 
 

Auditory Training in NF1  
 
Pollyanna Barros Batista, MSc, Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), Brazil

Introduction: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is related with auditory processing deficits (APD) and language impairment1. Auditory training (AT) may potentially 
alleviate these deficits through training-induced improvements in auditory processing. 

Objective: Verify the effect of AT in NF1 individuals with APD. 

Methods: In a cross sectional study, the participants were distributed into three groups: G1 (NF1 people with AT), G2 (NF1 people without AT) and G3 (non-NF1 
individuals with AT). The groups completed at least 8-week AT based in program described by Musiek and Schochat (1998). The groups were revaluated after 
12-weeks from the initial assessment. All individuals were evaluated with auditory behavioral tests (Speech in noise - SN, Staggered spondaic word - SSW, Duration 
patterns - DP and Gaps in noise - GIN). T-student, Mann-Whitney, t- paired and Wilcoxon tests were conducted and statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. 

Results: All participants presented previous APD: 21 individuals in G1, 9 in G2, 10 in G3 between 10 to 35 years. The evaluation after AT showed improvement 
in SN test right ear (RE) (p = 0.000), SN test left ear (LE) (p = 0.007), SSW test RE (p = 0.000), SSW test LE (p = 0.000) and GIN test RE (p = 0,02). No 
improvements were observed in the other tests. The results of the inter-group comparisons revealed statistical significance between G1 and G2 in the revaluation 
SN test RE (p = 0.030), suggesting a superior performance in G1 in auditory closure ability after AT. Statistical significance between G1 and G3 in the revaluation 
of GIN test RE (p = 0.017) pointed a superior performance in G3 in auditory resolution ability after AT, although both groups participated in AT. 

Conclusions: These results suggest that AT improves auditory closure, figure-ground and auditory resolution abilities in NF1 treated patients.

Full List Authors: Pollyanna Barros Batista, MSc; Juliana Ferreira de Souza, MD/PhD; Sara Lisboa Marques; Luiz Oswaldo Carneiro Rodrigues, MD/PhD; Nilton Alves de Rezende MD/PhD 
(Federal University of Minas Gerais). 

Granting agencies: CNPq, CAPES, FAPEMIG.
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2. Musiek FE, Schochat E. Auditory training and central auditory processing disorders: a case study. Semin Hear. 1998;19:357-366. 
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Supplementary Services to Persons with NF1 and Their Families in Norway – The Frambu Model 
 
David K. Bergsaker, MD, Frambu Resource Centre for Rare Disorders

Background: Frambu is a centre of expertise for 120 rare genetic disorders; NF1, NF2, Schwannomatosis and Legius’ syndrome included. Frambu is totally 
funded by the government and services are free of charge, included travel and stay. Parents get educational (sick) leave when attending courses. The courses are 
interdisciplinary, providing information about the disorder and news from studies and research. Frambu is a meeting place for people with the same disorder. Here 
challenges, experiences and good solutions can be shared. At Frambu a designated professional for NF1 can be reached by phone or e-mail. No doctor referral is 
needed to attend. The Norwegian Association of Neurofibromatosis is consulted in course planning.

Aim: To empower persons with NF1 and their families to live with the disorder in a more confident and constructive way. 

Method: Frambu has many services for persons with NF1, their families and involved professionals:
• Various age-specific courses for users and their families (pre-school children, school children, adolescents, young adults, older adults) with focus on 

assessment and adjustment, functional diagnosis, education, transitions, activities in school, leisure time, psychological aspects, occupation, work, etc.
• Individual counseling at Frambu or in the home community with parents and local professionals.
• Consultations by video conferencing between Frambu and the local community. 
• Options for telephone consultations with professionals or meeting them for short consultations at Frambu.
• Four summer camps of 1-2 weeks for different age groups (11-35 years), meeting others with rare disorders, having fun together, developing social skills, 

challenging perceived limitations and expanding frames of experience. 
• Winter camp for siblings (age 11-16) without a disorder.
• Course for grandparents.
• Courses for professionals at Frambu or by video conferencing.
• E-learning course for teachers with pupils having NF1.
• Providing information for internet, brochures, booklets, educational films presenting interviews with persons with NF1.

Result and conclusions: A quest back is sent out to the receivers after a service is given, to obtain information of level of satisfaction, rated from 1-5(best). In 
average high scores between 4-5. Direct involvement and input from persons with NF1 are important in planning new courses.

Authors: David K. Bergsaker, Livø Nyhus 
 
 

Isolated Café-au-lait Macules: Is it Neurofibromatosis Type 1? A Systematic Review of the Literature 
 
Anne Bernier, MD-MSc, CHU Sainte-Justine, University of Montreal

Background: The presence of multiple café-au-lait macules (CALM) in a young child is a common reason for referral in pediatric neurology. Since CALM is often 
the first sign of neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), those children can be followed for several years before a clinical diagnosis is made. Moreover, it has been shown 
that it is not possible to distinguish Legius syndrome from NF1 based on cutaneous findings.

Objective of the study: We sought to evaluate if there were sufficient data in the literature to predict the risk of NF1 in a child with isolated CALM at initial consultation.

Methods: A systematic review of the literature in the Pubmed, Medline, Embase and Cochrane databases was conducted for original articles addressing the 
prevalence of NF1 among patients referred for isolated CALM with or without freckling. For our study purpose, definitive diagnosis of NF1 was defined as the 
presence of CALM (with or without freckling) plus the appearance of cutaneous neurofibroma, plexiform neurofibroma, Lisch nodules, bone dysplasia, optic 
pathway glioma, first-degree relative with NF1 or positive NF1 genetic testing.

Results: A total of 1141 articles were retrieved. Articles grossly out of scope were excluded, and 88 were reviewed in details by two authors. Only five articles 
reported sufficient data to answer our primary objective. Two were retrospective studies, two were cross-sectional studies and one was prospective. Three studies 
conducted genetic testing for the NF1 gene in order to confirm the diagnosis; the two others diagnosed patients based on clinical criteria. Two of them were made 
before the recognition of the Legius syndrome and only one study tested the SPRED1 gene. Most studies provided limited clinical data.

Based on our systematic review of the literature, depending if the CALM were sporadic or familial, 35 % to 77.2 % of the patients with isolated CALM had definitive 
NF1, and 1.3 % to 19.1 % had Legius syndrome. 

Conclusion: Available data suggest that at least 23 % of children presenting with isolated CALM do not have NF1. Genetic testing at initial presentation for NF1 and 
SPRED1 mutations could help guide the follow-up of those patients, but further evidence is needed to make solid recommendations.

Anne Bernier, MD-MSc, Albert Larbrisseau, MD, Sébastien Perreault, MD-MSc; CHU Sainte-Justine, University of Montreal. 
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Voice and Swallowing Function in Neurofibromatosis 2 
 
Simon Best, MD, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

Introduction: Neurofibromatosis 2 (NF2) is characterized by a development of tumors of the cerebellopontine angle (CPA), which cause lower cranial nerve 
dysfunction. Although most attention is given to 7th and 8th cranial nerve impairment and its manifestations as hearing loss, tinnitus and facial weakness, the 10th 
cranial nerve (vagus nerve) can also be involved, compromising voice and swallowing function.  In the NF2 patient population there is inadequate information on 
speech and swallowing dysfunction, which can have profound effects on quality of life.   

Objective: To determine the prevalence voice and swallowing impairments in NF2 patients and the impact of these impairments on quality of life. 

Methods: Eight adult NF2 volunteers underwent stroboscopic voice assessments and swallowing evaluations by cine-fluoroscopy or fiberoptic endoscopy 
evaluation of swallowing (FEES). Voice handicap index (VHI), which includes common voice complications and the negative effects on quality of life, was also 
administered to 5 of the 8 patients.  

Results: Stroboscopic results showed vocal cord paralysis and/or paresis in 7 out of 8 patients (87.5%). Five patients (62.5%) presented with insufficient glottic 
closure during sustained phonation, leading to a weak, breathy voice. VHI results revealed that in 2/5 patients (40%), this was associated with a moderate to 
severe dysfunction for voice-related quality of life. Swallowing function was also commonly impaired. Reduced velopharyngeal closure was detected in 3 patients 
(37.5%). Five patients (62.5%) had reduced pharyngeal constriction, and the majority of patients (75%) showed pharyngeal residue and piriform sinus pooling. 
Delayed swallow initiation was observed in 2 patients (25%). Pharyngeal residue is a risk factor for aspiration, and in one patient (12.5%) there was absent cough 
reflex with frank aspiration.

Conclusion: The results of this study demonstrate that speech and swallowing impairment is prevalent among NF2 patients and major contributors to quality of life. 
The findings also point to the clinical importance of addressing these problems in order to provide patients with treatment options that can improve symptoms and 
prevent further medical complications.

Authors: Simon Best, MD,1; Jaishri Blakeley, MD,1; Shannon Langmead, CRNP,1; Julie Ahn, BS,1; Marissa Simpson, M.M., M.S., CCC-SLP,1; Monika Chmielewska, DO,1
1Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
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The Use of 3D-Scanning in the Evaluation of Neurofibromas in Neurofibromatosis Type 1: A Pilot Study  
 
Lisa Betesh, BSN, RN, CPN, Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, USC Keck School of Medicine

Dermal neurofibromas are present in the majority of adults with Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) and are the cause of significant cosmetic morbidity associated 
with this condition. Evaluating the natural history of neurofibroma growth has been challenging due to limitations in our ability to accurately measure these lesions. 
3D scanners are devices which capture the shape of real world objects and have numerous applications in the production of movies and video games but are also 
increasingly used in the field of medicine. The purpose of this pilot project is to evaluate the feasibility of using 3D Scanning Technology to image and quantitate 
dermal and plexiform neurofibromas in NF1. 

Methods: Children and adults with NF1 and significant dermal and/or plexiform neurofibromas were recruited from 
the CHLA Neurofibromatosis Clinic to participate in the study. Subjects were positioned and asked to hold still for 
approximately 3 minutes. C.P., a 3D artist collaborating on the project, scanned each subject using an Artec 3D 
handheld scanner which captures up to 16 frames per second. These frames were aligned automatically in real-time 
and the images were processed by C.P. in his studio. 

Results: Three subjects ages 39 years (male), 40 years (female) and 8 years (male) were scanned for this project. Full 
body images were generated which demonstrate dermal and plexiform neurofibromas with significant detail (Figure1).  
The procedure of 3D scanning was fast and well tolerated by all subjects. 

Conclusions: We present the preliminary results of a pilot project using 3D scanning in the evaluation of neurofibromas 
in NF1. Based on our initial results, this technology is a promising modality to image and quantitate dermal and 
plexiform neurofibromas in this patient population. With further study, 3D scanning has the potential to become useful 
in NF1 clinical trials and other studies involving the biology of neurofibroma growth.

Full List of Authors: Lisa Betesh, BSN, RN, CPN, CHLA/USC; Christopher Parent, 3D Tech, 3DScanLA; Tena Rosser, MD, CHLA/USC.
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Early Detection of Transformation of Plexiform Neurofibromas to Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors 
in Neurofibromatosis Type 1 
 
Sucharita Bhaumik, MD, National Cancer Institute (NCI) & Children’s National Medical Center

Background: Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1), an autosomal dominant genetic disorder, is characterized by development of benign plexiform neurofibromas (PN) 
and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST) that often develops by malignant transformation in a preexisting PN. Complete surgical resection is the 
only curative treatment, making early detection of malignant transformation an important goal. A preliminary study by Meany et al [Pediatr Blood Cancer. 2013, 
60(1): 59-64] using 18Fluoro-deoxy-glucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) to identify concerning lesions, described high FDG uptake in both malignant 
and benign PN.18F-3´-fluoro-3´-deoxy-L-thymidine (FLT) PET measures cell cycling and proliferation. We hypothesize that FLT-PET may be more sensitive and 
specific than FDG-PET in the identification of malignancy.

Goals: This pilot study in NF1 patients with lesions concerning for MPNST will evaluate 1) feasibility of FLT-PET 2) ability of FLT-PET to distinguish benign tumors 
from malignant and 3) perform comprehensive genomic analyses of tumor DNA matched with normal blood DNA. 

Methods: Fifteen patients with NF1 and lesions concerning for malignant transformation are eligible.  Patients will undergo clinical evaluation of NF1 manifestations, 
whole body MRI with volumetric analysis of tumor burden, FDG and FLT-PET, guided biopsies of the concerning lesion and of adjacent presumably benign PN 
for detailed pathologic analysis. Germline blood samples, tissue samples from concerning lesion and surrounding presumably benign PN (“trios”) will undergo 
genomic analysis. The reader of the PET studies will be blinded to the pathologic diagnosis. Exploratory statistical methods will be used to evaluate the differences 
in uptake between the two groups (FDG and FLT), followed by logistic regression to identify uptake values most associated with benign versus malignant 
classification. Clinical, imaging, histopathologic, and genomic data will be correlated in an exploratory fashion, to identify features associated with malignant 
transformation. This single institution trial (NCT02211768) is open for enrollment at the NCI, and has enrolled the first patient.

Full List of Authors: Holly Meany MD2, John Glod MD1, Peter Choyke MD1, Douglas Stewart MD1, Alexander Pemov PhD1, Andrea Baldwin PNP1, Joanne Derdak PNP1, Anne Goodwin RN1, 
Margarita Raygada PhD1, Markku Miettinen MD1, Javed Khan MD1, Jun Wei PhD1, Young K. Song PhD1, Karlyne Reilly PhD1, Seth Steinberg PhD, Eva Dombi MD1, Brigitte Widemann MD1 

1National Cancer Institute, 2Children’s National Medical Center
 
 

Familial Unilateral Vestibular Schwannoma: Is This Neurofibromatosis Type 2 or Schwannomatosis? 
 
Jessica Bischetsrieder, Certified Genetic Counselor, Johns Hopkins Hospital

Vestibular schwannomas (VS) are a hallmark feature of neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). Nearly 95% of individuals with NF2 develop bilateral VSs by the age of 
30. Unilateral VSs are part of the diagnostic criteria with NF2. However, individuals with unilateral VS require an additional feature to meet clinical criteria. VSs have 
rarely been reported in patients with clinically diagnosed schwannomatosis. Given such phenotypic overlap between NF2 and schwannomatosis, some cases may 
be difficult to differentiate on a clinical basis. Genetic testing is available to differentiate the two, and help us further elucidate differences and similarities between 
these two disorders.  

A 30 year female recently diagnosed with a left unilateral VS confirmed on pathology, with normal spinal MRI, presented to the Johns Hopkins Comprehensive 
Neurofibromatosis Center. The proband’s mother was diagnosed with a left unilateral VS (pathology not available) and hearing loss at age 38, (now 54). Screening 
brain MRIs over the last 16 years have not identified contralateral disease. Full body MRIs on the proband and her mother, did not identify any additional definite 
schwannomas. The patient’s maternal grandfather had a history of hearing loss (laterality unknown), a debilitating balance disorder, headaches and back pain. He 
committed suicide at age 42, prior to undergoing any imaging.   

Two possible differential diagnoses for this family are NF2 and schwannomatosis. Although the patient does not meet diagnostic criteria for either condition, the 
features in the proband and her family members straddle both disorders. Molecular testing of the SMARCB1 and NF2 genes was performed on tissue from the 
proband’s VS.  SMARCB1 analysis was negative. NF2 analysis identified two pathogenic mutations. No loss of heterozygosity was observed. Peripheral blood was 
negative for both NF2 mutations. One possible explanation for these test results is mosaic NF2. However, this is less likely, given the positive family history. We are 
hypothesizing that the patient, may have schwannomatosis, and the two NF2 mutations in tumor were acquired. LZTR1 testing is pending on tumor tissue.

Full List of Authors: Shannon Langmead, Sr Nurse Practitioner Neurology, Neurosurgery and Oncology Johns Hopkins Hospital
Dr. Jaishri Blakeley, Director of the Johns Hopkins Comprehensive Neurofibromatosis Center, Associate Professor of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Oncology
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Spinal and Para-Spinal Plexiform Neurofibromas in Adult NF1 Patients, a Clinical-Radiological Correlation Study 
 
Felix Bokstein, MD4, Neuro-Oncology service at Dana Children’s Hospital, Tel-Aviv Medical Center, and the Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel

Purpose: Neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1) is a common tumor pre-disposition syndrome. The hallmark of the disease, and a major cause for morbidity and mortality, 
are plexiform neurofibromas. Our aim was to characterize radiological presentation of spinal and para-spinal involvement in NF1 patients, and to correlate it to 
clinical presentation, and outcome. 

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed the data of adult (>18 years) patients with NF1 examined in our Neurofibromatosis Center in the last 8 years. Patients 
with spinal involvement were divided into: asymptomatic, suffering from pain or neurological deficit. Radiologically, the spinal region was divided into segments 
(cervical, thoracic, lumbo-sacral). A series of logistic regressions were conducted in order to identify radiological risk factors for neurological deterioration. 

Results: Out of 257 adult NF1 patients followed in our institution, 41 had spinal involvement. Thirty-four had sufficient data to be included in this study. At first 
visit, 12 patients were asymptomatic, 15 had pain, and 13 had a neurological deficit. There was no correlation between pain and tumor burden in each spinal 
segment. Three independent factors were found to be associated with increased risk for neurological deficit: bilateral tumors that approximated each other at the 
same level (“kissing” neurofibromas) in the cervical region, para-spinal tumors in the cervical and lumbar region, and intra-medullary lesions, with respective OR 
of 1.7 (p=0.07), 3.7 (p=0.08) and 4.2 (p=0.039). For pain, no risk factors were found to be significant. Based on these values we calculated a risk score for 
neurological deficit for each patient. Patients with neurological deficit were found to have a significantly higher risk score with an average of 9+/-8.3, while patients 
not suffering from neurological deficit had a score of 2.5+/-2.9 (p<0.05). For pain, no difference was found in the risk score. 

Conclusion: In our limited series, pain was not correlated with tumor burden in any of the spinal segments. Three factors were highly correlated with neurological 
deficit: paraspinal tumors in the cervical and the lumbar region, “kissing” neurofibromas in the cervical region and intra-medullary lesions. Our novel radiological 
classification and score are significantly associated with increased neurological morbidity.

Full List of Authors: Michal Mauda-Havakuk MD, PhD1,3 , Ben Shofty MD1,2, Liat Ben-Sira MD1,2, Shlomi Constantini MD1,3, Felix Bokstein, MD4.
1The Gilbert Israeli NF Center, 2Pediatric Radiology Unit, 3Pediatric Neurosurgery; at Dana Children’s Hospital, Tel-Aviv Medical Center, and the Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel.
 
 

Phase II Trial of the MEK1/2 Inhibitor Selumetinib (AZD6244 Hydrogen Sulfate) in Adults with 
Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) and Inoperable Plexiform Neurofibromas (PN) 
 
Diana Bradford, MD, Children’s National Medical Center/National Institutes of Health

Background: Plexiform neurofibromas, histologically benign peripheral nerve sheath tumors, develop in 25-40% of individuals with NF1 and are a major source of 
morbidity, causing disfigurement, impairment of function, pain, and in some cases malignant transformation. Selumetinib (AZD6244) is a novel orally inhibitor of 
MEK 1, which may mediate anti-tumor effects in PN by inhibition of downstream signaling of Ras. Selumetinib is currently undergoing evaluation in adult cancers 
and children with brain tumors. Our ongoing NCI phase I trial of selumetinib for children and young adults with NF1 and inoperable PN demonstrated preliminary 
activity not previously seen in prior trials, with PN volume decrease in >50% of patients enrolled. We observed tumor regrowth after dose reduction in several 
patients who required ≥ 1 dose reduction for toxicity; one patient with a nodular appearing lesion is not responding to selumetinib. This suggests that not all PN 
types may be responsive to selumetinib and that a certain selumetinib tissue concentration may be required for target inhibition and anti-tumor activity.

Objective: To determine the objective response rate (PN volume decrease ≥20%) to selumetinib in patients ≥ 18 years old with inoperable, growing or 
symptomatic PN, and use serial PN and dermal neurofibroma biopsies prior to and on selumetinib to elucidate mechanisms of response and resistance. 

Methods: This is a CTEP-sponsored single site open label phase II study of selumetinib at the NCI. Willingness to undergo serial PN biopsies is required for 
eligibility. PN biopsies at baseline and steady state on treatment with selumetinib will be analyzed for pERK, pAKT, pMEK, tumor kinome, tumor transcriptome, 
and immune infiltrate. In addition we will analyze and compare pERK, pAKT in dermal neurofibromas. As nodular PN may have a different biology than typical 
PN, comparison of these pathways and response to selumetinib may augment understanding of their altered biology. We will also evaluate steady state 
pharmacokinetics, cytokines and bone marrow derived precursor cells, and attempt to establish patient derived xenografts.

In order to evaluate the potential clinical benefit resulting from selumetinib, patients will undergo serial evaluation of pain, quality of life, and function depending on 
the PN location. 

Results: The protocol has undergone CTEP review, with enrollment expected to begin shortly.

Co-Authors: Larry Rubinstein, PhD, BRB, OD, CDTD, NCI; Trish Whitcomb, RN, OD, CCR, NCI; Eva Dombi, MD*, POB, NCI; Alice Chen, MD, DCT, NCI; Andrea Baldwin, NP1; Pam Wolters, 
PhD;* Staci Peron, PhD;* Edward W. Cowen, MD DB, CCR, NCI; Jane Trepel, DTB, CCR, NCI; Brad Wood, MD, DRD, CC, NCI; Scott Paul, MD Rehabilitation Medicine Department, CC, NIH; 
Wade Clapp, MD, Riley Hospital for Children, Indianapolis, IN; Gary L. Johnson, PhD, University of North Carolina School of Medicine, Chapel Hill, L. Austin Doyle, MD, Investigational Drug 
Branch, CTEP, DCTD, NCI; Brigitte Widemann, MD*  (* POB, NCI)
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Clinical Presentation and Prognostic Indicators in 100 Adults and Children with Neurofibromatosis 1 
Associated Brain Glioma 
 
Susan Byrne, MD, PhD, National Neurofibromatosis Service, Guy’s and St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust, Department of Neurology, Guy’s Hospital, 
London, UK

Aim: To evaluate clinical presentation, management, prognostic indicators and outcome in adults and children with neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1) associated brain gliomas.

Methods: Patients attending the National NF1 Service from 2009-2014 with generalised NF1 and brain glioma were included. Brain glioma was diagnosed on 
neuroimaging (lesion enhancing and/or with mass effect) or on histology.  Patients with mosaic NF1, brain metastases and optic pathway gliomas (OPG) were excluded.

Results: One hundred patients had generalised NF1 and brain glioma, (47 males, 53 females).  Age at glioma diagnosis was 2-62 years (median 16 years) and 
<18 years in 57/100. 

Neuroimaging was performed in 42/100 patients with glioma-related symptoms and in 51/100 individuals for unrelated symptoms (7/100 unknown reason for 
imaging).  Diagnosis was made on neuroimaging only in 57/100 and on histology in 43/100. Histology was available on 32 patients: 22/32 pilocytic astrocytoma, 
5/32 glioblastoma multiforme, 3/32 ganglioglioma, and 1/32 pilomyxoid glioma.

Surgery and/or intracranial shunt insertion was performed in 42/100 patients; 30/42 with symptoms at presentation required surgery (21/30 within one month) 
compared with 12/51 patients scanned for unrelated reasons (1/51 within one month), p=0.0001. Lesions in the thalamus (p=0.03), and cerebellum (p=0.04) 
were significantly more likely to have surgery than lesions in other regions, with lesions in the frontal lobe trending toward significance (p=0.06). 3 patients 
required surgical intervention, radiotherapy and chemotherapy, 4 had surgery and chemotherapy, and 4 had surgery and radiotherapy.

High grade lesions were present in 5 patients (4/5 died) and were strongly associated with the thalamus (p=0.001). History of OPG was present in 25/100 but did 
not correlate with poorer outcome.  

At last follow-up (range 1 month to 37 years, median 5.2 years) 5/100 had died, 30/100 had symptoms with Expanded Disability Scale Status (EDSS) 2.2(SD 1.6) 
compared with 65/100 who were asymptomatic, EDSS 0.3 (SD 1.0), p=<0.0001. Serial neuroimaging was undertaken in 88/100, 66 were stable or improved 
(median scan interval 5 years) and 22 showed radiological progression.

Discussion/Conclusion: The majority of tumors biopsied were pilocytic astrocytomas and 65/100 patient were asymptomatic on follow-up. Symptoms at presentation 
and tumors in the thalamus, cerebellum and frontal lobe were more likely to require surgical intervention and high grade lesions were found predominantly in the 
thalamus. Heightened surveillance should be undertaken for patients with tumors in these locations and with glioma related symptoms at presentation.

Full List of Authors: Catherine Walker MD, Steve Connor MD, Karine Lascelles MD, Ata Siddiqui MD, Rosalie E Ferner MD. National Neurofibromatosis Service, Departments of 
Neurology, Neuroradiology, Paediatric Neurology at Evelina Chilren’s Hospital, Guy’s and St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust London, UK 
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Supporting the Academic Needs of Students with Neurofibromatosis Type 1: A Model of Care 
 
Meredith Chambers, Boston Children’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA

Purpose: To assess parental understanding of academic supports and advocacy among parents of children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1. 

Methods: After IRB approval, a mailed baseline survey was sent to 125 families of school aged children neurofibromatosis type 1 and a history of academic 
difficulties. The survey was designed to specifically address the parent/caregiver’s understanding of their child’s learning needs, as well as awareness and access 
to special education services. Responses were assessed evaluating parental understanding of obtaining services, ability to advocate, knowledge of school services 
ease of assessing services and achievement of academic potential. 

Results: Eighty one baseline surveys were returned (75% response rate). At baseline, parents of children with NF1 reported lack of knowledge about obtaining 
academic supports, how to obtain evaluations, lack of confidence in advocating for their child and difficulty accessing services. Age, sex and caregiver race 
were not associated with parental understanding, ability to advocate, being informed of services, difficulty accessing services and academic potential.  Parental 
understanding was associated with child race (p=.04), highest caregiver education level (p=.02) and type of school (p=.-02). Ability to advocate and academic 
potential were associated with highest caregiver education level (p=.007 and P=.03, respectively).  Being informed of services was associated with caregiver 
marital status (p=.04).  

Conclusions: Children with NF1 are known to be at risk for cognitive, academic and social impairments.  The hospital-based NF-School Liaison Program (NF-SLP) 
is a model of care that incorporates consultation, psycho-education, and parental advocacy training, based on a successful SLP program for pediatric cancer 
survivors at Dana-Farber/Boston Children’s Cancer and Blood Disorders Center.1 These results suggest that SLP services may help to mitigate potential caregiver 
and demographic disparities. We plan to assess the impact of NF-SLP services on parent-reported knowledge of special education supports, satisfaction with their 
child’s school services, and increased belief that their child is meeting his/her academic potential. 

Full List of Authors: Lisa Northman, PhD, Marybeth Morris, MEd, Peter E. Manley, MD, Nicole J. Ullrich, MD, PhD. Boston Children’s Hospital, Dana-Farber/Boston Children’s Cancer and 
Blood Disorders Center, Boston, MA USA

Reference: 1Northman L, Ross S, Morris M, Tarquini S. Supporting Pediatric Cancer Survivors with Neurocognitive Late Effects: A Model of Care. J Pediatr Oncol Nurs. 2014; Nov 21. [Epub 
ahead of print]
 
 

Variable Impact of Neurofibromatosis Type 1 on the Lives of Australian Adults 
 
Hilda A. Crawford, BSc, University of Sydney, Institute for Neuroscience and Muscle Research, The Children’s Hospital Westmead

Background: Due to the heterogeneous nature of neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) some adults display a mild phenotype and live essentially normal lives, while 
others exhibit more severe physical and psychosocial manifestations, including disability, cosmetic disfigurement, and learning disabilities. 

Aim: The aim of this qualitative study was to identify the ways in which NF1 affects the health and lives of Australian adults. 

Method: Sixty affected adults with NF1 aged 18 - 40 years, with varying grades of disease severity and visibility participated in semi-structured interviews, which 
were analyzed using grounded theory methodology. 

Results: Several categories emerged on how NF1 impacted upon adults: i) the cosmetic burden of visible NF1, ii) learning difficulties, iii) concerns about passing NF1 
on to offspring, iv) worries about future uncertain disease progression, iv) physical pain. Participants identified the aspects of NF1 that impacted upon them the most, 
creating a hierarchy of NF1 concerns. Of greatest concern were the cosmetic aspects of NF1 and how learning difficulties had impacted upon their school and adult life. 

Conclusion: Results of this study may lead to increased awareness amongst health professionals about the impact of NF1 on the life and health of affected adults, 
in particular an understanding that the impact of the disorder is variable and not all adults share the same concerns. The concerns of adults may not necessarily 
be medical but related to the cosmetic burden of NF1 and learning difficulties. Other important areas for clinicians to consider are that in some adults the burden 
of pain impacts significantly on everyday life, the desire for some patients to discuss reproductive options and the importance of supporting patients as they live 
with the uncertainty of NF1. Psychotherapeutic treatment interventions may be effective where disfiguring cutaneous neurofibromas are not amenable to treatment. 
Early educational intervention and support is important in minimizing the consequences of negative school experiences.

Belinda Barton PhD, Children’s Hospital Education Research Institute (CHERI), The Children’s Hospital at Westmead; Meredith J Wilson FRACP, Department of Genetic Medicine, Westmead 
Hospital; Yemima Berman PhD Medicine, Department of Clinical Genetics, Royal North Shore Hospital; Valerie J McKelvey-Martin DPhil, & Patrick J Morrison DSc, Ulster University; Kathryn 
N North MD, Murdoch Childrens Research Institute

Grant Acknowledgement: Wingfield George Anderson Bequest, Ulster University
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Uptake of Health Surveillance in Australian Adults with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 
 
Hilda A. Crawford, BSc, University of Sydney, Institute for Neuroscience and Muscle Research, The Children’s Hospital Westmead

Background: Due to the unpredictability and progressive nature of neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), as well as the range of disabling and potentially life threatening 
symptoms that can arise variably, health monitoring throughout life is recommended. Affected individuals may encounter difficulties accessing appropriate health 
care following transition from pediatric care, as there is a lack of coordinated and/or specialist health services in Australia for adults with NF1. 

Aims: To ascertain adults’ experience of health surveillance, to determine their accessibility to health care, and to estimate their ability to self manage their 
condition.  

Methods: Ninety-four Australian adults with NF1 (aged 18 - 40 years) participated in a semi-structured interview, with 87 (93%) of those adults also completing 
the Patient Activation Measure, an evaluation of patients’ engagement in their health care. 

Results: Almost half of the participants had no regular health monitoring with the main explanations being: i) participants did not know where to seek health care, 
ii) they were unaware of the need for regular health surveillance, iii) they felt health monitoring was futile as nothing can be done for NF1, iv) they were healthy and 
well, therefore believed surveillance was unnecessary. Half of participants responded that they would consult their general practitioner (GP) if they had a worry or 
concern about NF1, despite an overall impression that the GP was unfamiliar with NF1 and its management. Approximately two thirds of adults with NF1 reported 
low levels of activation suggesting that they may lack the necessary skills to engage with health providers, which may be related to the cognitive and behavioral 
deficits associated with NF1. 

Conclusion: Adults with NF1 may be at risk of poor health due to lack of accessible and appropriate surveillance, as well as poor self-management skills. A 
strategic, coordinated and proactive approach is necessary to provide effective health care for this population.

Belinda Barton PhD, Children’s Hospital Education Research Institute (CHERI), The Children’s Hospital at Westmead; Meredith J Wilson FRACP, Department of Genetic Medicine, Westmead 
Hospital; Yemima Berman PhD Medicine, Department of Clinical Genetics, Royal North Shore Hospital; Valerie J McKelvey-Martin DPhil, & Patrick J Morrison DSc, Ulster University; Kathryn 
N North MD, Murdoch Childrens Research Institute

Grant Acknowledgement: Wingfield George Anderson Bequest, Ulster University
 
 

Development and Preliminary Evaluation of a Quality-of-Life Questionnaire for Adults with Neurofibromatosis 
Type 1 (NF1-AdQOL) 
 
Hilda A. Crawford, BSc, University of Sydney, Institute for Neuroscience and Muscle Research, The Children’s Hospital Westmead

Background: Assessment of quality-of-life (QOL) is an important outcome in health care and research in neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). A disease specific 
questionnaire can evaluate specific effects of NF1 from the patient’s viewpoint.

Aims: To develop and validate a QOL questionnaire specific to adults with NF1.

Methods: A cross-sectional study of adults with NF1 (aged 18 - 40 years) was conducted across three Australian genetics clinics. Based on the results of eight 
semi-structured adult interviews, existing literature and a survey of clinicians, we applied the domains of emotions, functioning and symptoms conceptualized in 
Skindex-29 dermatology specific QOL instrument to develop a 33-item adult NF1 specific QOL questionnaire, the NF1-AdQOL. 

Results: One hundred and fourteen adults with NF1 completed the NF1-AdQOL. The median age of participants was 27.5 (IQR 10). Exploratory factor analysis, 
which was used to assess construct validity, indicated that 62.7% of the common variance could be explained by three factors. The final 31-item NF1-AdQOL 
instrument was comprised of three scales labeled as ‘emotions associated with cosmetic appearance’ (12 items), ‘social functioning and learning’ (11 items) and 
‘symptoms’ (8 items). Good internal consistency of the NF1-AdQOL instrument was established (Cronbach’s α coefficient, 0.96). Correlation coefficients of the 
overall NF1-AdQOL score with clinician’s rating of disease severity and adult age were small (Kendall τ = 0.25 and 0.12 respectively). 

Conclusions: Results provide preliminary evidence that the NF1-AdQOL is a valid and feasible tool to measure QOL in adults with NF1. Further evaluation is 
required to determine reliability, and the responsiveness of the NF1-AdQOL to detect changes over time and reproducibility. NF1-AdQOL may be used as a 
secondary outcome measure in NF1 clinical trials or an aid to clinical decision-making.

Belinda Barton PhD, Children’s Hospital Education Research Institute (CHERI), The Children’s Hospital at Westmead; Meredith J Wilson FRACP, Department of Genetic Medicine, Westmead 
Hospital; Yemima Berman PhD Medicine, Department of Clinical Genetics, Royal North Shore Hospital; Valerie J McKelvey-Martin DPhil, & Patrick J Morrison DSc, Ulster University; Kathryn 
N North MD, Murdoch Childrens Research Institute

Grant Acknowledgement: Wingfield George Anderson Bequest, Ulster University
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Prevalence of Hyposalivation in Individuals with Neurofibromatosis 1 
 
Karin Soares Cunha, PhD, Postgraduate Program in Pathology, School of Medicine, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Niterói, RJ, Brazil; 
Neurofibromatosis National Center (Centro Nacional de Neurofibromatose), Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Introduction: Hyposalivation represents a reduction of the salivary flow and can contribute to various oral complaints that collaborate significantly to a reduction 
in quality of life. Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is one of the most common genetic diseases in humans and has widely variable expressivity. Although oral 
manifestations are common, no previous study had investigated functional changes in salivary glands of individuals with NF1. 

Aim: To evaluate the salivary flow rate in NF1 individuals and to investigate some possible causes and consequences. 

Methods: We evaluated the sialometry (unstimulated whole saliva flow rate) in 49 NF1 individuals and compared to an age and sex-matched control group. 
Possible causes and consequences of hyposalivation in NF1 individuals were investigated through anamnesis, a specific questionnaire, physical examination, 
tongue coating evaluation and cytopathological exam to assess the prevalence of oral candidiasis. 

Results: Hyposalivation detected by unstimulated whole saliva was present in 59% (29/49) of NF1 individuals in contrast to 22% (11/49) of the control group 
(P <0.0001; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). No significant correlation between hyposalivation and the investigated variables in NF1 individuals was observed (use of 
medications, low liquid intake, caffeinated or stimulant drink use, mouth breathers, alcohol, smoke, plexiform neurofibroma close to or involving major salivary 
glands areas, tongue coating and oral cadidiasis). 

Conclusions: Hyposalivation may be a consequence of NF1, but more studies are necessary to understand if there is and what is the relationship between NF1 and 
hyposalivation.

Full list authors: Karin Soares Cunha, PhD, Rafaela Elvira Rozza-de-Menezes, PhD, Eloá Borges Luna MS, Lilian Machado de Sousa Almeida, DDS, Raquel Richelieu Lima de Andrade 
Pontes, MS, Paula Nascimento Almeida, MS, Letícia Vidaurre de Aguiar, DDS and Eliane Pedra Dias, PhD, Universidade Federal Fluminense.

OBS: The results of this study were published in:
Cunha KS, Rozza-de-Menezes RE, Luna EB, Almeida LM et al. High prevalence of hyposalivation in individuals with neurofibromatosis 1: a case-control study. Orphanet J Rare Dis. 2015 
Feb 28;10(1):24. doi: 10.1186/s13023-015-0239-4.
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The Effect of Carboplatin-based Chemotherapy on NF1 White Matter Tracts Associated with Cognition 
 
Peter de Blank, MD, MSCE, Rainbow Babies & Children’s Hospital, Case Western Reserve University

Introduction: Children with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) are predisposed to low grade gliomas and are commonly treated with low-intensity carboplatin-based 
chemotherapy regimens thought to have no late cognitive effects. The effect of low-intensity chemotherapy on white matter integrity, separate from surgery 
or cranial radiation, has never been investigated. This study uses diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to examine cerebello-thalamic tracts associated with working 
memory1, and corpus callosum associated with processing speed2,3 and IQ.4

Methods: In a database of children with NF1-associated optic pathway glioma, we identified 12 subjects not exposed to chemotherapy and 12 age-matched (±1 
year) controls who received chemotherapy. All tumors were restricted to the optic pathway, and no subjects received radiation or surgery. All chemotherapy-
exposed subjects received carboplatin/vincristine, subjects also received vinblastine (n=4), thioguanine/procarbazine/lomustine/vincristine (n=2) and 
bevacizumab/irinotecan (n=1).  

Cerebello-thalamic, thalamo-cortical and corpus callosum tracts were isolated, and a paired t-test was used to compare DTI parameters between age-matched 
controls. Multivariable regression was used to compare fractional anisotropy (FA) between groups, covarying for age and gradient direction set used.

Results: In subjects exposed to chemotherapy, FA was decreased in cerebello-thalamic tracts (0.48±0.04 vs 0.53±0.05, p=0.03) and corpus callosum 
(0.65±0.04 vs 0.70±0.03, p=0.01). The effect of chemotherapy on FA remained in multivariable regression (cerebello-thalamic: -0.04±0.02, p=0.048; corpus 
callosum: -0.05±0.02, p=0.007). In two subjects with DTI before and after chemotherapy, FA in these tracts declined from baseline following treatment over 1 year. 

Discussion: Tracts associated with cognitive deficits have significantly lower FA in NF1 subjects exposed to chemotherapy. Individuals with NF1 frequently have 
cognitive challenges and may be more susceptible to chemotherapy-induced white matter changes. Further study is needed to examine the degree of cognitive 
deficit and its association with FA in patients with NF1 exposed to low-intensity chemotherapy.

Additional Authors: Michael J. Fisher (Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia), Timothy PL Roberts (Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia), Jeffrey I Berman (Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia)

Funding: National Institutes of Health (CA076917-15), and the Francis S. Collins Scholarship in Neurofibromatosis Clinical and Translational Research from the Neurofibromatosis 
Therapeutic Acceleration Program. 

References:  1. Law N, et al. NeuroImage. 2011.  2. Palmer SL, et al. Neuro Oncol. 2012.  3. Aukema EJ, et al. Intl journ of radiation oncology, biology, physics. 2009.  4. Khong PL, et al. J 
clin onc. 2006.
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Phase II Study of the MEK 1/2 Inhibitor Selumetinib in Children and Young Adults with Neurofibromatosis 
Type 1 (NF1) and Inoperable Plexiform Neurofibromas (PN) 
 
Rachel Ershler, MD, MHS, National Cancer Institute, Pediatric Oncology Branch

Background: In an ongoing multi-center phase I study, selumetinib showed preliminary activity in children and young adults with NF1 and inoperable PN: PN 
volume decrease ≥20% in 66% (16/24) of the patients, and anecdotal evidence of decrease in pain, disfigurement, and improvement in function. We have 
developed a phase II registration study in collaboration with CTEP, AstraZeneca, and NF academic partners with the primary objective of determining the confirmed 
partial and complete response rate of selumetinib using volumetric MRI analysis in patients (≥2 to ≤18 years old) with NF1 and inoperable PN with PN-related 
morbidity (stratum 1). This abstract details the plans and progress for this registration study.  

Methods: All patients will be stratified for the presence (stratum 1) or absence (stratum 2) of PN-related morbidity. Selumetinib will be administered at the MTD 
of the phase I trial (25 mg/m2/dose BID) on a continuous doing schedule (one cycle=28 days). In addition to response evaluation with volumetric MRI analysis, 
all patients will undergo pain, quality of life (QoL), and physical functioning/functional evaluations depending on the location of the target PN.  Outcome measures 
were selected based on work from the REiNS group.  The target response rate of 36%, exclude 15% with a lower two-sided 95% confidence bound requires 
50 evaluable patients. This sample size will also allow careful evaluation of select secondary objectives, including patient reported and functional outcomes as 
described in the table below.

Secondary Trial Objectives Outcome Measurements

All patients

Confirmed partial and complete response rate and duration of response 
in all patients: Stratum 1 and 2, and typical vs. nodular PN

Objective response rate (PR = PN decrease ≥20% compared to 
baseline) using centrally read 3D MRI volumetric analysis 

Long-term tolerability and safety of selumetinib Clinical evaluation, lab studies, EKG/ECHO, ophthalmology,  
symptom checklist, patient diary  
Long term follow up evaluation for 7 years

Effect of selumetinib on pain NRS 11, Pain Interference Index  
Pain Medication Survey 

Effect of selumetinib on quality of life PedsQL QOL  
Background form 

Pharmacokinetics (PK) of selumetinib Day 1 and steady state PK 

Pharmacodynamics (PD) of selumetinib Day 1, steady state cytokines, BM derived precursor cells

Subset of patients as applicable

Effect of selumetinib on disfigurement Photography (+/- video) evaluation of visible PN

Effect of selumetinib on functional outcomes: 
Orbit PN

Airway PN
PN affecting motor function

Bowel/bladder PN
Other PN

Ophthalmology exam: Visual acuity, Exophthalmometry
Sleep study, Pulmonary function test
Strength, Range of motion, Leg length evaluation  
Grooved Pegboard test  
PROMIS Physical Function (mobility and upper extremity) 
PRO: Bladder and bowel patient questionnaire
Evaluations determined by study team

Effect of selumetinib on bone mineral density DEXA scan (NCI patients only)

Results: The protocol has undergone CTEP review and enrollment will begin in 2015.

Full list of authors: Eva Dombi1, Andrea Baldwin1, Trish Whitcomb1, Staci Martin1, Pam Wolters1, Michael J. Fisher2, Brian Weiss3, AeRang Kim4, Wade Clapp5, Kent Robertson5, Jaishri 
Blakeley6, Scott M. Paul7, Michaele Smith7, Kathleen Farrell7, Seth M. Steinberg8, Austin Doyle9, Brigitte C. Widemann1, 
1NCI, Pediatric Oncology Branch, Bethesda, MD; 2Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA; 3Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, Cincinnati, OH; 4Children’s National Medical 
Center, Washington, DC; 5Riley Hospital for Children, Indianapolis, IN; 6Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD; 7Rehabilitation Medicine Department, NIH Clinical Center, Bethesda, MD; 
8Biostatistics and Data Management Section, NCI, NIH; 9NCI, Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program, Rockville, MD.
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Case Report: Diffuse Ganglioneuromatosis of the Small Intestine in a 15 Year-Old Girl with Intestinal 
Dysmotility and Neurofibromatosis-1: Treatment Considerations 
 
Amy Goldstein, MD, Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh of UPMC 

Background: In addition to plexiform tumors, gastrointestinal tract lesions associated with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) include: 1) gastrointestinal stromal 
tumors (GIST) 2) leiomyomas, 3) neuroendocrine tumors, especially of periampullary duodenum, 4) ganglioneuromatosis, 5) adenocarcinoma, and 6) inflammatory 
polyps. Neuroendocrine and other GI tumors in NF1 can co-occur such as GIST-somatostatinoma and ganglioneuromatosis-vasointestinal peptide /VIP. GIST and 
ganglioneuromatosis are also seen in other inherited cancer disorders such as Carney triad/dyad and MEN2b/Cowden-Bannayan (PTEN) disease respectively. 

Case report: We report a case of a 15 year-old female with NF-1 (diagnosed at age 1).  Four months prior to presentation at our institution, she developed 
gastroenteritis with hypovolemic shock and intractable secretory diarrhea. One month prior to presentation, she developed a mechanical GI obstruction requiring an 
ileostomy. The ileal biopsy suggested neural hyperplasia/ganglioneuromatosis. She presented to our institution in 2013 for evaluation for small bowel transplant.

During her hospitalization, she developed an obstruction and was taken to the operating room for reduction. Several hours post-operatively, she developed a recurrent 
prolapse of over 2 feet of massively dilated small bowel and terminal ileum, and returned to the operating room. During the procedure, multiple discrete neurofibromas 
measuring 0.5 cm - 5 cm were found throughout the entire mesentery. Neuropeptide evaluation was negative. Given repeat prolapse and distention, malabsorption and 
TPN-dependence could not be avoided, a proximal jejunostomy was performed. Given her overall tumor burden, small bowel transplant was not completed.

Conclusions: While incidence of intestinal ganglioneuromatosis in pediatric patients is uncommon, progressive intestinal involvement can occur, leading to 
extensive bowel resection. The question of whether these patients are eligible for transplantation needs further investigation and consideration.

References: 
1. Carter, J., Laurini, J. (2008). Isolated intestinal neurofibromatous proliferations in the absence of associated systemic syndromes. World Journal of Gastroenterology, 14 (2), 6569-6571.
2. Matthews, M., Adler, B., Arnold, M., Kumar, S., Carvalho, R., Besner, G. (2013). Diffuse intestinal ganglioneuromatosis in a child. Journal of Pediatric Surgery, 48, 1129-1133.
3. Thway, K., Fisher, C. (2009). Diffuse ganglioneuromatosis in small intestine associated with neurofibromatosis type 1. Annals of Diagnostic Pathology, 13, 50-54.

Full List Authors: Kathy Gardner, MD; Beth Heuer, DNP, CPNP, Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh of UPMC
 
 

Increasing the Index of Suspicion of Parry-Romberg Syndrome in Patients with Hemifacial Atrophy 
 
Amy Goldstein, MD, UPMC

Introduction: Parry-Romberg Syndrome (PRS) or progressive hemifacial atrophy, involves atrophy of skin, subcutaneous tissues and to varying extent, cartilage 
and underlying bones. We present a patient with PRS in order to increase the awareness of the condition.

Case report: A 15-year old female was referred to our Neurofibromatosis clinic for hyper pigmented lesions, migraines and chronic abdominal pain. Her 
past medical history is significant for facial asymmetry noted at age 5 years which progressed over 1year and then stabilized. On examination, the skin and 
subcutaneous tissue on the right face, right upper lip and tongue were atrophic without associated facial weakness. In addition, she had several hyper pigmented, 
atrophic lesions on her back. Head CT at age 10 years showed facial asymmetry with hypoplasia of right maxilla and mandible. With the suspicion of PRS, we 
ordered an MRI and referred her to Rheumatology and Ophthalmology for further evaluation. Brain MRI: Normal without white matter lesions.
Rheumatology: Subsequently diagnosed with localized scleroderma, both linear head subtype, Parry Romberg Syndrome, and generalized plaque morphea 
subtype. The plaque lesions demonstrated hyperpigmentation, derma and subcutaneous atrophy. Ophthalmology evaluation revealed no uveitis. She was 
recommended regular follow-up with Rheumatology, Ophthalmology and dentistry/oral maxillofacial surgery.

Discussion: The clinical features of Parry Romberg syndrome include: 1) Facial atrophy in the distribution of the trigeminal nerve branches. Nearly half of the 
patients have the en coup-de-sabre(ECDS) linear scar in the face; hence, some patients are diagnosed with linear scleroderma; 2) Associated neurological 
complications: seizures especially partial seizures, trigeminal neuralgia and migraine are usually present; 3) Associated ocular involvement manifests as 
progressive enophthalmos and Duane syndrome. The disease course typically progresses for 2-10 years before stabilizing. There is no cure for PRS.
Reconstructive plastic surgery can be offered for cosmetic purposes. PRS can be treated as autoimmune disease with corticosteroids and methotrexate, especially 
in context with more classic ECDS findings or other manifestations such as uveitis.

Conclusion: A patient with Parry-Romberg Syndrome can present to a pediatric neurologist with migraines, seizures, MRI features and/or neurocutaneous findings 
along with facial asymmetry. The increased index of suspicion of PRS enables early diagnosis, identification and treatment of the associated

Authors: Dasyam N, Gardner K, Torok KS, Goldstein AC
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Computerized Working Memory Training for Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1): A Pilot Study 
 
Kristina K. Hardy, PhD, The Jennifer and Daniel Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Medical Center/George Washington University 
School of Medicine

Objectives: Children with NF1 have a high incidence of executive dysfunction, but few interventions have been empirically evaluated. We aimed to assess the 
feasibility and preliminary efficacy of a home-based, computerized cognitive training program for children with NF1 and working memory deficits. 

Methods: This prospective, single-arm trial employed a pre-post design to evaluate changes in performance-based measures of attention and working 
memory and parent-completed ratings of executive functioning. Children meeting eligibility criteria completed training with Cogmed®, a computerized working 
memory training program that includes phone-based coaching support over 9 weeks (25 sessions). Primary outcomes included compliance statistics (tracked 
automatically by the program) as well as change in attention and working memory scores. The assessment battery consisted of measures with available alternate 
forms and/or with few practice effects.

Results: Thirty-one (52% male; Mean age = 10.9, Range = 8-16) were screened for participation, with 87% showing evidence of working memory difficulties. 
Treatment compliance was good, with almost three-quarters of participants completing at least 80% of training sessions. There were no reported physical or 
psychological adverse events.  Participants and their parents rated the intervention as enjoyable and appropriately challenging. Participants exhibited post-treatment 
improvement in attention and executive function on a number of performance-based measures, but not on the parent-rated questionnaire.  Specifically, children 
completing training showed significantly improved sustained visual attention, verbal attention, visual working memory, and executive functioning. Preliminary 
resting-state fMRI analyses indicated changes in functional connectivity in several regions of the brain related to attention and executive functioning. 

Conclusion: Pilot data suggest that computerized training is feasible and possibly efficacious for children with NF1. Additional efficacy data will be collected 
through a multi-site, randomized controlled trial recently funded by the DOD. Future work should continue to evaluate functional and genetic biomarkers associated 
with treatment-related improvements in order to fully elucidate mechanisms of attention and executive dysfunction in this population.

Kristina K. Hardy PhD1; Brian M. Hoover, MS1; Karin S. Walsh PhD1; F. Xavier Castellanos, MD2; Roger J. Packer MD1; Maria T. Acosta MD1

1 The Jennifer and Daniel Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Medical Center/George Washington University School of Medicine
2 NYU Langone Medical Center Child Study Center

Funding Sources: Children’s Tumor Foundation and The Jennifer and Daniel Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute
 
 

Use of Bevacizumab for Vision Recovery in Optic Pathway Glioma: A Case Study 
 
Molly Hemenway, DNP, MS, RN, AC/PC-CPNP, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado

Carboplatin containing regimens are the standard of care treatment for optic pathway gliomas (OPG) in children with Neurofibromatosis Type I (NF1). Recent data 
has shown an improvement in visual acuity or visual field loss in patients with OPG and use of bevacizumab (Avery, et al, 2014). In our young patient (Blake*) 
vision was worsening on therapy with carboplatin alone, and when bevacizumab was added, vision improved substantially after three doses over a six week period. 

Following a routine eye exam at 4 years, 9 months, Blake was noted to have poor vision and referred for a MRI. Imaging showed a large infiltrative chiasmatic/
hypothalamic glioma with involvement of the ventral midbrain, mild enlargement of the midintraorbital left optic nerve segment without enhancement, and 
enhancement of the right optic nerve without enlargement. He was started on carboplatin and three weeks later seen by a pediatric ophthalmologist who 
specializes in NF1. Vision at that time was 20/300 in the right eye and 20/400 in the left eye without nystagmus or strabismus. Six weeks later, the patient could 
not see well enough to cooperate with snellen vision testing and his acuity was thus evaluated with teller acuity cards. Resolution acuity in the right eye was 0.43 
cycles/centimeter (cy/cm) (a snellen equivalent of 20/2000), and L eye was 4.80 cy/cm (20/180 equivalent). Between these two visits with ophthalmology, a MRI 
was completed which showed a slightly decreased size of the mass without worsening of any features on the scan. Bevacizumab 10 mg/kg/dose every two weeks 
was added onto the carboplatin backbone due to the marked vision loss. Following three doses of bevacizumab, Blake’s vision improved significantly. His right eye 
acuity was 1.60 cy/cm (20/540) and left was 6.50 cy/cm (20/130). Throughout this time frame he had stable mild optic nerve pallor. 

This case adds to a growing body of literature supporting the addition of bevacizumab in the treatment of refractory OPGs and demonstrates the importance of 
using vision, and not imaging alone, to determine effectiveness of therapy in these patients.

*not the child’s real name

Emily McCourt, MD, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado
Nick Foreman, MD, MRCP, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado

Avery RA, Hwang EI, Jakacki RI, Packer RJ. “Marked recovery of vision in children with optic pathway gliomas treated with bevacizumab.” JAMA Opthalmol. 2014 Jan 132 (1) 111-4.
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Multidisciplinary Approach to Treatment of Plexiform Neurofibroma 
 
Molly Hemenway, DNP, MS, RN, AC/PC-CPNP, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado

The multidisciplinary team at a large tertiary care center has developed a process to treat plexiform neurofibromas (PN) in patients with Neurofibromatosis Type I 
(NF1). If a PN is causing cosmetic problems, pain, or functional problems, then surgical evaluation is warranted. Due to the natural history of PNs being very difficult 
to fully resect without significant injury to the nerves as well as their propensity to have rapid regrowth in the time after surgery, pharmaceutical intervention following 
surgery should be discussed. Initially, the patient will meet with the surgeon regarding removal of the PN. The surgeon then refers the patient to the neuro-oncology 
team for discussion of medication (mTor inhibitor) following surgery. The neuro-oncology provider will discuss the tumor collection trial in which tumor samples are 
collected for research on the epigenetics of PN. Then, the rationale for mTor inhibitor use, timing of the medication, and side effects are reviewed. If a patient consents 
to the tumor collection trial, then at the time of the operation the surgical team contacts the laboratory team to come and collect fresh tissue from the operating room. 
The tissue is snap frozen at the time of collection and taken back to the lab for RNA extraction and processing. If the patient chooses to undergo treatment with the 
mTor inhibitor, at the two week post-op follow-up with the surgeon the patient also meets with the neuro-oncology provider to start therapy if there is good healing 
underway. The mTor inhibitor is given once a day for three months. The patient continues to have blood level monitoring and clinical follow-up to monitor for side 
effects and regrowth of the PN. Schedules with surgical and neuro-oncology follow up are coordinated in order to lessen the impact on the patient and family. A 
multidisciplinary approach is crucial to providing comprehensive care to patients with plexiform neurofibromas which necessitate surgery.

Nick Foreman, MD, MRCP, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado
 
 

Aesthetic Treatment of Orbital Neurofibroma 
 
Xiaojie Hu, MD, Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Shanghai 9th People’s Hospital, Shanghai Jiaotong University, School of Medicine, 
Shanghai, China

Background: Although most neurofibromas are commonly benign, orbital neurofibromatosis (NF) with sphenoid bone dysplasia will result in visually devastating 
and severe disfigurement commonly. Surgical management is a big challenge in this field. Orbital neurofibromas removal surgery will be accompanied with 
extensive hemorrhage, destruction of the neighbor tissue, and poor cosmetic result. In most reports, the enucleations were even mandated for cosmetic reason for 
severe orbital NF, but the results are still not promising.

Aim: In this study, we try to aesthetically correct deformity of the orbital NF without enucleation. 

Methods: Four NF patients (average age, 14 years old) with large sphenoid bone defects had various disorders in orbital regions, including: orbital NF tumor, 
enlargement of middle cranial fossa, orbital bone dysplasia, globe deviation downward and forward, visual acuity devastating, or orbital nerve glioma, etc. They 
underwent multiple surgical procedures for disfigurement correction in Shanghai 9th people’s hospital from 2011 to 2013. 

Results: At last, the most of the NF tumors in and surrounding the orbital regions were removed, the sphenoid bone defects were repaired with titanium webs, and 
eyeball dislocations were corrected and put back into the orbital sockets at the same time. Eyelid ptosis corrections were performed in 3 of the 4 cases. Patients’ 
face looking got greatly improved. All patients were satisfied with the operation results after an average of 28-month follow-up. The further destroys of vision acuity 
have not been observed.

Conclusions: Visual acuity maintenance and cosmetic consequence can be achieved after multiple operation procedures for orbital NF without enucleation.

Additional authors: 
Xiaoxi Lin, MD; Hui Chen, MD; Gang Ma, MD; Wei Li, MD and Yang Gao, MD. PRS Dept., Shanghai 9th People’s Hospital, School of Medicine of SJTU, Shanghai, China
Zhilin Guo MD and Zhihua Cheng MD. Neurosurgery Dept., Shanghai 9th People’s Hospital, School of Medicine of SJTU, Shanghai, China
Kairong Li, PhD. Genetic Dept., University of Alabama Birmingham, USA
Xiaoyan Gao , MD. PRS Dept., Shanghai Zhoupu Hospital, Shanghai, China
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Experience of Plastic Surgery for NF in Shanghai 
 
Xiaojie Hu, MD, Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Shanghai 9th People’s Hospital, Shanghai Jiaotong University, School of Medicine, 
Shanghai, China

Background and aims: Neurofibroma (NF) should be removed surgically when causing dysfunction or deformity. Plastic surgery aims not only to excide NF tumor, 
but also to restore function and normal face and body contour for those patients. 

Methods: We reviewed our series of 140 NF1 cases from Jan, 2011 to March, 2014, 110 tumors on the heads or necks, and 30 tumors on trunks or limbs. We 
performed 113 operations for 84 patients.

Results: 17 operations were performed for 12 cases with NF on trunks or limbs. Though it is easy to remove small dermal NF, large plexiform NF (PNF) removal 
and wound repair is hard because bleeding control is difficult. Giant PNFs, weighted over 7 kg each, grew in two cases. One was on back and the other one 
was on right leg. The NF resection was longer than 5 hours and patients needed more than 600 ml blood transfusion. At last PNF was removed safely and ideal 
reconstruction result was achieved as bleeding was under control. 

Removal of PNF on head and neck is a huge challenge due to complicated anatomy. We performed 96 operations for 72 cases with NF on head and neck. 
When lesions were small or superficial, esthetic surgical results were expected. While NF lesions infringed widely and deeply without definite demarcation, 
especially facial nerve was involved, the situation was much harsh for NF resection without facial nerve injury. We initially explored surgical technique to protect 
temporal branch of facial nerve (TBFN) in PNF resection. After operations, 5 cases acquired temporal PNFs removal and TBFN function successfully preserved 
simultaneously. The most difficult case to handle was orbital NF who still has eye vision, especially with sphenoid bone defects, eyeball pulsation and proptosis. 
For 3 such severe orbital NF cases, we removed orbital NF, repaired orbital wall, and put eyeball back into reconstructed orbital socket without visual injury.

Conclusions: Continuous developing plastic surgery techniques are helpful to achieve much more functional and aesthetic improvements for NF patients.

Xiaoxi Lin, MD; Qingfeng Li, MD; PRS Dept., Shanghai 9th People’s Hospital, SJTU School of Medicine, Shanghai, China

Funding: Shanghai Educational Commission Grant (2013,52) for Senior Visiting Scholar; National clinic key disciplines and specialties Grant for plastic and reconstructive surgery.
 
 

NF1 in MPNST Patients at a Specialized Soft-Tissue Sarcoma and Nerve Center 
 
Elisa Janszen, BSc, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, the Netherlands

Background: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a genetic disorder associated with a 10% lifetime risk of developing a malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor 
(MPNST). Conversely, retrospective studies have shown that 25-50% of patients presenting with MPNST have NF1. Whether NF1 is systematically assessed in 
patients presenting with MPNST is unknown. 

Objective: The main objective was to evaluate whether NF1 is routinely assessed in patients presenting with MPNST. The secondary objective was to assess the 
clinical characteristics of patients with MPNST and a certain diagnosis of NF1 compared to the group with MPNST, but in whom NF1 was ruled out or not assessed 
(sporadic MPNST/NF1-NA).

Methods: All files of patients diagnosed with MPNST at a tertiary referral center for soft tissue sarcoma (1985-2013) were retrospectively evaluated for NF1 
assessment according to NIH criteria. Patient and tumor characteristics were compared between the NF1 and sporadic MPNST/NF1-NA groups. Cox-regression 
analyses, Kaplan-Meier curves and scatterplots were used to assess differences in survival. 

Results: In total, 61 patients who were treated for MPNST were eligible for analysis. Fifteen of these 61 (25%) had a prior diagnosis of NF1. In 40 out of 46 patients 
(87%) with an unknown NF1 status at diagnosis, NF1 was not considered or assessed.

The patients with MPNST and NF1 presented with an MPNST at a younger age (p=0.01). Patients with NF1 had 3.6-fold increased risk of death due to MPNST and 
an estimated 5-year disease-specific survival rate of 31% compared to 50% in the group with sporadic MPNST/NF1-NA. Patients with NF1 also had a 3.3 times 
higher risk of developing a local recurrence or distant metastases.  

Conclusion: A diagnosis of NF1 was not systematically considered in patients presenting with MPNST. Assessing NF1 in patients with an MPNST and no prior diagnosis 
of NF1 is important in view of the more aggressive course of disease and younger age at presentation, as well the implications of an NF1 diagnosis for family members.

Authors (all from Leiden University Medical Center): Elisa Janszen BSc, Department of Clinical Genetics/Neurosurgery; Yvette van Ierland MD PhD, Department of Clinical Genetics; Hans 
Gelderblom MD PhD, Department of Oncology; Michiel van de Sande MD PhD, Department of Orthopedic Surgery; Sander Dijkstra MD PhD, Department of Orthopedic Surgery; Judith 
Bovée MD PhD, Department of Pathology; Saskia Lesnik Oberstein MD PhD, Department of Clinical Genetics; Martijn Malessy MD PhD, Department of Neurosurgery
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An Examination of Verbal vs. Visual Memory in Children with NF1 
 
Jennifer Janusz, PsyD, University of Colorado School of Medicine/Children’s Hospital Colorado

Previous studies of memory in children with NF1 have focused either on verbal memory (the ability learn and remember verbally presented information) or spatial 
working memory (the ability to manipulate spatial information in “on-line” processing). The current study sought to explore the ability of children with NF1 to 
encode and retrieve visually-presented information and compare this to their verbal memory performance. Twenty-four children with NF1 (58% boys; mean age= 
11.63 years) were administered measures of verbal and visual memory as part of a broader neuropsychological assessment. The California Verbal Learning 
Test- Children’s Version (CVLT-C) was used to assess verbal memory and the Memory for Designs subtest from the NEPSY-II (NEPSY-II MD) was used to assess 
visual memory. Both tests measure learning/acquisition of information, as children are presented information over multiple trials, as well as the ability to recall 
information after a period of delay. For ease of comparison, scores for both memory measures were transformed into scaled scores (ss), with a mean of 10 and 
a standard deviation of 3. Overall cognitive ability was assessed with the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children- Fourth Edition (WISC-IV), with a group mean in 
the average range (Full Scale IQ mean Standard Score= 92.25; standard deviation [SD]= 12.33). Paired sample t-tests were used to evaluate differences between 
performance on memory tests. Children with NF1 had significantly greater difficulty learning and acquiring visual information as opposed to verbal information 
(MD Immediate mean ss= 5.63; CVLT-C Total Trials mean ss= 9.13; p<.05). Their memory for visual information after a delay was also in the below average 
range, but was not statistically different from their delayed verbal memory performance (MD Delay mean= 6.25; CVLT-C Long Delay Free Recall mean ss= 
8.63; p>.05). Results suggest that children with NF1 have more difficulty acquiring and remembering over time information presented in a visual format. This is 
consistent with previous research documenting visual-spatial deficits in children with NF1. This information has implications for school and educational strategies, 
as children with NF1 may have greater difficulty learning and retaining formation presented visually. Future research will explore the relative contributions of 
executive functioning and attentional abilities to visual memory performance. 

Jennifer Janusz, PsyD, ABPP-Cn, University of Colorado School of Medicine, Children’s Hospital Colorado
 
 

Whole-Body MRI (WBMRI) for Extent of Disease Evaluation in Patients with Segmental Neurofibromatosis 1 
 
Justin T. Jordan, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH)

Purpose: Segmental NF1 (segNF1) is caused by post-zygotic mutations in the NF1 gene; patients typically demonstrate signs of NF1 restricted to a portion of 
the body. While peripheral neurofibromas (PNF) are identified by WBMRI in about 60% of patients with NF1, the prevalence of PNF in patients with segNF1 is not 
known. In this study, we used WBMRI for extent of disease (EOD) evaluation in patients with segNF1.

Methods: WBMRI and three-dimensional computerized volumetry were used to determine the number, volume, and distribution of internal nerve sheath tumors in 
patients with segNF1 and in matched controls with generalized NF1 (genNF1). Fisher exact test and Man Whitney U-test were used for comparisons.

Results: One male and fifteen female patients with clinically diagnosed segNF1 were enrolled, with a mean age of 44 years, and a mean interval from diagnosis 
of 6.5 years. For comparison, we identified 16 age-matched individuals with genNF1 who also had WBMRI. 6 patients with segNF1 (38%) had PNF on WBMRI, 
compared to 12 patients (75%) with genNF1 (p=0.07). Among individuals with internal tumors, segNF1 patients had less median number of tumors than genNF1 
patients (1 vs. 5, p=0.08). The median volume of each tumor was greater in segNF1 (32 cc vs. 10 cc, p=0.04), as was the median total body tumor volume (173 
cc vs. 100 cc, p=0.74). For patients with segNF1, the presence of a known internal tumor before WBMRI was associated with increased odds of identifying a new 
plexiform neurofibroma on WBMRI (OR 4.38, p=0.39).  

Conclusions: In this small cohort study, we found that patients with segNF1 had internal tumors on WBMRI less commonly than genNF1 patients. Further, those 
with internal tumors had fewer, but larger, tumors. Our results add to previous work suggesting that segNF1 patients are more mildly affected than genNF1 patients. 
Importantly, these findings also suggest that using WBMRI for EOD evaluation may identify occult tumors in patients with segNF1, and may therefore be helpful in 
managing these patients. Further study of WBMRI for EOD evaluation in this unique population is warranted.

Additional Author List: Vanessa L. Merker, BS: MGH; Wenli Cai, PhD: MGH; Gordon Harris, PhD: MGH; Miriam Bredella, MD: MGH; Victor Mautner, MD: University of Hamburg; Scott R. 
Plotkin, MD, PhD: MGH
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Facial Disproportion in a Neurofibromatosis Type I Hypomorphic Medaka Fish Mutant 
 
Shinji Kuninaka, MD, PhD, Division of Gene Regulation, Institute for Advanced Medical Research, Keio University School of Medicine

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is one of the most common autosomal dominant genetic disorders. A mouse model of NF1 indicates that a two-hit mutation of 
Nf1 alleles is required for its pathogenesis, but their biallelic loss during the early phase of development causes lethal defects, thereby making it difficult to observe 
the adolescent or later stages at the whole-body level. Hypomorphic alleles may be one method for overcoming this obstacle but no vertebrate model of this allele 
has been reported. We screened a targeting induced local lesion in genomes (TILLING) library of medaka and obtained a line with a missense mutation (T1157I) 
in the GAP-related domain of nf1. A homozygous mutant was obtained with the expected Mendelian ratio and it exhibited no significant difference in survival 
time compared with its wild-type counterpart. However, a mutation in the close vicinity of a catalytic arginine finger required for RasGAP activity resulted in the 
upregulation of MAPK and PI3K signaling pathways. In agreement with the upregulated Ras/MAPK signaling, the facial morphology of the homozygous mutant 
differed from that of its normal counterparts. These results indicate that this medaka line could be used as a hypomorphic mutant model of NF1.

Minori Shinyaa,Yuriko Matsuzakib, Tomonori Deguchic, Yasuhiro Kameid, Kiyoshi Narused, Yoshihito Taniguchie, and Hideyuki Sayab

aNational Institute of Genetics, Shizuoka 411-8540, Japan 
bDivision of Gene Regulation, Institute for Advanced Medical Research, Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo 160-8582, Japan 
cThe National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), Osaka 563-8577, Japan
dNational Institute for Basic Biology, Aichi 444-8585, Japan
eDepartment of Preventive Medicine and Public Health, Kyorin University School of Medicine, Tokyo 181-8611, Japan
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Profiling of the Nf2 Gene Mutations in Chinese Patients with Neurofibromatosis Type 2 
 
Pinan Liu, MD, PhD, Beijing Tiantan Hospital

Background: Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) is an autosomal dominant syndrome caused by the mutation of NF2 tumor suppressor gene. However, Nf2 gene 
mutation status in Chinese NF2 patients have not been well characterized. In this study, comprehensive mutational analysis in 270 NF2 patients was performed by 
sequencing and genotype-phenotype correlations analysis.

Methods: We have investigated 342 NF2 patient blood samples (n=155) and tumors (n=187), including 72 patient with both of tumor and blood samples. We 
sequenced all exons and flanking regions of Nf2 gene and screened the multiexonic alterations (deletion or duplication) involving Nf2 gene by high-throughput 
Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification (MLPA).

Results: 226 Nf2 mutations, including 71 missense mutations, 51 frameshift mutation, 50 nonsense mutations, 28 splice-site mutations, 16 undetermined effect, 
10 potential polymorphism, were detected in 155 blood and 187 tumor samples. 50 tumor and blood displayed large deletion or duplications. We identified 84 
novel Nf2 mutations. A higher frequency of Nf2 mutations in exons 1–8 (63%, 97/154) were observed compared to those in exons 9–15(36%, 57/154). In the 
blood samples of 67 patients (46.85%, 67/155), no Nf2 mutations were detected. From 72 patients with both of tumor and blood samples, 33 mosaic mutations 
were detected only in tumour. Therefore, we extrapolated that a somatic mosaic rate is 46.34%. Furthermore, we found significant genotype-phenotype correlations 
for age at onset of symptoms years, age at diagnosis years, cutaneous lesions, and clinician-rated severity. The type of constitutional Nf2 mutation is an important 
determinant of the number of bilateral vestibular schwannomas and the severeness of clinical symptoms. Patients with constitutional Nf2 missense mutations, 
splice-site mutations, large deletions, or somatic mosaicism have late of age at onset of symptoms years, and less severe clinical symptoms compared to patients 
with constitutional nonsense or frameshift Nf2 mutations.

Conclusions: Our results identified 84 novel Nf2 mutations. A higher frequency of Nf2 mutations in exons 1–8. We suggest that constitutional nonsense and 
frameshift Nf2 mutations are predictors of early onset of symptoms and more severe clinical symptoms.

Full List Authors: Pinan Liu MD & PhD, Beijing Tiantan Hospital; Fu Zhao MD, Beijing Neurosurgery Institute; Jing Zhang MD, Beijing Neurosurgery Institute; Ying Wang, PhD, Beijing 
Neurosurgery Institute.
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Internet Support Group (ISG) for Parents of Children with Neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1):  
Results, Lessons Learned, and Future Directions 
 
Staci Martin, PhD, National Cancer Institute

Background: Due to the challenges of parenting a child with NF1, ISGs may offer a way to connect parents and a source of emotional and informational support. 
This study aimed to determine the feasibility and efficacy of an ISG for parents of children with NF1.  

Methods: Parents were recruited via an NIH research cohort and the Children’s Tumor Foundation (CTF) registry. 307 parents received an email about the protocol 
that included a link to an online consent and the baseline questionnaires assessing parent and child demographics, as well as social support, self-efficacy, 
depression, and anxiety. The ISG was comprised of eight weekly 90-minute chat sessions and a discussion forum open 24 hours a day for eight weeks. Health 
professionals moderated the discussion forum by posting and responding to questions. After 8 weeks, participants were emailed the same measures completed at 
baseline and a questionnaire assessing study satisfaction.  

Results: Thirty-three parents (29 mothers, 4 fathers) completed baseline measures.  Participants reported having a child with NF1 who ranged in age from 2 to 23 
years. Just over half of parents (52%) rated their child as having “mild” disease severity, while 33% were “moderate” and 15% were “severe”. No parents reported 
having NF1 themselves. Twenty parents (61%) posted in either the chat room and/or discussion forum.  Among 21 parents who completed Time 2 measures, 
perceptions of both emotional (p=.0008) and informational (p=.0003) support improved from baseline to Time 2. There were no mean pre- to post-differences in 
self-efficacy or mood (ps>.05). More depressive symptoms at baseline tended to be related to a greater likelihood of reporting that the chat sessions were helpful 
(p=.08). The chat sessions and discussion board were rated as helpful by 67% and 86% of the parents, respectively; the mean study satisfaction rating was high (7.6 
on a 1-10 scale; range 4 to 10). Parents also gave high ratings (1=Not helpful, 5=Very helpful) to the helpfulness of the professional moderator (M=4.2, SD=.51) 
and the likelihood of recommending the ISG to others (M=4.5, SD=.60). Child disease severity was unrelated to frequency of parent ISG use (p>.05). Some parents 
commented that the chat sessions were at inconvenient times; this factor may have limited participation in the sessions and prevented more robust outcomes.  

Conclusions: Participation in an ISG increased both emotional and informational support among parents of children with NF1, and study satisfaction ratings 
were high. Although some participants never engaged in the chat sessions or discussion forum, enough participation occurred to suggest that the intervention 
was feasible. ISGs seem to be equally helpful for parents of children with all levels of NF1 disease severity, and may be particularly helpful for parents with more 
depressive symptomatology. Health professional input was regarded as helpful by most participants. Based on study results and input from participants, future 
plans include establishing an ISG through the CTF open to parents of children with NF1, which is set to launch in spring of 2015.
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Adaptive Skills and Independent Living in Adolescents and Young Adults (AYA)  
with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) and Plexiform Neurofibromas (PNs):  
Relationship with Cognitive/Academic Skills, Self-concept, and Disease Severity 
 
Staci Martin, PhD, National Cancer Institute

Background: Adaptive functioning, or one’s ability to complete the skills required in daily life, is lower in young children with NF1 compared to healthy children. 
However, little is known about adaptive functioning in AYA with NF1, or what variables impact adaptive functioning during the transition to more independent living. This 
study aimed to determine the relationship of adaptive functioning to disease severity, cognitive and academic skills, and self-concept in AYA with NF1 and PNs (NF1/PN).

Method: Eligible families were recruited from a NF1 natural history study. Parents of youth 16-29 years (N=35) completed the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 
(VABS-II) Daily Living and Socialization scales; parents of youth 18+ (n=15) also rated their child’s self-concept (Conners Adult ADHD Rating Scale [CAARS]). 
Patients ages 16+ were evaluated on global (WASI Verbal and Performance IQ) and specific (processing speed, attention, executive skills) cognitive domains and 
academic skills, and those 18+ completed the CAARS self-report Self-Concept subscale. A nurse-practitioner rated number of NF1 complications in each patient 
to indicate disease severity.  

Results: Most of the AYA with NF1/PN (66% male; mean=18.1 years, range 16-26) met criteria for a learning disability (LD; 26%), ADHD (23%), or both (14%). 
Despite all mean VABS-II scores being average, over 1/3 of patients were rated below average on the Daily Living (37%) and Socialization (37%) scales, in 
particular on subscales assessing domestic responsibilities, interpersonal relations, and use of leisure time. Disease severity was not related to global adaptive 
skills. However, several cognitive scores were linked to adaptive skills. Specifically, slower processing speed related to lower ratings of domestic responsibilities, 
functioning in the community, interpersonal skills, and use of leisure time (ps<.05). Also, worse academic skills were related to poorer functioning in the 
community. AYA with LD were rated lower on daily living skills than AYA without LD (p=.01). Interestingly, lower parent-rated self-concept, but not youth self-
report ratings, were correlated with worse daily living and socialization skills. In terms of educational/ vocational status in a subset of 15 patients no longer in high 
school (M age 20.1 years), two (13%) had dropped out, three (20%) were in community college, three (20%) were in a 4-year university, two (13%) were in a 
vocational program, and five (33%) were not in any educational program. Four (27%) worked part-time, no (0%) patients worked full-time. Eight (53%) were not 
working or in school. Most (80%) were living with a parent(s).  

Conclusions: Substantial percentages of AYA with NF1/PN are below average on daily living and socialization domains. Poorer adaptive skills are related to 
cognitive impairments, particularly processing speed, and lower parent-rated self-concept, rather than disease severity. Compared to national averages of healthy 
individuals, few AYA with NF1/PN who are not in high school are functioning independently in terms of living arrangements or higher education/employment. 
Interventions to promote independence are needed.

Full List Authors: Staci Martin, PhD1, Robin Young, MS1,2, Pam Wolters, PhD1, Mary Anne Tamula, MA3, Kari Struemph, PhD1, Andrea Baldwin, CRNP1, Brigitte Widemann, MD1. 
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Measuring Needs-Based Quality of Life in Adults with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) Associated Plexiform 
Neurofibromas (pNFs) 
 
Stephen P. McKenna, PhD, Galen Research, United Kingdom (UK)

Background: There is growing emphasis on evaluating patient experience of disease and involving patients in their care. For chronic syndromes such as NF1, 
where interventions are currently focused in improving symptoms, reliable patient-centered tools are needed. Needs-based quality of life (NQoL) tools differ from 
traditional QoL measures in that they assess symptoms and functions via an assessment of the  impact on patients’ perceived needs. NQoL is built on the idea that 
individuals are driven by their needs and that QoL is high when perceived needs are fulfilled. Over 30 such disease-specific NQoL measures exist, many validated 
for use in clinical trials.  In this study, we seek to develop a NQoL tool for adults with NF1-associated pNF.

Methodology: All evaluations occur in patients >18 years old and with a known diagnosis of NF1-associated pNF.  Item generation includes 40 qualitative 
interviews (20 United States; Johns Hopkins University and 20 in UK; Central Manchester University Hospital). Interviews consist of open ended questions. 
Responses are transcribed and analysed thematically to identify potential items for the final measure. Testing for face and content validity occurs via interviews with 
30 additional patients.  A test-retest validation study with an additional 250 patients is then conducted by mail survey. This establishes the final questionnaire (via 
Rasch analysis) and tool metrics (consistency, reproducibility and construct validity). 

Results: To date, 36 qualitative interviews have been completed: Seventeen (47.2%) male; mean age = 40.2 ± 12.6 years. Roughly half the sample (52.8%) 
are employed full-time and 62.9% are married. Twenty-six patients (72.2%) consider their health to be good or very good; 36.1% rated their pNF burden as mild, 
22.2% as moderate and 41.7% severe. Nearly 800 potential items reflecting patient perceived needs were identified in interview transcripts. Examples include:  
appearance, self-esteem, social interaction, time-structure, autonomy and safety/security.

Discussion: Qualitative interviews to create a NQoL for patients with NF1-associated pNF have been completed and indicate several themes that are under 
evaluation. Work is ongoing to assess provider-versus patient-reported disease severity and the relationship between disease severity and perception of needs that 
are and are not met. Establishing a specific NF1-pNF NQoL measure will allow for a unique assessment of the global patient experience related to NF1-associated 
pNF over time and in response to various interventions.

Full List of Authors: Stephen P McKenna PhD, Galen Research; James Twiss BSc, Galen Research; Jeanette Wilburn MSc, Galen Research; Susan Huson MD, Central Manchester University 
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Community Practice Patterns of NF2 Care in the United States: A Health Services Research Approach 
 
Vanessa Merker, BS, Massachusetts General Hospital /Boston University School of Public Health

Background: No formal care guidelines for neurofibromatosis 2 (NF2) exist in the United States, and little is known about the care received by patients outside of specialty 
centers. For this reason, we sought to determine the utilization of health services and costs of care for a national sample of patient with NF2. We also assessed the 
extent to which care conformed with 2005 United Kingdom consensus recommendations for audiology testing and annual brain MRIs in patients with NF2.†

Methods: 2013 insurance claims data was extracted from the TruvenHealth Analytics MarketScan Commercial Claims and Encounters database. These data 
consist of individual-level, deidentified health care claims information for more than 50 million patients with private, employer-sponsored health insurance from 
across the United States. Non-newly diagnosed NF2 patients (those with at least one inpatient or outpatient claim associated with NF2 (ICD-9 code 237.72) in the 
years 2007-2012) who were continuously enrolled throughout 2013 were eligible for inclusion. We excluded from the cohort patients with >5 visits associated 
with NF1 (ICD-9 code 237.71) or patients with only one visit for NF2, no visits for vestibular schwannoma (ICD-9 225.1) and any visits for NF1 were excluded 
from the cohort. Adequate NF2 hearing evaluation was defined as pure-tone audiometry with speech recognition testing (CPT-4 codes 92557 or 92556+92552).  
Adequate NF2 brain MRI was defined as a brain MRI with contrast administration (CPT-4 code 70552 or 70553). Patient out-of-pocket costs were calculated as 
the sum of all co-pays, deductibles, and coinsurance paid for inpatient and outpatient care during the year 2013, including physician visits, lab tests, and MRIs, but 
not including prescription drugs. Total healthcare costs include patient out-of-pocket costs as well payments from private insurers to hospitals and physicians.

Results: 361 patients meeting inclusion criteria above had an outpatient visit in 2013; 21 of whom also had inpatient hospitalization in 2013.  Median age was 48 
years (range 1-64), with 39/361 (10.8%) of patients age <18. 61% of patients were female. The median number of outpatient visits per person was 11 (25th-75th 
percentile: 6-23). 17.7% of patients (64/361) had at least one adequate hearing test and one adequate brain MRI in the calendar year. 26.0% (94/361) had a brain 
MRI only, and 4.7% (17/361) had a hearing test only.  51.5% (186/361) had neither an adequate hearing test nor brain MRI during 2013. Median out of pocket patient 
cost was $776 per person (25th–75th percentile: $216 – $1816). Median annual healthcare cost was $4,517 per person (25th–75th percentile: $1678 – $13703).  

Conclusions: There is a significant gap between UK consensus NF2 surveillance guidelines and current US practice. This work highlights the critical need for health 
services research in NF care to identify opportunities for improvement in patient care. Ongoing work will assess healthcare utilization over time and compare the 
demographic and clinical characteristics of different utilization groups in this cohort to expand these findings.
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Examining a Correlation Between Congenital Heart Disease and Neurofibromatosis 1 
 
Manikum Moodley, MD, FCP, FRCP, The Cleveland Clinic

Background: The exact risk of congenital heart disease in patients with Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is not known, though smaller studies have suggested that 
there is an increased incidence.

Objective: A single center study to assess the incidence of congenital heart disease in pediatric patients with NF1. 

Methods: Retrospective chart review of all patients < 21 years of age diagnosed with NF1 from January 2009 to August 2013. Data collected included 
demographics, family history of NF1, physical examination  findings, vitals, EKG and echocardiographic results.

Results: 132 patients with NF1 were identified. 15 (11.4%) had heart defects; 60 (45%) were female; ages 0-21 years (mean 11 years). The most prevalent 
defects included coarctation of the aorta (4/15); mitral valve prolapse (MVP) (4/15); pulmonary stenosis (PS) (3/15) and atrial septal defect (ASD)
(3/15); ventricular septal defect (VSD) (1/15). 

Conclusion: There is a correlation between NF-1 and congenital heart disease. In our study, the overall incidence of congenital heart disease in patients with NF1 
was 11.4%, considerably higher than the incidence in the general population, which is about 0.8-1%. Our study is the largest to date to evaluate this incidence.  
Further research may be needed, but a cardiac screening program for children with NF1 should be considered.
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Toxicities and Dose Exposure in the UK NF2 Bevacizumab Cohort 
 
Katrina Morris, MD, Nuffield Department of Neurosciences, University of Oxford

Since 09/2010, a group of 89 Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) patients in the UK have been treated with bevacizumab for rapidly growing schwannoma via the 
nationally commissioned highly specialized clinics. This patient group has a significant disability burden. Emerging reports of long-term risks of hypertension and 
renal disease raise concerns for prolonged bevacizumab treatment in this group of young people.

The UK treatment protocol for bevacizumab is 5mg/kg every 2 weeks or 7.5mg/kg every 3 weeks for the first 6 months (induction phase) followed by maintenance 
on 2.5-5mg/kg monthly. Adverse events and treatment dosage are recorded at each clinic visit in addition to urinary dipstick and blood pressure monitoring.

The dosage data and adverse events were collated for 70 patients with a median age of 25 years (range 11-66 years) (57% male). Adverse events were classified 
according to CTCAE 4.03. The median duration of treatment was 21 months (range 0.5-46) and median total dose was 116.25 mg/kg (range 10-495mg/kg) 
equating to a median total absolute dose of 7587mg (range 680-41800mg).  

A total of 327 adverse events (23 grade 3 or 4 events) were recorded in 52 patients. No grade 5 events occurred. Full adverse event profile of the cohort will be 
discussed. The three most common events were fatigue (n=59), hypertension (n=52) and mucositis (n=34). 

Prehypertension (CTCAE grade 1) occurred on 12 occasions in 9 patients. Stage 1 hypertension (CTCAE grade 2) occurred in 10 patients including 8 with 
recurrent events (28 events). Time to first Stage 1 Hypertension event was median 3 months (range 0.5 to 33 months) from start of treatment. In addition, 5 
patients had stage 2 hypertension (CTCAE grade 3) a median of 4 months from start of treatment (range 0.5-24 months). There were no grade 4 events. Patients 
received treatment according to NICE guidelines. In total 18% of the cohort were diagnosed with Stage 1 or Stage 2 Hypertension. A break or postponement of 
treatment was required for 18/52 hypertension events. 

Proteinuria occurred in 14 patients (20%) (Grade 1 n=9, Grade 2 n=5, Grade 3 n=1). Dose exposure and correlation with renal function will be discussed.

In contrast to previously described cohorts, we identified hypertension earlier in treatment.  Both hypertension and proteinuria are less frequent in our cohort. The 
influence of traditional risk factors for development of hypertension and proteinuria are explored.

Conclusion: The potential long-term risks of bevacizumab in addition to the short-term adverse events must be taken into account when considering treatment.

Co Authors: Claire Blesing MB BChir MSc1, Raj Jena MD2, Catherine McBain MD3, Martin McCabe PhD4, Angela Swampillai MD5, Avianna Laws1, Allyson Parry DPhil1 and Shazia Afridi PhD5. 
On behalf of the UK NF2 Research group
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Development of the Pediatric Quality of Life InventoryTM Neurofibromatosis Type 1 Module  
for Children and Young Adults: Qualitative Methods 
 
Kavitha Nutakki, MBBS, MPH, Indiana University School of Medicine

Background: Health-related quality of life (HRQOL) is arguably one of the most important measures in evaluating effectiveness of clinical treatments. At present, 
there is no disease-specific outcome measure to assess the HRQOL of children and young adults with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1). Hence, the objective of this 
qualitative study was to develop key patient self-reported and parent proxy-reported domains for the Pediatric Quality of Life InventoryTM (PedsQLTM) NF1 Module for 
children and young adults. 

Methods: Based on existing literature and the expertise of the research team and expert clinical consultants, semi-structured interview guides were developed 
for the four patient age groups (5-7, 8-12, 13-17 and 18-25) and parents. Participants for the interviews were recruited at the NF clinic at Indiana University. 
All interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed. A total of 18 children ages 5–17 with NF1 and their parents and 5 young adults ages 18-25 with NF1 
participated in the semi-structured interviews thus far. Data from semi-structured interviews were analyzed using standard methods of content analysis that 
included the use of a series of data display matrices. 

Results: Fifteen common domain themes were identified using a qualitative descriptive approach, team discussions and consensus. The domains include 
communication, cognitive functioning, dependence/independence, family impact, mood/emotions/behaviors, motor skills, pain, skin sensation, sleep, social 
functioning, speech, gastrointestinal issues, treatment issues, vision, and worry. 

Conclusions: The PedsQLTM NF1 Module for children and young adults is now in the process of item generation that will be followed by further rigorous qualitative 
and quantitative testing of the module.

Additional Authors: Claire B Draucker, PhD, RN, FAAN, Indiana University; James W. Varni, PhD, Texas A&M University; Nancy L. Swigonski, MD, MPH, FAAP, Indiana University School of Medicine
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Young Children Exhibit Atypical Symptoms from Plexiform Neurofibroma—Increase Awareness in the Community 
 
Neha J. Patel, MD, Department of Pediatrics, University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, Madison, Wisconsin

Background: Plexiform neurofibromas (PNs) are congenital lesions and are frequent cause of pain, disfigurement, hypertrophy and neurological deficits in patients 
with neurofibromatosis type I (NF1).  

Method: We report two young children with NF1 who had unusual clinical symptoms that later was noted to be from PN. One patient is a 22 month old girl whose 
parents reported that she was a restless sleeper during the night. She woke up multiple times during the night and found comfort with arching her back and neck. 
MRI scan revealed a mass in the occipital space, posterior cervical space, left carotid space and left retropharyngeal space. The second patient is a 4 year old boy 
who presented with unilateral left-sided facial fullness, frequent left-sided otitis media, increase eye drainage and self-injurious behaviors with frequent anger bursts 
and slapping of the face. MRI of the head and face in this child showed extensive abnormal areas of enhancement involving the course of the left greater superficial 
petrosal nerve and vidian nerve distribution with involvement of the V2 segment of the trigeminal nerve.

Results: The first patient underwent excision of the retropharyngeal portion of the neurofibroma resulting in the improvement of her symptoms. Both patients also 
underwent placement of myringotomy tubes in each ear. The second patient continued to have waxing and waning behavioral issues and other symptoms with 
recurrent otitis media/sinusitis suggestive of obstruction and pain in that location. Patient is being treated with guanfacine and gabapentin.  

Conclusion: Through these cases we would like to call attention to how PN can lead to discomfort and unusual presentations in young children.

Full List of Authors: Neha J. Patel, MD1; Diane Heatley, MD3; Gregory D Avey, MD4; Abigail Roth, BSN, RN2; Lalitha Iyer, MD1; Kristin Casey, APNP2; Taryn Bragg, MD6; David Wargowski, MD1, 
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Simplify Care of Complex Neurocutaneous Syndromes in Wisconsin—American Family Children’s Hospital’s 
Pediatric Multidisciplinary Neurocutaneous Disorders’ Clinic at the University of Wisconsin, Madison 
 
Neha J. Patel, MD, Department of Pediatrics, University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, Madison, Wisconsin

Neurocutaneous Syndromes (NCS) comprise a group of multisystem genetic disorders that have characteristic central nervous system, ocular and cutaneous 
lesions of variable severity. The lesions can also affect the bones, blood vessels and other organs. These multisystem disorders are life-long, complex, and 
heterogeneous, requiring a continuum of multispecialty care.   

Therefore, in 2009, American Family Children’s Hospital of University of Wisconsin established its first Pediatric Multidisciplinary Neurocutaneous Disorders’ Clinic. 
The goal of this clinic is to simplify care of patients with these complex disorders by providing them with comprehensive, seamless and individualized care in a 
single clinic visit. The clinic comprised of a dedicated clinic nurse coordinator, neurologist, geneticist, genetic counsellor, dermatologist, rehabilitation medicine 
specialists, neurooncologist, neurosurgeon, vocational counsellor, neuropsychologist, and social worker. Each specialty addresses a unique perspective, delivering 
a cohesive and comprehensive care to these patients. 

Since it was first established in 2009, there has been a steady growth in the number of patients seen in this clinic. This has necessitated increase in the frequency 
of this clinic from one clinic every other month in 2009 to one every month in 2012 and now to twice a month since 2014. 70% of patients seen in this clinic 
have neurofibromatosis type I and 20% have tuberous sclerosis, while 10% have rare NCS. The clinic has created a single platform for delivering multispecialty 
comprehensive services to diverse group of patients with multisystem disorders by a core group of dedicated and experienced health care providers. Patients 
and families highly value the unified and cohesive approach to various issues addressed during the clinic. Consequently, families experience less frustration and 
anxiety and develop confidence and satisfaction in their care. This clinic has also helped improve awareness of these disorders in the community, leading to early 
recognition and treatment, and improving quality of care. Health services provided through such an approach to patients with multisystem disorders can optimize 
patient care, save costs to society and decrease the psychological impact on patients and families. Our clinic nurse coordinator plays a pivotal role in maintaining 
communication amongst providers, patients and families, maintaining efficiency, keeping the clinic well-organized, and binding the diverse elements. Collectively, 
there is significant benefit to a multidisciplinary clinic for the comprehensive care of the diverse group of patients with neurocutaneous disorders.

Full List of Authors: Neha J. Patel, MD1; Abigail Roth, BSN,RN2; Catherine Reiser, MS, CGC1; Kristin Casey, APNP; David Wargowski, MD1; Lisa Muchard, MD3; Kyle McLean, NP; 
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Sequencing Pictures: Theory of Mind in Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 
 
Jonathan M. Payne, DPsych, Murdoch Childrens Research Institute, Australia

There is increasing evidence of reduced social functioning in children with neurofibromatosis type (NF1). Impaired social skills, high rates of peer rejection, 
increased social isolation and elevated autism spectrum disorder symptoms have been reported. While there is clear evidence for poorer social outcomes in 
NF1, the factors underlying reduced social function are not well understood. We examined theory of mind (ToM) abilities in children with NF1, which are a set 
of high-level social cognitive skills that enable us to view the world from another person’s perspective. ToM abilities facilitate our understanding that others have 
beliefs, desires, plans, hopes and intentions that may differ from our own and enable us to predict others’ behavior on the basis of these internal mental states. An 
underdeveloped ToM is considered a central deficit driving many symptoms of the autism spectrum, even in cases with a normal or high level of intelligence.

We assessed ToM in children with NF1 (n = 26) and unaffected controls (n = 36) aged 4-12 years using a nonverbal picture sequencing task. The task 
comprised 24 stories, each consisting of four picture cards. Children were presented one set of story cards at a time and were instructed to arrange the four cards 
in the correct order, so they told a story that made sense. ToM stories required participants to understand the mental states of story characters to be correctly 
sequenced. Control stories did not require participants to form mental state representations to be accurately sequenced.

Compared to unaffected controls, children with NF1 made significantly more errors sequencing most ToM stories. Conversely, NF1 participants demonstrated no 
difficulty sequencing control stories. NF1 participants with normal levels of intelligence were equally likely to demonstrate impaired performance on ToM tasks than 
NF1 participants with lower intelligence. Results suggest a generalized ToM deficit in children with NF1 that appears to be independent of intellectual abilities.

Full Authors List: Jonathan M Payne (DPsych),1 Melanie Porter (PhD),2 Natalie A Pride (PhD),3 Kathryn N North (MD).1
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Whole Exome Sequencing and Copy-Number Variation Analysis  
of 20 NF2-Associated Spinal and Cranial Meningiomas 
 
Alexander Pemov, PhD, NCI/NIH

Recent studies in high-throughput sequencing of genomes of sporadic meningiomas have revealed that inactivation of NF2 is the most frequent genetic event in the 
tumors and is mutually exclusive with mutations occurring in genes such as TRAF7, KLF4, AKT1 and SMO. It is accepted that somatic inactivation of the second 
copy of the NF2 gene is associated with tumor initiation in patients with NF2, however little is known about what other genes or pathways are involved in the tumor 
formation and progression in patients with this disorder.

To investigate this question we performed whole exome sequencing (WES) (Illumina Hi-Seq 2500 platform , 96 Mb SeqCap EZ Exome + UTR Library, NimbleGen) 
and SNP-array analysis (HumanOmniExpressExome-8, v1.2 arrays, Illumina) of 20 spinal and cranial meningioma samples from seven NF2 patients. We identified 
nonsense germline NF2 mutations in four patients, a splice site mutation in one patient and an intronic mutation near the acceptor splice site (-9 bp) in another 
patient. SNP-array analysis revealed a deletion of either entire chromosome 22 or the portion of 22q-arm containing the NF2 gene in all but one meningioma 
sample. The second most frequent chromosomal aberration was a deletion within chromosome 1p (2 tumors) followed by the entire chromosome X deletion (1 
sample) and complex rearrangements in chromosome 17q (1 sample). The remaining samples exhibited the genomic architecture of a normal diploid cell. Next, 
we investigated the somatic mutation burden in the genomes of the tumors. After multi-step filtering of the WES data to exclude false-positives and variants with 
relatively low functional significance, we identified ~20 point substitutions and small indels in 20 tumor samples. Most of the mutations were observed only once. 
We identified a few mutations that were common among multiple samples, however none of these mutations were shared among the samples originating from 
different patients. Validation of these mutations by an orthogonal sequencing technology is pending.

In conclusion, our genomic study of 20 meningioma samples from seven NF2 patients revealed that somatic inactivation of NF2 is the most frequent and the only 
recurrent genetic event in NF2-associated meningiomas. Large LOH events such as deletion of entire chromosome 22 or portions of 22q containing the NF2 gene 
is by far the most prevalent mechanism of the second hit. Large LOH events elsewhere in the genome, especially on chromosome 1, could represent a common 
path of tumor progression toward a more aggressive/advanced stage. Somatic single nucleotide substitutions and small indels are relatively rare in these tumors 
and understanding the role of these types of mutations in NF2-associated meningioma tumorigenesis will require further studies. 

Full List Authors: R. Dewan, BS, UMD; S. Chandrasekharappa, PhD, NHGRI/NIH, NISC, NIH; A. R. Asthagiri, MD, UVA; and D. R. Stewart, MD, NCI/NIH
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Prenatal and Early Postnatal Maternal Influence on the NF1 Syndrome Phenotype 
 
Vincent M. Riccardi, MD, The Neurofibromatosis Institute, La Crescenta, CA 91214

A modern critical dietary component, fructose, is the known source of multiple serious health problems among humans in general.1 Respecting two elements of 
the human NF1 syndrome, namely a lean habitus and the virtual absence of Type 2 diabetes mellitus,2 I have consistently suggested that NF1 persons are at least 
distinctive—if not frankly compromised—in their utilization of fructose. More recently, it has become clear that maternal fructose ingestion during later pregnancy 
and lactation substantially influence several biochemical processes in the later fetus and neonate.3-5 These influences involve fructose processing, with especial 
regard to 1) the GLUT5 transporter, SGLT1 and Glucose-6-phosphatase; 2) the production and availability of calcitriol; and 3) the availability of Ca2+ and the 
latter’s contributions to bone metabolism and structure. The alterations are manifest both in terms of the biochemistry of the specific substances3, 4 and epigenetic 
modifications of the corresponding genes (i.e., GLUT5, SGLT1 and G6Pase.3, 4 

In this context, it becomes highly likely that the timing and amount of fructose ingestion by the mother during later pregnancy and lactation, may have substantial 
effects on the fetus and/or suckling infant with NF1. This might be especially true for such an NF1 fetus and/or infant whose NF1 syndrome involves congenital 
elements, such as arterial and skeletal dysplasia(s) and plexiform neurofibromas. 

This presentation will detail how the involved substances interact to explain these maternal effects—both biochemical and epigenetic—and, in addition, propose 
how they influence the NF1 syndrome in childhood and later. The notion of maternal dietary and nutritional influence on the NF1 syndrome, especially the congenital 
lesions, has otherwise been ignored. The epigenetic modifications are of particular interest in these regards, respecting the increasingly recognized gender bias 
apparent in the NF1 syndrome at additional multiple levels, including learning disabilities and the visual compromise associated with optic pathway gliomas.6

1. DiNicolantonio JJ, et al. Mayo Clin Proc 2015;90:372-381.
2. Madubata CC, et al. Genet Med 2015;17:36-42.
3. Cui XL, et al. Physiol Genomics 2004;18:206-217.
4. Douard V, et al. FASEB J 2012;26:707-721.
5. Suzuki T, et al. Biochem J 2011;435:43-53.
6. Diggs-Andrews KA, et al. Ann Neurol 2014;75:309-316.
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Effects of Lovastatin on Neurobehavioral Function in Neurofibromatosis I 
 
Tena Rosser, MD, Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, USC Keck School of Medicine

Studies in the Nf1 mouse model demonstrate that the HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor Lovastatin, which acts as a potent inhibitor of p21Ras activity, can reverse the 
biochemical, electrophysiological and cognitive deficits observed in the mouse. In this study, we explored the efficacy of Lovastatin treatment for cognitive deficits 
of individuals with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1). 

Methods: A prospective, double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized14-week clinical trial was conducted in children and adults with NF1 between January 2010 
and February 2013. Neuropsychological/behavioral testing and fMRI studies were performed on 44 individuals with NF1 (21 randomly assigned to Lovastatin, 23 
to placebo). Outcome measures were assessed at baseline and after 14 weeks of treatment. The primary outcome measures included one neuropsychological 
test and one behavioral measure that were analogous to statin-responsive tests in Nf1 mice (tests measuring visual-spatial memory and attention). An fMRI spatial 
capacity working memory (SCAP) task was also performed and we investigated pre-post treatment neural activity in 10 regions of interest (ROIs). 

Results: Neuropsychological/behavioral testing: There was a significant difference in trajectories over time (i.e. significant group x time interaction) between the 
two treatment groups for the Hopkins Verbal Learning Task (HVLT; (F(1,33)=6.37, p=.02) and Letter-Number Sequencing (LNS; F(1,30)=20.93, p<.01), in both 
cases with differential improvement in the statin-treated group. For the CBCL Young Adult Self Report the Internalizing score showed a difference in trajectories 
between the two treatment groups (F(1,19)=5.09, p=.03), with greater improvement seen in the statin group. There were no significant treatment effects (i.e., no 
group x time interaction) for neural activity during SCAP performance in any of the ROI’s investigated. To determine if the observed treatment-associated changes 
in neurocognition were associated with changes in functional neuroimaging signal, we calculated Pearson correlations between change scores for these variables: 
Changes in the HVLT were significantly associated with changes in neural activity in the left parietal ROI (r=.51, p=.04), while changes in LNS performance were 
associated with changes in neural activity in the left frontal eye fields (r=-.61, p=.01) and right Brodmann Area 10 (r=-.59, p=.02). Lovastatin was well tolerated 
and there were no significant adverse events. 

Conclusions: Compared to the placebo group, NF1 subjects taking Lovastatin showed improvement in verbal learning, working memory and attention tasks 
which mirror findings seen in the NF1 mouse model. Our findings suggest that Lovastatin, through modulation of the ras-MAPK pathway, ameliorates some of the 
abnormal cortical networks involved in NF1 cognitive dysfunction.

Full List of Authors: Tena Rosser, MD, CHLA/USC; Laura Pacheco, BA, UCLA; Gerhard Hellemann, PhD, UCLA; Caroline Montojo, PhD, UCLA; Nicole Enrique, BA, UCLA; Alcino Silva, 
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The Effect of Diffuse Plexiform Neurofibromas on Joints. A Series of 3 Case Studies 
 
Elizabeth Rowles, NF1 Clinical Nurse Specialist, St. Mary’s Hospital, University of Manchester

Neurofibromatosis type 1 ( NF1) is widely recognised as being associated with cosmetic burden and potential for malignant change. Whilst the association of orbital 
plexiform with sphenoid wing dysplasia is a well recognised, the effect of diffuse plexiform neurofibromas on some joints is less well documented. We present a 
series of 3 case studies. These individuals had normal joints in early childhood but during adolescence and adulthood presented with progressive dysplasia.

Patient #1  41 yr old male. First had medical problems age 11yrs when he had repeated hip dislocations. He developed a large plexiform over his hip and buttock. 
He has had multiple debulking operations without it ever being fully explained to him the nature of this lesion. He walks with an antalgic gait, consistent with his leg 
length discrepancy. On scan there is diffuse NF tissue around the hip joint which is no longer functional. 

Patient #2  34 yr old male. He was treated for leg length discrepancy as a child. No joint problems. No Café au lait. He first experienced problems with pain in 
hip in early 30’s. On examination the main abnormality is over the right lower quarter posteriorly where the whole of the right buttock and down the leg the skin is 
discoloured. Scan revealed extensive neurofibromatous change and associated dysplasia around the femoral head and neck and acetabulum. 

Patient #3  31 yr old male. No problems with NF1 as a child. He started with shoulder dislocation aged 12 yrs. Developed plexiform neurofibroma and had a 
couple of debulking operations. Over the years he lost movement and function in his shoulder. Over time he developed purplish discolouration of the skin. Scan 
revealed diffuse neurofibromatous change around the shoulder girdle with no residual shoulder joint.

Full List of Authors: E. Rowles, R. Whitehouse, C. Duff, D. Mowatt, S. Huson
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Attention Deficit-Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in Neurofibromatosis Type 1:  
Evaluation with a Continuous Performance Test 
 
Avinoam Shuper, Neurofibromatosis Clinic, Department of Pediatric Neurology and Epilepsy Center, Schneider Children’s Medical Center of Israel, 
Petach Tikva and Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

Objective: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) may be associated with executive dysfunctions and cognitive impairments as well as behavioral symptoms resembling 
ADHD. However, the underlying mechanism probably differs from that of ADHD in patients without NF1 and may involve, for instance, impaired reactivity to visual 
signals. The aim of the study was to determine if the MOXO ADHD test (Neurotech Solutions, Israel), a visual and vocal distractors-based continuous performance 
test, can distinguish between patients with ADHD, with or without NF1.

Methods: The study group included 35 patients, M:F ratio 16:19, aged 6-17 years, under follow-up at our hospital. Control group included 532 age-matched 
subjects, 285 male and 247 female, with negative ADHD screens; all had been tested previously and not as part of the present study. Children with visual 
disturbances or autistic spectrum disorders were excluded.  All participants completed the MOXO test, which measures four attention-related indices: hyperactivity, 
inattentiveness, timeliness, and impulsivity. Results were compared between the groups.

Results: Mean age was 9.91 years (SD 3.72) in the study group and 10.14 years (SD 2.75) in the control group. Overall performance on the MOXO test was 
significantly poorer in the children with NF1 than in the controls (p<0.01), but no group-specific pattern could be identified. Impulsivity and hyperactivity tended 
to be more prominent in boys than in girls (p<0.01). Older children (age 13-18 years) exhibited more impulsive and hyperactive responses than younger children 
(age 6-12 years), but the difference was not statistically significant. 

Conclusion: Patients with NF1 exhibit abnormal results on the MOXO test, indistinguishable from other populations with ADHD.  They tend to show age and sex 
differences in the impulsivity and hyperactivity parameters. Similar findings were reported in an earlier study using the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire.  
Despite the presumably different underlying mechanism, ADHD in children with NF-1 has a similar clinical presentation to “regular” ADHD. The CPT appears to be 
insufficiently sensitive to delineate NF1-associated ADHD even when visual or vocal distractors are specifically used.

Full List of Authors: Rony Cohen1,2,3, Ayelet Halevy2,3, Sharon Aharoni2,3, Avinoam Shuper1,2,3. 1Neurofibromatosis Clinic, 2Department of Pediatric Neurology and Epilepsy Center, 
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Lower Blood Glucose Levels in Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) 
 
MLR Souza, MSc, Neurofibromatosis Outpatient Reference Center (CRNF), Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil

Introduction: Data from studies indicates a low prevalence of diabetes mellitus type 2 in NF1 patients1 and a study using 18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron-emission 
tomography have shown increased glucose uptake in benign neurofibromas of individuals with NF12, suggesting that they may present lower blood glucose levels. 

Aim: To evaluate glucose levels in individuals with NF1 compared to unaffected controls. 

Methods: We reviewed clinical data records (fasting glucose, gender, age, and body mass index (BMI)) of 701 NF1 patients attended at CRNF. Control group for fasting 
blood glucose levels comparison (matched by sex, age and BMI) was selected from the Longitudinal Study of Adult Health database (3:1). In both group, individuals with 
clinical diagnosis of diabetes mellitus were excluded before matching. The Wilcoxon test was used to compare the blood glucose medians between groups. The McNemar 
test was used to compare proportions. The Odds Ratio (OR) was calculated by logistic regression to estimate the chance of an individual with NF1 to present with high 
blood glucose (≥100mg/dL) compared to controls, with a confidence interval of 95% (CI95%). 

Results: Fifty-seven of the 701 records evaluated met all inclusion criteria and were compared to 171 controls. Median blood glucose level of individuals with NF1 (86mg/
dL (minimum 56 - maximum 127)) was lower than the controls (102mg/dL (minimum 85 - maximum 146)) (P<0,001). The prevalence of high blood glucose (≥100mg/
dL) was lower in the NF1 group (16%) than in controls (63%) (P<0,001). The chance of an individual with NF1 to present with high blood glucose was 89% lower than an 
individual without disease (OR 0.112, CI95% 0.067 to 0.188). 

Conclusion: Individuals with NF1 showed lower fasting glucose levels, as well as a lower prevalence and chance of developing high blood glucose levels compared to 
unaffected controls.

Full List Authors: Martins AS, Jansen AK, Rodrigues LOC, Diniz MHS, Barreto SM, Matos CM, Souza MLR, Souza JF, Diniz LM, Rezende NA (UFMG, Brazil).
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Association between quality of life and vestibular volume, word recognition scores, and patient and 
physician-reported disease severity in a US population of NF2 patients 
 
Roy E. Strowd, III, MD, Johns Hopkins University

Background: Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) is associated with histologically benign but morbid tumors of the nervous system. An NF2-specific quality of life 
(QOL) instrument, the NFTI-QOL, was developed in the United Kingdom (UK) to assess the QOL impact of NF2. We evaluated the NFTI-QOL in a United States (US) 
specialty NF clinic and assessed the relationship between NFTI-QOL scores, total vestibular schwannoma (VS) volume, best word recognition score (WRS), and 
provider- and patient-reported disease severity (ProvSev and PatSev).

Methods: An IRB-approved prospective observational study enrolling all NF2 patients >18 years at Johns Hopkins University was conducted. QOL was 
assessed by NFTI-QOL. Objective disease burden was assessed by total volume of bilateral VS, best WRS, and presence of intracranial meningioma and spinal 
ependymoma. ProvSev and PatSev were assessed by institutionally derived multi-item (e.g. symptom burden, age-of-onset, fatality risk) and single-item Likert 
(mild, moderate, severe) scales.  Descriptive statistics were performed; Pearson correlation coefficient used to explore correlations between QOL (NFTI-QOL) and 
clinical, radiographic, and functional measures; Student’s t-test to compare differences by treatment status and presence or absence of intracranial meningioma or 
spinal ependymoma.  

Results: Twenty patients were enrolled; mean age 46+21 years; 7 male (35%). Mean age at diagnosis 32+18 years. Prior treatment included surgery (50%), 
radiotherapy (25%), and systemic therapy (40%: bevacizumab, n=6; lapatinib, n=1; everolimus, n=2; PTC299, n=1). Seven (35%) were on active therapy 
at enrollment (all bevacizumab). Mean best WRS was 71.8+37% (n=20). Two patients had no functional hearing and 10 had unilateral hearing. Mean total VS 
volume was 5.8+7.4 cc (n=15). Additional lesions included meningioma in 75% (n=15/20) and spinal ependymoma in 20% (4/20). Mean NFTI-QOL score was 
8.5+5.1. NFTI-QOL correlated well with PatSev (r=0.60, 95%CI 0.21-0.82, p<0.005) and multi-item ProvSev (r=0.66, 0.31-0.85, p=0.002) but not single-item 
ProvSev (r=0.33, -0.13-0.68, p=0.15). A trend toward positive correlation was observed between PatSev and multi-item ProvSev (r=0.41, -0.04-0.72, p=0.07). 
NFTI-QOL scores did not correlate with VS volume (r=0.10, -0.44-0.58, p=0.73) or best WRS (r=-0.40, -0.71-0.05, p-0.08). NFTI-QOL scores were higher in 
those with meningioma (p=0.52) and ependymoma (p=0.67) but this was not statistically significant.

Conclusion: Mean NFTI-QOL scores in NF2 patients cared for in a US tertiary, specialty center were similar to those reported in the UK. NFTI-QOL scores did not 
correlate with best WRS or total VS volume, but did correlate with patient and provider-reported disease severity underscoring the importance of including QOL 
measures in therapeutic outcome assessment in these patients.

Authors: Roy E. Strowd, III, MD,1 Shannon Langmead, CRNP,1 Yao Lu, MS,2 and Jaishri O. Blakeley, MD,1,2
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Dramatic Clinicoradiographic Response to Pazopanib and Temozolomide Combination Therapy  
in Multiply Recurrent NF1-associated MPNST 
 
Roy E. Strowd, III, MD, Johns Hopkins University

Background: Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs) are aggressive sarcomas associated with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). Prognosis is poor 
with few therapies having been reliably shown to reduce mortality. Pazopanib (GW786034) is a noval oral multi-targeted receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) inhibitor 
with anti-tumor and anti-angiogenic activity. Temozolomide (TMZ) is a schedule dependent oral alkylating chemotherapeutic with preclinical data suggesting 
synergy with similar-acting RTK inhibitors (e.g. sunitinib).

Case Report: A 40 year-old woman with NF1 manifesting as innumerable cutaneous neurofibromas, paraspinal, and pelvic plexiform neurofibromas presented in 
February 2012 with new back pain and a 7.5x8.0x8.0 cm retroperitoneal (RP) mass adjacent to the left psoas muscle. Pathology was consistent with MPNST with 
positive margins. Post-operative treatment included focal external beam radiotherapy (5040 cGy + 900 cGy left RP boost) and 6 cycles of adjuvant doxorubicin 
(75 mg/m2) and ifosfamide (10 gm/m2). Six months post-chemotherapy imaging revealed RP recurrence and new pulmonary nodules (subsequently confirmed 
to be MPNST). She was enrolled on NCT00325494 with dose-reduced gemcitabine (675 mg/m2) and docetaxel (56 mg/m2) with or without MORAb-004 until 
disease progression after 3 cycles. She was enrolled on NCT01661283 with bevacizumab (10 mg/kg) and everolimus (10 mg daily) until disease progression at 
cycle 2. She was then treated with pazopanib monotherapy (800 mg daily) for 2 cycles, but suffered her fifth recurrence (radiographic and symptomatic). Oral TMZ 
(150 mg/m2 for 5/28 days) was added to pazopanib (600 mg daily). After 3 cycles, she had clinical and radiographic response with target lesion reduction to from 
6.0x8.3x6.9 cm to 3.8x3.5x4.0 cm and dramatic reduction in analgesic requirements which has been maintained to date (through 5 cycles).

Conclusions: A dramatic clinical and radiographic response was seen with pazopanib and TMZ in a patient with multiply recurrent and metastatic NF1-associated 
MPNST. These results paired with preclinical studies suggesting synergistic activity of anti-angiogenic RTK inhibitors and TMZ, support further exploration of 
this combination in NF1-associated MPNST. Correlation with methylation analysis including (O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase promoter) and exome 
sequencing are pending and will be presented in June 2015.
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Qualitative Review of an Internet Support Group (ISG) for Parents of a Child with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) 
 
Kari Struemph, PhD, National Cancer Institute

Objective: NF1 is a relatively rare disease (1 in 3000 births) with a complex symptom profile that places children at risk for physical, cognitive, and social-
emotional difficulties. These factors make caring for a child with this disease challenging, and finding effective social support difficult for parents. An ISG may offer 
a unique opportunity for parents to participate in the exchange of information and support. Qualitative data was analyzed from an ISG for parents of children with 
NF1 to determine the potential use and effectiveness of an ISG in this population.

Methods: Parents of children with NF1 were recruited through the NF1 research cohort at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the Children’s Tumor Foundation’s 
NF-registry to participate in an 8-week ISG study. The ISG was comprised of a chatroom (90-minute sessions held weekly) and a discussion board, which was 
moderated by a health professional and available 24/7. Each chat session was monitored by a psychology professional. Two raters reviewed the transcripts and 
identified predominant themes. Past studies using thematic analysis guided thematic development. After separately coding each transcript, raters reviewed any 
discrepancies and attempted to agree on a category. When agreement could not be reached, a third rater was consulted. In the discussion board, the monitor 
posted one question per week, and participants could respond or post their own questions and comments.  

Results: Thirty-three parents were enrolled in the study. Individual chat session attendance ranged from 3 to 10 participants. There were 17 participants across 8 chat 
sessions, with a median of 6 participants per group. With the exception of 1 outlier, participant entries ranged from 1 to 56 per participant per chat (M = 21 entries 
per participant, SD=16.6). Four broad categories were identified: 1) Information Sharing 2) Information Seeking 3) Expressing Emotions and 4) Miscellaneous. The 
predominant theme in the chat sessions was information sharing. Rater agreement for thematic analysis ranged from 81% to 95%. In the discussion board, there 
were 99 posts by participants with 487 views. Discussion board topics included medical issues (e.g., pain, MRI scans), social-emotional challenges (e.g., behavior 
problems, making friends), and research (e.g., treatment protocols).

Conclusions: ISGs can be an effective means of connecting parents of children with NF1 that require minimal resources to implement. The chat room and 
discussion board both were actively utilized. The predominant theme was sharing personal experiences related to parenting a child with NF1. Given the rarity of 
NF1, this unique and accessible intervention would likely provide a venue for this otherwise unmet need.

Full List Authors: Kari Struemph, PhD1, Robin Young, MA1,2, Andrea Baldwin, CRNP1, Mary Anne Tamula, MA3; Pam Wolters, PhD1, and Staci Martin, PhD1
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Perceived Social-Emotional Functioning in Youth with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) with Plexiform 
Neurofibromas (PNs): Impact of Cognitive and Behavioral Factors 
 
Mary Anne Toledo-Tamula, MA, Clinical Research Directorate/CMRP, Leidos Biomedical Research, Inc.

Background: Youth with NF1 experience difficulties in social-emotional and behavioral functioning as reported by parents and teachers. Neurocognitive variables 
have been implicated as possible contributors to NF1 youth’s social-emotional-behavioral functioning (Huijbregts and de Sonneville, 2010; Martin et al. 2012); 
however, these studies used parental reports rather than youth self-reports of social skills and emotional wellbeing. This study sought to explore how aspects of 
cognitive functioning, particularly attention, cognitive flexibility, working memory, and processing speed in youth with NF1 and PNs relate to their self-reported 
emotional wellbeing.

Methods: NF1 youth (8-18 years) with PNs on a NF1 natural history study were administered a comprehensive psychological evaluation that assessed attention, 
cognitive flexibility, working memory, and processing speed (CPT-II, DKEFS: Trails Switching, Wechsler Symbol Search, and Wechsler Digit Span), and aspects of 
emotional functioning (BASC-2 Self-report). Parents completed measures of day-to-day executive functioning (BRIEF). Pearson correlations were used to examine 
relationships among the select cognitive and behavioral variables and emotional functioning. 

Results: Fifty-four participants (mean age=11.9 years, range 8-18; 65% males) with NF1 and PNs provided data. Scores on tests of attention, cognitive flexibility, 
working memory, and processing speed, as well as parental report of day-to-day executive functioning and self-report measures of emotional functioning were all 
average. However, in this cohort of NF1 youth, 17 percent reported having feelings of inadequacy. Fifteen percent scored in the at-risk/clinical range on Anxiety, 
far above the national prevalence rate of 0.9%. Seven percent reported experiencing social stress and having symptoms of depressive symptomatology, which is 
comparable to the national prevalence rate. With respect to cognitive and behavioral variables, poorer ability to inhibit impulses (cognitive control) was associated 
with more social stress, more depressive symptomatology, and greater feelings of inadequacy; while worse parent-reported behavior dysregulation was associated 
with higher anxiety (all p <.05).

Conclusions: Most youth with NF1 perceive their emotional functioning as within normal limits; still, a high proportion experience problems with anxiety and 
feelings of inadequacy. As seen in studies that used parental reports of emotional functioning in NF1 youth, neurocognitive abilities were associated with self-report 
measures of emotional functioning. However, this is the first study that demonstrates an association between the ability to inhibit impulses/cognitive control and 
behavior dysregulation with social-emotional functioning in youth with NF1. Interventions targeting these cognitive abilities may help attenuate social-emotional and 
behavioral problems in this population.

Full List Authors: Mary Anne Toledo-Tamula, MA1, Pamela Wolters, PhD2, Staci Martin, PhD2, Andrea Baldwin, CRNP2, and Brigitte Widemann, MD2.  1 Clinical Research Directorate/
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Pilot Study to Assess and Address Social Needs and Quality of Life of Adolescents Living with 
Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) Using Visual Illness Self-Narratives and Social Media 
 
Nicole Ullrich, MD, PhD, Boston Children’s Hospital, Boston, MA

Background: Adolescents with NF1 demonstrate increased deficits in social skills, a smaller social circle and less social competence than their peers. The goal of 
this study is to assess social needs and the impact of shared experiences with other adolescents with NF1, as part of a larger study to assess and address quality 
of life (QOL) and social-emotional functioning using social media.

Methods: Adolescents with NF1 were recruited from the Boston Children’s Hospital NF Program to participate in the Children’s at Home (C@H) project consisting 
of 2 phases: (1) creating visual illness self-narratives using the Video Intervention/Prevention Assessment (VIA) method; (2) interacting on the C@H website, a 
secured, medically-monitored social media website dedicated to adolescents with NF1. Qualitative analysis evaluated responses in the 1st phase to semi-structured 
interviews at baseline (T0) and after creating their visual narratives (T1). Parents completed the Behavior Assessment System for Children (BASC-II-P) and Impact 
of Pediatric Illness (IPI) scale. 

Results: Thirteen adolescents (ages 13-18 years, 7 females) created visual narratives (169 videos, 1-8 minutes each). At T0, 12/13 participants reported using 
social media (Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube). Six participants had never spoken about NF1 with anyone other than a parent because: 1) they 
did not know anyone else with NF1; 2) NF1 was considered personal; 3) they did not want to feel different from peers. Seven participants had talked about NF1 with 
family members, friends, counselors, and teachers. Ten participants stated that they did not know anyone else with NF1, 2 had met only one person, and 1 reported 
meeting other persons with NF1 weekly online. Participants reported high interest in participating in a secure website to interact with peers with NF1. Participants 
expressed feelings of loneliness, hoped to connect with others, make friends who are going through similar experiences so they do not feel alone, share about the 
impact of NF1 on their lives, and learn more about NF1. At T1 (N=9, 4 females; 4 dropouts, 2 secondary to medical issues), all participants reported enjoyment with 
creating the visual narrative and felt they expressed themselves accurately. Participants enjoyed helping others, sharing how they feel, connecting with others, and 
talking about their lives. They least liked initiating the videoing, seeing themselves on camera, and the presence of awkward silences when doing an interview.  

Conclusions: Adolescents with NF1 are successful at creating visual illness narratives and report loneliness and desire to connect with others who have NF1. This study 
uses VIA and social media to better understand the issues and needs of adolescents with NF1 and to connect with others who have the same disease. Future analyses 
will assess the effects of the interaction with others through the C@H social media website on QOL, ratings of disease severity, and social-emotional functioning.

Full List of Authors: Christina Akre1, Julie Polvinen1, Pamela Wolters, PhD2, Michael Rich, MD1. 1Boston Children’s Hospital, Boston, MA; 2National Cancer Institute, Bethesda.
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Validation of a Novel Outcome Measure of Spatial Learning and Effects of Lovastatin: Ancillary Study to  
NF1 STARS, A Randomized Placebo-Controlled Trial of Lovastatin in Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 
 
Nicole J. Ullrich, MD, PhD, Boston Children’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA

Background and Aims: Cognitive deficits are the greatest cause of lifetime morbidity in patients with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) and contribute to school 
failure, limitation of career choice and reduced quality of life. Hallmark features of neuropsychological impairment are visual spatial deficits and difficulties with 
complex motor tasks. Preclinical trials with lovastatin, a ras inhibitor, reversed learning and attention impairments, normalized p21Ras-MAPK activity and reversed 
neurophysiological deficits in nf1+/- mice. At present there is no standardized measure of spatial learning in children or adults. The Arena Maze is a virtual 
environment task that has been used to assess spatial learning strategies in young adults with traumatic brain injury and in a pilot study among children with NF1 
and their unaffected siblings. The primary aim of this ancillary study was to assess spatial learning characteristics and to determine of the computerized arena can 
be used to better define spatial learning difficulties in children with NF1. The secondary aim was to evaluate the computerized arena as a novel outcome parameter 
for detecting change in visual-spatial learning after treatment with lovastatin in children with NF1.

Methods: This was an ancillary study to NF1 STARS, the multi-center double-blind placebo-controlled Phase II trial to determine the efficacy of lovastatin on visual 
spatial learning and/or attention abilities of children with NF1 ages 8-15 years. The computerized module was administered along with primary and secondary 
outcome measures of the NF1 STARS at baseline, 16 weeks post treatment and at follow-up, 8 weeks after cessation of treatment. The same inclusion and 
exclusion criteria were used for the ancillary study as for the parent study. Participants were recruited from three sites: Boston Children’s Hospital, The Children’s 
Hospital at Westmead, Sydney, Australia and Children’s National Medical Center.   

Results and Conclusion: A total of 50 participants underwent baseline assessment with the computerized arena maze. Of these, 15 were screen failures and did 
not get randomized to study drug. There were 34 participants who completed week 16 assessment and 35 who completed week 24 assessments. Results are 
currently being analyzed for the parent study and ancillary study and will be presented at the Children’s Tumor Foundation annual conference.

Full Authors List: Nicole Ullrich, MD, PhD1, Karin Walsh, PsyD2, Jonathan M Payne DPsych3, Roger J Packer, MD2, Kathryn N North, MD3 and Celiane Rey-Casserly, PhD1.   
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Breast Cancer in Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1): Incidence, Survival and Histopathological Characteristics 
 
Elina Uusitalo, MSc, Department of Cell Biology and Anatomy, University of Turku, Turku, Finland

In order to elucidate the incidence, survival and histopathological characteristics of breast cancer in NF1, a register-based study covering whole Finland with a 
population of 5.4 million was carried out. The formation of the NF1 cohort has been described in Uusitalo et al. 2015 (J Invest Dermatol. 2015;135(3):904-6). The 
NF1 patient material was cross-referenced with Causes of Death Register, and the Finnish Cancer Registry which is population based, nationwide, and virtually 
comprehensive since year 1953. The results revealed a total of 44 NF1 women and one man with breast cancer. Two of the women and the male patient had two 
separate breast cancers. Standardized incidence ratios (SIR) and standardized mortality ratios (SMR) were calculated from cancers diagnosed between years 
1987-2011 from a cohort of 1404 NF1-patients (17,947.81 person years). A total of 29 breast cancers were diagnosed during the follow-up period yielding a 
SIR of 3.14. SMR for breast cancer deaths was 5.26. Interestingly, in the age group of <40 years, 8 breast cancers were diagnosed resulting in a SIR of 13.02. 
Since worse prognosis is generally associated with breast cancer in young women, age matched breast cancer controls were obtained from Auria Biobank (Turku, 
Finland) to further study breast cancer survival. The results revealed that the occurrence of NF1 breast cancer at young age does not solely explain the worse 
survival. Tumor marker analyses showed that NF1 breast cancers display parameters generally associated with poor prognosis. However, standardized age and 
subtype status did not explain the poorer survival of the NF1-breast cancer cases. 

Conclusion: The risk for breast cancer in NF1 is elevated, particularly under age 40. NF1-related breast cancer has poor prognosis, which is not solely explained by 
occurrence at young age, or by histopathological type.

Full List of Authors: Elina Uusitalo MSc, University of Turku; Samu Kurki PhD, Auria Biobank, Turku University Hospital; Pauliina Kronqvist MD PhD, University of Turku and Turku 
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Nevus Anemicus as Additional Diagnostic Marker of Neurofibromatosis Type 1 in Childhood 
 
Pia Vaassen, MD, Department of Pediatrics, Sana Klinikum Duisburg, Germany

Background: Diagnosis of neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is mostly based on clinical findings. However, a definite clinical diagnosis may be challenging—
especially in young children. Therefore it is important to define additional clinical findings that facilitate clinical diagnosis. We observed that nevi anemici (NA) occur 
with increased frequency in NF1 patients. These congenital cutaneous anomalies are characterized by a pale spot with sharp margins and may be surrounded by 
smaller satellite spots. Rubbing induces a reactive erythema in the surrounding skin. NA are non-progressive and do not require therapy. However, in patients who 
do not (yet) fulfill the NF1 diagnostic criteria the presence of NA might suggest that NF1 is the underlying disease. 

Objectives: Evaluate the frequency of NA in children potentially affected by NF1. Establish NA as additional diagnostic criteria for NF1.

Methods: During a 6 months period we examined 100 patients and documented age, sex, presence, location and characteristic features of NA.      

Results: NA were found in 28/100 patients examined (10 female/18 male; median age 8.9 years). They were mainly located on the trunk, less frequently on the 
neck and the limbs.  

Discussion: NA are present in 1-2 % of the general population and in up to 50% of NF1 patients. In our study, NA were found in 28% of NF1 patients. This is below 
the published frequency but still well above the general prevalence of NA. It is not known why NA appear with increased frequency in NF1.  It has been postulated 
that NA are caused by increased alpha-adrenergic vasoconstriction. Additionally, loss of beta-adrenergic receptors has been shown in cultured NF1 fibroblasts. 
Therefore we hypothesize that this imbalance between alpha- and beta-adrenergic receptors in neurofibromin-deficient tissues might explain why NA occur with 
increased frequency in NF1 patients.

Conclusion: Based on published studies and our own observations we propose that NA in children with suspected NF1 might facilitate definite diagnosis and 
improve clinical management.

References: Kaila et al. Cultured neurofibromatosis tumor fibroblasts lack beta-adrenergic receptors. Neurofibromatosis 1988; 1:37-42
Marqeu et al. Nevus anemicus in neurofibromatosis type 1: a potential new diagnostic criterion. J Am Acad Dermatol 2013;69:768-775.
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Breast Cancer Surveillance for Female Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) Patients in the Erasmus MC 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands and Informing Them About Their Breast Cancer Risk 
 
M. van Vliet, Genetic Counseler, Clinical Genetics, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) patients have an increased life time risk of breast cancer of 30-40%. In the Netherlands we advise a yearly surveillance from the 
age of 35 by a breast cancer specialist for female NF1 patients. In our cohort we have 69 female NF1 patients tested over the age of 35 and at least 5 of them had 
developed breast cancer at the testing moment and 1 of the 69 had developed an early stage of breast cancer (Ductal Carcinoma In Situ). 

Since the current knowledge of a higher breast cancer risk for female NF1 patients, we can easily inform the patients referred to our Clinical Genetics department, 
about their breast cancer risk. However, for adult female NF1 patients seen in the past, no system how to inform these patients about surveillance options, has 
been developed. Some patients are mothers of NF1 affected children and can be referred when they come with their children to our department. Others do not have 
regular contact with any medical profession anymore and therefore it is more difficult to inform them about their potential breast cancer risks. For the latest group 
of our cohort, unfortunately we do not have an optimal method to inform them.

In near future, we would like to have a standard protocol to inform all NF1 families, if relevant, on breast cancer risks. In this protocol we need to take into account 
both ethical and psychological aspects, such as the right to know for the individual patient and for our department the duty to re-contact.

R. van Minkelen, PhD, molecular geneticist, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
M. van Dooren, MD, PhD, clinical geneticist, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Y. van Bever, MD, clinical geneticist, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
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Skype Delivery of the Relaxation Response Resiliency Program for Adult Patients with Neurofibromatosis 
(3RP-NF): A Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) 
 
Ana-Maria Vranceanu, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital /Harvard Medical School

Background: NF1, NF2, and schwannomatosis are incurable tumor suppressor syndromes, associated with significant psychological distress and impaired quality 
of life (QoL). Despite this evidence, psychosocial interventions to address QoL in NF patients have not been developed or tested. We conducted a single-blind, phase 
2 randomized controlled trial (RCT) to assess the feasibility, acceptability and preliminary efficacy of a mind body intervention adapted for patients with NF (3RP-NF), 
versus an attention placebo control, the Healthy Living Program (HLP). Both intervention and control were delivered as a group via videoconferencing with Skype. 
Primary outcomes are satisfaction with life (SWL; Diener, 1985) and quality of life (WHOQOLBref; WHOQOLBref group, 1998). Secondary outcomes include measures 
of: perceived stress, resiliency, depression, generalized anxiety, sleep, mindfulness, coping, pain intensity, pain interference, gratitude, empathy, and support. 

Methods: Patients from the NF Clinic at MGH and from the Children’s Tumor Foundation’s NF registry responded to an IRB-approved flyer about a stress reduction 
study for patients with NF. After an initial intake via Skype to establish eligibility, participants completed a baseline assessment electronically via Redcap, a secure, 
web-based application for building and managing online surveys and databases. Participants were randomly assigned to the 3RP or HLP intervention. Both the 
3RP and HLP met weekly by Skype for 1.5 hours over the course of 8 consecutive weeks. 

Results: We enrolled 65 English-speaking patients without significant hearing loss from across the world. The majority of patients had NF1 (46), 10 had NF2, and 6 
Schwannomatosis. The intervention was deemed feasible, with 65/65 participants who were offered participation choosing to enroll, and 62 out of 63 participants 
who started completing the program and providing post-test feedback. Both interventions were rated 4 out of 5 on a Likert scale in terms of satisfaction and 
helpfulness. Analyses of covariance controlling for baseline scores showed significantly more improvement in the 3RP versus HLP control in both the primary 
outcomes of SWL and QoL (p<0.05; large effect sizes) and most secondary outcomes (resiliency, perceived stress, depression, generalized anxiety, somatic 
symptoms, coping, social support, mindfulness, and pain intensity (p<. 05; moderate to large effect sizes). There were no significant differences in measures 
of gratitude and sleep (p<. 05, small effect sizes). Among patients who scored higher than 5 (out of 10) on pain intensity at baseline, pain interference improved 
more in the 3RP group versus the control. 

Conclusion: The 3RP-NF was found to be feasible and acceptable. Patients in the 3RP group improved significantly more than those in the attention placebo control 
HLP on the primary outcomes and the majority of the secondary outcomes. Six-month follow up data is currently being collected. Results should be replicated in a 
fully powered RCT, to allow comparisons among NF type and assess interventionist effects.

Full Author List: Ana-Maria Vranceanu, PhD; Eric Riklin, BS; Vanessa Merker, BS, Scott R. Plotkin*, MD, Elyse R. Park*, PhD (* depicts shared authorship).
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Psychosocial Presentation of Adults with Neurofibromatosis 1, 2 and Schwannomatosis Enrolling into a 
Stress Reduction Program 
 
Ana-Maria Vranceanu, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital /Harvard Medical School

Background: NF1, NF2, and schwannomatosis are incurable tumor suppressor syndromes, associated with impaired quality of life (QoL). We set out to describe 
comprehensively the psychosocial presentation of adults with NF who participated in a stress reduction study, and assess potential differences in psychosocial 
factors by NF type. 

Methods: Participants were patients who self referred or were referred by their NF doctor to a stress reduction intervention delivered face to face (N = 21) or on 
line with Skype (N = 63). Participants were women in majority (69%), Caucasian (75%), with mean age 51. Of the entire sample 57 participants had NF1, 19 
had NF2 and 8 had schwannomatosis. Participants completed validated measures of QoL (WHOQoLBref), satisfaction with life (SWL scale), depression (PHQ-9), 
anxiety (GAD-7), pain intensity (NRS), pain catastrophizing (PCS), pain interference, (BPI subscale), gratitude (Gratitude scale), spirituality (FACIT), emotional 
support (MOS), optimism (LOTR) and sleepiness (Epworth scale). Measures were completed electronically via Redcap, a secure, web-based application for 
building and managing online surveys and databases.  

Results: Scores on SWL (M = 21.49) suggested a neutral level of satisfaction. Scores on the PHQ-9 (M =17.10) suggested moderate to severe depression, while 
scores on the GAD-7 (M =14.05) suggested moderate to severe generalized anxiety. On the WHOQoLBref patients’ scaled scores on the physical functioning 
(M = 64.79) and environmental scale (M = 69.57) were not significantly different from general population norms. However, scores on the psychological (M = 
52.91) and social (M = 55.15) subscales were significantly lower than those of the general population (p < .05). Scores on resilience, a construct that increases 
with age, were not significantly different from college students, but were significantly lower than those of older adults (p <. 05). Scores on PSS-10 (M = 21.42) 
were also significantly higher than scores of non-mental health controls (p <. 05). Scores on optimism (M = 12.36) were significantly lower than both those 
of college students and patients on bypass (p <. 05). Scores on FACIT spirituality (M =19.3) were significantly lower than those of cancer patients (p <. 05). 
Scores on the Sleepiness (M = 6.84), Gratitude (M = 32.31) and emotional support (M =27.85) scales were also significantly lower than normal population 
scores (p<. 05). There was a great deal of variability in all pain assessments. The mean score on pain intensity was 4.43 (2.83, range 0-10), and mean scores on 
PCS (M = 16.6, range 0-57) and BPI (M =19.66, range 0-65) were significantly lower than those of patients with back pain (p<. 05) and cancer pain (p <.05), 
respectively. There were no significant differences in any of the study measures among patients with NF1, NF2 and schwannomatosis (p>. 05). 

Conclusion: Patients with NF have significant psychological distress and difficulties coping compared to general population, and these difficulties are similar among 
patients with NF1, NF2 and schwannomatosis. This reinforces the need of psychosocial skills based interventions for this population.

Full Author List: Ana-Maria Vranceanu, PhD; Eric Riklin, BS; Vanessa Merker, BS; Scott R. Plotkin*, MD, Elyse R. Park*, PhD (* depicts shared authorship).

Funding: This research was possible due to a research grant from Children’s Tumor Foundation to Ana-Maria Vranceanu, PhD
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Aspects of Physical Activity in Youth with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) and Plexiform Neurofibromas (PNs) 
and Relation to Disease Severity, Social-Emotional Wellbeing, and Cognitive Function 
 
Pam Wolters, PhD, Pediatric Oncology Branch (POB), National Cancer Institute (NCI)

Background: Youth with NF1 and PNs may have physical impairments that limit their physical activity (PA). Studies of non-NF children show that PA is beneficial 
for physical health, emotional wellbeing, social skills, and cognitive function. The aim of this study was to understand the factors related to PA in children with NF1 
and PNs to develop interventions using PA to improve physical, cognitive, and social-emotional functioning.

Methods: Children with NF1 and PNs, ages 8-18 years, enrolled on a NF1 natural history protocol, and their parents were mailed questionnaires assessing 
the child’s level and type of PA, and attitudes, barriers, and supports related to PA (adapted from Sallis, JK). They also completed parent-proxy and self-report 
measures about the child’s behavior (BASC-II) and quality of life (Impact of Pediatric Illness Scale) and the child was given cognitive/academic tests as part of a 
psychological evaluation. NF1 disease severity was rated by a nurse practitioner based on the child’s medical exam.  

Results: Thirty children (mean age 13.8 years; range 9-17; 67% male) with NF1 and PNs and their parents completed the PA survey (50%). Most parents (97%) 
and youth (93%) believed that PA is good for people with NF1. However, only 3% (n=1) achieved the CDC-recommended goal of ≥60 min/day of Moderate-to-
Vigorous PA (MVPA) compared to 24% of children in the US population. Parents reported that 77% participated in ≤2 days/week at this level (40% of these had 0 
days/week) while 60% spent ≥2 hours per school day engaging in sedentary activities such as TV/recreational computer time. Children with severe disease had 
fewer days of 60 minutes of MVPA than those with mild or moderate severity (p<0.05); however, there was no difference between disease groups in time spent 
in sedentary activities. Common reasons for not participating in PA were physical (“had pain” [43%] or “too tired” [54%]), emotional (“not in the mood”[46%]), or 
social (“had no one to do PA with” [30%]). Excluding one outlier (>2 hrs/day MVPA), more days of ≥60 min of PA was related to greater self-reliance (p<0.05), 
lower sense of inadequacy (p<0.05), lower hyperactivity/inattention (p<0.05), less pain interference (p<0.01), more sleep (p<.01), better QOL (p<0.01), faster 
processing speed (p<.05) and higher academic achievement (p<.05). 

Conclusions: Most youth with NF1 and PNs participate in low amounts of MVPA, particularly children with severe disease, and spend more time doing sedentary 
activities compared to studies of unaffected children. Barriers to engaging in PA are social as well as physical. Greater MVPA is related to better social-emotional, 
cognitive, and academic functioning. These data will be used to develop novel interventions using PA, including adaptive exercise, to help improve physical, social-
emotional, and cognitive functioning among youth with NF1 and PNs.

Full Author List: Pam Wolters, PhD1, Cristina Brittany Abel, MS1, Mary Anne Tamula, MA2, Staci Martin, PhD1, Andrea Baldwin, CRNP1, & Brigitte Widemann, MD1. 1POB, NCI, NIH; 
2Clinical Research Directorate/CMRP, SAIC-Frederick, Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research, Frederick, Maryland 21702. 

Funding Support: Intramural research program of the NIH, NCI, POB; Funded by NCI Contract #HHSN261200800001E.
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